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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
speech characteristics of the aged citizens of Claiborne 
County, Mississippi, as observed in the speech of nine inform­
ants. The problem was to describe the phonological charac­
teristics of the speech of the informants as a group. The 
workbooks of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and 
Canada, edited for the south Atlantic section and the deep 
South, were used as a guide for the collection of the pho­
netic data. The informants were interviewed and asked 
questions designed to cover the desired responses. The inter­
views were tape-recorded and the phonetic transcriptions were 
recorded in the workbooks. The tape recording of the inter­
views allowed them to be replayed as often as necessary to 
check for accuracy. After the workbooks were completed, the 
data was analyzed on the basis of the use of vowels and 
consonants as they occurred in selected words that represent 
regional pronunciation, social pronunciation, or both. In 
addition to the workbooks, a vowel chart was constructed for 
each informant, patterned after those used by Kurath and
vi
McDavid in The Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic 
States. These furnished additional data that was used in the 
analysis.
The following conclusions were drawn from the
analysis:
(1) The diphthongs in the use of the nine informants 
manifest a variety of changes. The [ a e u ]  was a two-to-one 
choice over the [air] in such words as town, drouth, and cow. 
Boil and spoi1 were pronounced with the [o] or [as]. The 
[0 1 ] diphthong was used only in such words as boy and toy.
The [a:] '..ook the place of the [ ai ] diphthong in such words
as nine and five in the use of most of the informants. The 
[ou] diphthong was not modified often but one informant pro­
nounced old [oua1]. The variants in the use of [ei] were to 
an [e:], as Asia was pronounced [eija], or to an [ea] when 
rail was pronounced [real]. The informants also used another 
diphthong [3i] or [3a]. It was used in such words as girl 
and turn, pronounced [g 311] and [t3in] by two informants and 
[g3al] and [t3an] by a third informant.
(2) The [i] was the vowel before m or ii in such 
words as ten, men, or member. This was used by all nine of 
the informants.
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(3) The r in post-vocalic positions was pronounced 
more often than it was lost in such words as car and yard. 
The r in intervocalic positions was lost in about the same 
ratio as the post vocalic.
(4) The [0] was used as the final sound in with
and drouth by all nine of the informants.
(5) The b was substituted for the v in eleven,
seven, and seventy. This substitution was consistently 
made by six of the informants and a seventh occasionally 
made the substitution.
(6) The vowel charts revealed that three of the 
phonemes listed by Kurath and McDavid were not used by the 
Claiborne County informants.
Other studies are needed to see if the character­
istics as found in the aged informants of Claiborne County 
are typical for the state.
viii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND PROBLEM
Mississippi is an uncharted area in regard to 
phonetic data. Studies have been made in the Lower 
South which includes South Carolina, Georgia and parts 
of Florida.1 Through the influence of the Louisiana 
State University Speech Department, extensive study has 
been done in Louisiana. The area between Louisiana and 
Georgia is virtually untouched. If this area of two 
states, Mississippi and Alabama, is to be covered in 
studies of comparative dialectology or is to make any 
contribution to linguistic history in the United States, 
phonetic records of the utterances must be gathered.
Purpose.--The purpose of this investigation was 
to study the speech characteristics of Claiborne County,
^Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr., The 
Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic States (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1961), p. 21.
1
2Mississippi, as observed in the speech of nine aged infor­
mants. In the first major study in the United States, the 
significance of the use of elderly informants was estab­
lished. The field work for the Linguistic Atlas of New 
England was started September 1, 1931, and completed 
October 1, 1933. In order to secure as complete a picture 
of speech characteristics as possible, three types of 
informants were selected.
"Type I: Little formal education, little
reading, and restricted social contacts.
Type II: Better formal education (usually
high school) and/or wider reading and social 
contacts.
Type III: Superior education (usually col­
lege), cultural background, wide reading, 
and/or extensive social c o n t a c t s .
The three types were subdivided into two age groups:
"Type A: Aged, and/or regarded by the
field worker as old-fashioned.
Type B: Middle-aged or younger, and/or
regarded by the field worker as more modern."
It was considered important by Kurath and his asso­
ciates to select elderly descendents of local families to
Hauis Kurath, Hauidbook of Linguistic Geography of 
New Englauid (Providence, Rhode Island: Brown University,
1939), p. 44.
3Ibid.
2Mississippi, as a^Mrvtd in the speech of nine aged infor- 
nants. In the first aajor study in the United States, the 
signifieanee mi the ess of slderly informants was estab­
lished. The fi«M work for the Linguistic Atlas of New 
Englj£g wee started Pep tea be r 1, 1931, and completed 
October 1, I#9S. In order to secure as complete a picture 
of speech characteristics ss possible, three types of 
infscsdMs str« selected.
It Little foriAl education, little 
and restricted social contacts.
lit better formal education (usually 
sebeel) and/or wider reading and social 
sentsets.
lilt Superior education (usually col- 
je), owltmral background, wide reading, 
l/er ewtcesive social contacts."2
three types were subdivided into two age group:
At Aged, and/or regarded by the 
field worker as old-fashioned.
Type It Middle-aged or younger, and/or 
regarded by the field worker as more modern."
It wee considered important by Kurath and his asso­
ciates to select elderly descendents of local families to
Mans Herath, Handbook of Linguistic Geography of 
New Magland (Presidents, Abode Island: Brown University,
1939), p. 44.
SIbid.
3"record this old fashioned and most definitely local type 
in every community in order that the earlier regional 
patterns might be accurately delineated and the oldest 
living forms of speech preserved as fully as possible for 
the historian of New England Speech."4 Claiborne County 
included some of the earliest settlements in the state, 
and since no previous studies had been done, the aged 
group was selected.
The time lapse between 1931 and 1965 cannot be 
fully spanned, but difference can be minimized by start­
ing the study of Mississippi speech characteristics with 
aged informants. The informants selected for this study 
range in age from seventy-two to ninety-four. They typify 
the three educational levels represented in the pilot 
study. All the informants were natives of the county and 
most were third and fourth generation Claiborne County 
residents. The comparatively small amount of industriali­
zation of the county as a whole, plus the tendency of the 
inhabitants to remain in the area, would contribute to 
the retention of the speech characteristics, especially
4Ibid., p . 41.
among the older citizens. The phonetic record of these 
informants will help to establish the regionalisms of 
the pre-industrial era prior to 1930.
Problem. -- This study is primarily concerned with 
phonology. The problem is to describe the phonological 
characteristics of the speech of the informants as a group 
chosen to represent the speech of the aged citizens of 
the county. These characteristics will be analyzed on the 
basis of the use of the vowels and consonants as they 
occur in selected words that represent regional pronuncia­
tion or social pronunciation, or both.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
The first major studies in the United States 
resulted in The Linguistic Atlas of New England and the 
Handbook of the Linguistic Geography of New England pub­
lished in 1939.5 The influence of the editor, Kurath, 
and his collaborators, Hanley, Bloch, Lowman, Hansen and 
the field workers, spread. Soon the work of recording 
speech characteristics in other areas was begun. The
5Hans Kurath, Linguistic Atlas of New England 
(3 vols., handbook; Providence, Rhode Island: Brown
University, 1939).
5workbooks developed for collecting the data recorded in 
the Linguistic Atlas of New England were modified and 
adapted to fit other geographic areas.
E. Bagby Atwood has made notable contributions.
His book, A Survey of Verb Forms in the Eastern United 
S t a t e s is based on data collected in the workbooks, 
although the approach is not phonetic. Atwood has also 
been instrumental in collecting Linguistic Atlas materials 
in Texas. His influence is spreading through his students 
and some of them are now working on Linguistic Atlas 
materials in North Louisiana.
C. M. Wise adapted the workbooks for use in 
the deep south areas, especially Louisiana. As a result 
of his efforts, a number of studies have been done at 
Louisiana State University as a part of the Dialect Atlas 
of Louisiana which is as yet unpublished and incomplete.
Some of these are: "A Study of the Speech of East Feliciana
Parish, Louisiana," Ph. D. dissertation (1949) by Hilda 
Brandon Fisher; "A Study of the Speech of Three Different 
Generations in One Family and in Like Generations of Three
E. Bagby Atwood, A Survey of Verb Forms in the 
Eastern United States (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press , 1953).
Different Families in Monroe, Louisiana," Ph. D. disserta­
tion (1938) by Grace Ingledue; "The Speech of Haynesville, 
Louisiana, at Three Age Levels," Ph. D. dissertation (1938) 
by Johnnye Akin Fenn; "The Speech of New Orleans, Louisiana 
at Three Age Levels," M. A. thesis (1945) by Sister Mary 
Joana Rizzo.
Recently Claude Shaver has direct two studies 
based on the Workbooks. They are: "A Phonological Study
of the Speech of Rayville, Louisiana, at Three Age Levels,"
M. A. thesis (1963) by Janice McCarthy. "A Phonological 
Study of the Speech of the Conchs, Early Inhabitants of the 
Florida Keys, at Three Age Levels," Ph. D. dissertation 
(1965) by Frank Kenneth La Ban.
Studies done at other institutions include "A 
Phonological Study of th ' Speech of a Homogeneous Group 
in Charlottesville, Virginia, Ph. V. dissertation, University 
of Virginia (1935) by Nath.iiel Montier Caffee. "The Speech 
of East Texas," Ph. D. dissertation, Columbia University 
(1936) by Oma Stanley; "The Speech of Columbia Missouri, 
at Three Age Levels," M. A. thesis, University of Missouri 
(1947) by Harrison Waldo Wasson.
Apparently the only study relating to Mississippi 
that the investigator could find record of was one done at
Mississippi Southern College, "Speech Patterns of Selected 
Residents of North Biloxi, Mississippi," M. A. thesis by 
Allie C. Collins.
PROCEDURE
Informant Interviews. -- Nine informants were selec­
ted t* represent the speech of the aged citizen of the 
county. The youngest informant selected was seventy-two 
and the oldest was ninety-five years of age. In the 
selection of the informants, careful attention was given 
to mental alertness as well as age. Since no previous 
studies had been done in this area, it was desirable to 
secure good samples of speech from the oldest members of 
the community. Four of the informants are of Type I, 
three are of Type II, and two are of Type III, according 
to the classifications as defined in the Handbook of the 
Linguistic Geography of New England. In The Pronunciation 
of English in the Atlantic States, these types are desig­
nated by words which contribute to the clarity of the 
discussions of the types. Type I is classified as Folk
speech, Type II as Common speech, and Type III as Cultivated
7
or Cultured speech. These terms will be employed to
Kurath and McDavid, op. cit., p. vi.
designate the three types when references are made to dif­
ferences in pronunciation caused by either social or edu­
cational variations.
The county as a whole is not large enough or varied 
enough in industrial development to be considered more than 
one community, so the nine informants seem sufficient for 
delineating the phonological characteristics.
The selection of the informants was also limited 
to those that were willing to be interviewed and be used 
as part of a language study. No stress was put on the 
fact that the language study was to include phonetic tran­
scriptions, but only on the words used and the history 
contained in references to changing times. This kept the 
informants from being self conscious or attempting to 
alter their normal usage. Biographical sketches of the 
informants are contained in Chapter II of this study.
Method of Collecting Data.--After the informants 
had been selected, a series of interviews were arranged.
The interviews were based on the workbooks for the Linguistic 
Atlas of the U. S. A. and Canada as edited by Hans Kurath 
for the South Atlantic area and further adapted by C. M.
Wise. The workbooks had 792 numbered items in 105 sections. 
The responses sought ranged from the numerals to grammatical 
expressions normally used by the informant.
Although this study is phonological, the grammat­
ical items were not omitted. As many lexical and grammat­
ical items were elicited as possible with the hope that 
they can be used in the future. The age of the informants 
contributed to the ease of securing needed information.
All of the informants were past seventy and none of them 
were active in jobs or professions, so they were willing 
to talk. A tape recorder was used and the interviewer 
prompted responses by means of a list of questions relat­
ing to the subject matter in the workbooks. The inform­
ant was allowed to answer without attempting to get exact 
words or replies. If the response failed to contain the 
desired items, another approach was made. After each 
interview, the recording was checked and entries were 
made in the workbooks using the International Phonetic 
Alphabet. The areas not covered were noted and addi­
tional questions were planned. The second interview was 
also tape recorded so that the transcription of the respon­
ses to the workbooks could be checked and rechecked for 
accuracy. A third and fourth interview was necessary with 
most of the informants. A tape recorder was not used on 
these interviews as the responses were transcribed directly 
in phonetics to complete areas not covered in the first
10
two interviews. Words on the vowel chart of the Pronunciation
g
of English in the Atlantic States, not obtained for the work­
books, were elicited during the later interview. The inter­
viewer did not at any time pronounce the words desired.
Phonetic Transcript ion. -- The workbooks were trans­
cribed in the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet. 
(See figure 2.) The complete phonetic transcriptions from 
the workbooks are contained in Chapter III. The accuracy of 
the transcriptions was checked by three persons trained in 
phonetics, Nelly Magee, Professor of Speech, Emeritus, 
Mississippi College; Hollis Todd, Chairman of the Department 
of Speech, Mississippi College; Dr. Claude Shaver, Professor 
of Speech, Louisiana State University. Differences of opinion
9were not serious.
Analysis. -- After the workbooks were transcribed into 
phonetic symbols the data was analyzed as to the use of the 
vowels and consonants. No attempt was made to utilize every 
aspect of the material, but the analysis was based on the
g
Ibid . , pp. 31-lOO.
9
Bloch and Trager have said that no two people will 
transcribe all utterances exactly alike. (Bernard Bloch and 
George L. Trager, Outline of Linguistic Analysis (Baltimore: 
Waverly Press, 1942), p. 36.)
11
words selected by Kurath and McDavid ”in which different 
phonemes occur in more or less clearly marked regional and/ 
or social dissemination.” 1^  If the words selected by Kurath 
and McDavid were not present in the responses of the infor­
mants, additional words of similar composition were used to 
establish the variations in the usage by the informants.
A phonetic rather than a phonemic analysis was used as the 
purpose of this study is to record each different speech 
characteristic of the aged citizen of Claiborne County.
Vowel charts patterned after those used by Hans 
Kurath and Raven McDavid in The Pronunciation of English 
in the United States were developed for each of the infor­
mants. The vowel charts are in Chapter IV of this study.
Conclusions. -- Based on the analysis and the vowel 
charts, conclusions were drawn as to the speech character­
istics of the individuals used as informants.
LIMITATIONS
This study is limited in scope. It is not intended 
to furnish a picture of the usage of language at all age 
levels, but to collect and record information from aged
l0Kurath and McDavid, op. cit., p. 129.
informants. It is hoped that additional studies will be 
made; but in order to lay the ground work for other studies 
in the speech of the area, and to go back as far as possible, 
it was decided to limit this study to those advanced in 
years. The middle aged and younger groups will be available 
for later studies.
The study is further limited to the phonology of 
the group. The purpose of the use of the long Atlas 
Workbooks was to record as accurately as possible all the 
phonological aspects of the speech of each informant.
Because of the length of the workbooks and the amount of 
time necessary to complete each, the number of informants 
was limited to nine.
IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY
It is hoped that this study will lay the founda­
tion for future studies in the state of Mississippi. In 
addition it is hoped that it will contribute to the knowl­
edge of linguistic geography of the southern part of the 
United States, since it covers an area in which no studies 
of this nature have been made.
ORGANIZATION 
Chapter I has defined the purpose of this study 
as well as outlining the method and procedure employed.
13
It has also acknowledged the limitations of the study.
It has established the precedent for the study by noting 
similar studies that have been done at Louisiana State 
University and other institutions.
Chapter II will give a brief history of the county 
and a biographical sketch of the nine informants used in 
this study. Chapter III will contain the workbooks, tran­
scribed into phonetic symbols. Chapter IV will contain 
an analysis of and conclusions concerning differences in 
the incidences of the vowels and consonants in the speech 
of the nine informants. It will also contain a vowel
i
chart for each informant.
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CHAPTER II
COUNTY HISTORY AND INFORMANTS
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first 
part is designed to provide a setting for the study. It 
is concerned with the history and the development of the 
county. The second part contains biographical accounts 
of the informants.
1. CLAIBORNE COUNTY
Location and Formation.--Claiborne County is located 
in the southwestern part of the state along the Mississippi 
River in the Bluff Hill region. It was organized into a 
county January 27, 1802, fourteen years before the adoption 
of the first state constitution. It gets its name from 
William C. C. Claiborne, the governor of the Mississippi 
Territory at the time of its formation. During the second 
session of the Territorial Legislature, Jefferson County 
was divided and the northern section became Claiborne County.
Early Settlements.--"The names Petit Gulf (now 
Rodney) and Grand Gulf, neighboring points on the Mississippi,
15
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were given in 1700 by a French party which ascended the 
Mississippi River as far as the Tensas County,"^
Reportedly there were two settlements in the pres­
ent county of Claiborne on the Bayou Pierre at the time 
of the Indian uprising against the French. The settlements 
were small and not well protected so they perished in the 
1729 massacre.
One of the two grants in Mississippi direct from 
the English crown was a tract of about twenty thousand 
acres on Bayou Pierre and Big Black which extended east­
ward to near the present sight of Port Gibson. This grant 
was made to "Captain Thaddeus Lyman of Connecticut in 
return for eminent services of his father in Canada and 
the West Indies."^ The Lyman party did not wait for the 
issuing of the final grant on February 2, 1775, but the 
year before set out to settle the promised claim. The 
Lyman party, about two hundred members in all, came up the 
Mississippi River from New Orleans on open boats in the 
summer of 1774. One of the settlements made by the Lyman
1h . G. Hawkins, History of Port GibsontMississippi, 
(Publication of the Mississippi Historical Society, 1909),
p. 281.
^ibid., p. 281.
17
party was close to Grand Gulf. Most of the group became 
discouraged and did not remain long.
The second group of settlers was more successful.
In 1787 Jacob Cobun obtained a grant of about eight hun­
dred acres to the southeast of the present site of Port 
Gibson. Cobun was the first settler to penetrate that 
deeply into the virgin forest. The next year he was joined 
by another settler. Samuel Gibson, for whom the town of 
Port Gibson is named, obtained a grant of land of eight 
hundred and fifty arpents from the Spanish Government on 
August 2, 1788. Soon after this, Samuel Gibson, with his 
family, moved to the wild wooded area ten miles from the 
Mississippi River.
Towns and Communities.--Grand Gulf was one of the 
first settlements in the county. By 1850 it was included 
in the report of the Federal Census Bureau as having a 
population of 613. It is now a ghost town with little 
remaining to indicate a ince thriving center of trade.
Port Gibson received its name and was established 
as the county seat of Claiborne County by act of the 
Territorial Legislature in 1803.^ The earliest knowledge
^Biographical and Historical Memoirs of Mississippi 
(Chicago: Goodspeed Publishing Co., 1891), Vol. II, p. 213.
of the size of the town comes from the personal journal 
of a preacher, Lorenzo Dow, who wrote in 1804,"This place 
was as wilderness not two years ago, but now contains 
nearly thirty houses with a court house and jail."^ In 
1829,according to an account in the Correspondent of 
August 15, there were 592 inhabitants in the town of 
Port Gibson, both white and black. "The Correspondent 
under date of August 2, 1839, says that at the time of 
the great fire of June 1, 1839, the population was near 
1200."5 By 1859 the population of the town had grown
to a little over fourteen hundred. Today, over a hundred
years later, its total population is slightly under four 
thousand.
Grindstone Ford was first mentioned as a com­
munity when troops were sent there in 1802. It was listed
as having a post office on the Post Road in 1815. It has
not survived even as a community.
Rocky Springs was one of the oldest community 
settlements in the states. It was on the Natchez Trace
^Quoted in The Port Gibson Reveille, "Port Gibson," 
(August 19, 1926), Part II, p. 1.
5Ibid.
19
and was included in the census report of 1817. A Methodist 
Church, the results of the labors of its first settlers, 
is the only remaining structure of what used to be a pros­
perous development.
Bruinsburg was settled in 1788 and was "named 
after Peter Bruin, a Territorial Judge who held office 
under the Spanish rule."^ It is located in the south­
west part of the county on the Mississippi River near the 
mouth of the Bayou Pierre. It was a shipping place of 
considerable importance in the early days of the county, 
but its historical significance is that it was the point 
where General Grant landed the U. S. forces in May, 1863.
It is also the location of the trading post where General 
Andrew Jackson received the Negroes purchased by his part­
ner in Nashville and from where he sold them to the planters 
on the neighboring plantations. This port was superseded 
by Vicksburg and Natchez and was gradually abandoned.
Nothing remains of this once thriving community center.
Buckland, settled by the Buck family in the south­
western part of the county on the Mississippi River, was
^William H. McCardle and Robert Lowry, History 
of Mississippi (Mississippi: R. H. Henry & Co., 1891),
p. 147.
listed in the Port Gibson Correspondent as being one of 
the three towns in the county in 1 8 2 9 . 7  Because of the 
regular overflows on the Mississippi, it was soon aban­
doned and by 1836 it had practically disappeared.®
The village of Brandywine was afc>out twenty miles 
southwest of Port Gibson in a section of the county that 
was covered with pine trees. It gave promise of becoming 
a thriving settlement in the 1830's and 1840's, but after 
that the population seemed to scatter, and it is now only 
a sparsely settled area. The name still persists however.
Russum was built on a tract of land granted by 
Spain to a Major Sam Gibson (not the same Gibson who 
founded Port Gibson). It was surveyed and laid out for 
a town, but it was never incorporated. It is still a 
community of several houses and two stores but has never 
experienced any growth.
Two additional towns sprang into existence with 
the building of the Jackson and Columbus Railroad through 
Claiborne County. They were Martin and Hermanville.
?The Port Gibson Correspondent is quoted in a spe­
cial edition of The Port Gibson Reveille, "Early Days of 
Claiborne County," (August 19, 1929), Part III, p. 2.
®Franklin L. Ripley (ed.), Publications of the 
Mississippi Historical Society, Vol. V (1909), pp. 329-330.
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Martin was named for the promoter of the railroad, 
a General Martin of Natchez. In the early years of 1900 
its name was changed to Pattison. It still exists as a 
country community with about six stores, two churches and 
about thirty or forty residents. When the schools of the 
county were consolidated less than ten years ago, it lost 
its school and has since lost some population.
Hermanville was named for the first merchant of 
the place, a Mr. Herman. This town is next in size to 
Port Gibson. It has on two separate occasions had its 
own bank, but the last one closed in 1928. It, too, lost 
its school in the county consolidation program and was 
hurt as a community as a result.
The towns and communities within the county of 
Claiborne have experienced periods of growth and periods 
of decline and change. Port Gibson has maintained a 
more balanced growth and development than any of the 
others. Several factors have contributed to this. They 
are:
(1) It is the county seat.
(2) It has attracted several small industries 
within the past 40 years.
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(3) Modern means of travel and transporta­
tion eliminate the need for so many community centers 
within the area of the county
(4) The consolidated school program moved 
almost all of the schools of the county to Port Gibson.
Population.--Claiborne County has never been a 
densely populated county. It reached its peak in popula­
tion in 1900. The decline in cotton production due to 
the advent of the boll weevil was one of the major factors 
involved.^ The following chart of population based on 
the U. S. Census reports shows the population every tenth 
year from 1810 until 1960.
^The Port Gibson Reveille, "The Population of 
Claiborne County," (August 19, 1926), Part II, p. 1.
Year Population
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
3,102
5,963
9.787
13,078
14,941
15,679
13,386
16,768
14,516
20,787
17,403
13,019
12,152
12,810
11,944
10,845
As can be seen from the above, Claiborne County 
had a fairly consistent growth in population until 1900. 
Since that time there has been a slow but steady decline.
S c h o o l s T h e  first school in the county was 
Madison Academy. On December 5, 1809, the Territorial 
Legislature passed an act of incorporation whereby Mthe 
school on the north fork of the Bayou Pierre in the neigh­
borhood of Port Gibson, now under the direction of Henry
C. Cox, is erected into an academy hereafter to bear the
name of Madison Academy."10 x^e fate of this school is 
not known after 1814.
The Clinton Academy was incorporated by legisla­
tive act January 23, 1826.H  The name changed as rapidly 
as the board of trustees. It went under the names Port 
Gibson Academy, Port Gibson Collegiate Academy, and 
finally Port Gibson Female College. This school con­
tinued operation until 1930.
Oakland College was founded in 1828 by the
Presbyterian Church for the education of the white
1^Hawkins, op. cit., p. 295. 
11Ibid., p. 296.
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youth of the area. It continued in operation until the 
Civil War caused it to close. It did not reopen until 
1874,and then -not in its same capacity. The close of 
the War and the freeing of the slaves brought about 
the need for an institution of higher learning for the 
Negroes. Oakland College was purchased by the state 
from the Presbyterians. It was reopened and named 
Alcorn A & M College and became the first institution 
of higher learning for Negroes in the state. It is still 
in operation.
Chamberlin Hunt Academy was established in 1877, 
by the Presbyterians, with the money obtained from the 
sale of the Oakland College property to the state. It 
took over the property of the Brashear Academy, a pri­
vately owned school that started operations just before 
the Civil War.
Public schools for white children in the state 
were authorized under the first governor of the state 
David Holmes, but none were established in the county 
until about 1850.I2 The first attempts were poorly 
organized and supervised.
l^Dunbar Rowland (ed.), Publication of the 
Mississippi Historical Society (Jackson, Miss: Hederman
Bros.), Centenary Series, 1919, Vol. Ill, p. 142.
The affairs of the common schools 
ran on in the unorganized, clumsy and 
unintelligent fashion until the begin­
ning of the Civil War brought a temporary 
suspense in civil organizations. . . .
Although it cannot be maintained 
that the reconstruction regime gave to 
Mississippi her system of public schools 
the result of the Civil War had a profound
significance on all the future education in
• -13Mississippx.
The first Negro schools established were mission­
ary projects sponsored by philanthropic acts of northern 
people, principally church groups. The Negro schools did 
not become a part of the state system until 1868, and then 
the efforts were weak and inadequate. The first real 
advances in the public school education for the Negro 
in Claiborne County did not come until about 1920.
Newspapers.--Claiborne has had a number of news­
papers in its one hundred and sixty-three years' history 
as a county. Port Gibson, the county seat, had the second 
newspaper in the state; its neighbor, Natchez, had the 
first. The following is a list of journalist enterprises.
The Port Gibson Correspondent began publication 
in 1818 and continued its operation until 1848.
l^ibid .
The Bayou Pierre Herald was in publication on 
August 9, 1823, because a reference is made to this 
edition in another newspaper in 1873.14
In 1832 a competitive newspaper started publi­
cation in Port Gibson. It was The Mississippi Watchman, 
but it was ill fated lasting only one year. The Grand 
Gulf Advertiser started publication in 1834. It is known 
to have flourished for a number of years. The Southerner 
began publication in 1837, but little is known of it. No 
reference can be found after the first year so it must
have suffered an early fate.^-*
The Grand Gulf Advocate began publication in 
early 1840. "Another Grand Gulf paper was the 'Whig,' 
edited by Jos. M. Duffeld, a Marylander who afterwards 
removed to Natchez."1^
The Port Gibson Herald was founded in 1842 to 
compete with The Port Gibson Correspondent. The Herald 
and the Correspondent were both bought by the same man 
in 1848, and published as the Herald after that date.*
1 Dawkins , op. cit. , p. 287.
15Ibid, p. 287.
^ The Port Gibson Reveille, "Journalism in 
Claiborne County," (August 19, 1926), Part III, p. 2.
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The Southern Star was another Grand Gulf paper that was 
started in 1845.
The Southern Reveille was founded in 1851, Its 
purpose was to give the Democratic Party a paper as the 
Herald was controlled by Whigs. It continued operation 
until the Civil War when it was forced to close.
"No paper was issued in Port Gibson during the 
war except the Type of the Times which was started in the 
fall of 1861 and lived about a year."^
The Standard was founded in November 1865 and 
was published weekly until 1876. At this time The Southern 
Reveille was revived.
The News was started in 1882. The News and The 
Southern Reveille were rival papers until 1887, when
The News was forced to discontinue. The Record was
started after the failure of The News, but lasted only 
a part of a year until it merged with The Southern Reveille.
The Port Gibson Reveille is the present name of
The Southern Reveille. The name was changed in 1891 and
it has remained the sole newspaper of the county ever 
since.
17Ibid., p. 2.
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Claiborne County Today.--Claiborne County has for 
almost a hundred years survived with its prime interest 
centered in the past. Indications are that at long last 
it is making an attempt to build a future. A program 
designed to balance industry and agriculture has been 
established by the state and the county has profited by 
it.
Within the last ten years several small industries 
have been built in Port Gibson. No longer is the county 
chiefly dependent upon agriculture. One of the most import­
ant natural resources of the county is its timber. A box 
factory, the oldest industry in the town, and a large lum­
ber production company make use of the available supply 
of timber. A number of timber farming projects are under 
way in the county to help guarantee the continuation of an 
adequate supply of raw material to keep these in operation. 
They are now making considerable contributions to the wel­
fare of the county.
The financial and economic conditions of the county 
are improving, probably the first real progress since the 
Civil War.
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CLAIBORNE COUNTY
raveled Roads
Paved Roads
INFORMANTS
A -- JPW E - DBW
B -- CN F -- MB
C -- EM G -- WB
D -- JH H -- RJD
I -- INB
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2 . INFORMANTS
The nine informants used in this study were all 
native residents of Claiborne County. None have ever 
lived for a long period of time outside of the state.
The following brief biographical sketches will serve as 
an introduction to the informants. An attempt has been 
made to establish the historical connection of each inform­
ant with the county.
A. INFORMANT - JPW, MALE - 86.
JPW's mother was born in Grand Gulf in 1853. She 
was near ten when the Civil War moved into the Claiborne 
County area and remembered the war activities. Her mother 
and father both died when she was young, but a trust fund 
had been established for her education by her father. She 
attended the Brashier Academy in Port Gibson until she 
completed all of the training it afforded. Then she went 
to Madison, Wisconsin, her father's home, to complete a 
high school education. Upon completing high school she 
returned to Claiborne County and married. JPW's family 
on the father's side was traced back to 1690 and was sup­
posed to be made up of doctors, lawyers, and preachers.
The grandfather came to Mississippi; his son, JPW's father 
settled in Port Gibson after he married.
JPW is living in the house in which he was born
in 1879. It is a fairly small house on the main residen­
tial street of Port Gibson.
He attended a private school for the first two
or three years. He then transferred to the public school
until completion of the sixth grade. He finished his high 
school training at Chamberlin Hunt Military Academy. The 
family as a whole were well educated, as both his sisters 
graduated from the Women's College in Port Gibson majoring 
in music.
JPW was a salesman for a store in Port Gibson, 
acting as manager of that store for many years. He was 
constantly in contact with the public.
JPW was married and is the father of two children, 
a boy and a girl. His wife has been dead for many years 
and his daughter and her husband live with him in the 
family home left to him by his parents.
Although the family of JPW has been of modest means, 
they are highly respected in the community. His son serves 
the county as a state representative.
B. INFORMANT - GN , FEMALE - 89.
GN represents the extreme southern part of the 
county. She was born in Claiborne County, but the nearest
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community center was Union Church in Jefferson County. Her 
mother was a native of Claiborne County from the McBride
area. Her father was a native of the area, having been born
in Jefferson, the adjoining county. GN' s mother died when 
she was very young. An older sister, assisted by a Negro 
neighbor, kept the family together.
GN says that she does not remember exactly how 
many years she went to school. The schools were not graded 
then as they are now, but she thinks that she finished 
about the fourth reader. The school was several miles from 
her home and little emphasis was placed on school attendance.
When GN was fifteen her father remarried. GN says 
that her stepmother was one of the best women she had ever 
known, so a good relationship must have existed between 
them. She has one half-sister and two half-brothers.
GN was twenty-two when she married. Her husband
was a farmer and they lived either in Jefferson County or 
Claiborne County. For many years before her husband's 
death in the early forties, his health was poor and GN had 
the prime responsibility for the family.
Although GN lacked educational advantages, she was 
active in her church. She joined the Pleasant Hill Baptist 
Church, but later moved her membership to the Unity Baptist
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Church. She is friendly and interested in people. At 
eighty-nine she is active and gives the appearance of 
being much younger.
C. INFORMANT - EM, MALE - 80.
EM was born in 1884 in the Brandywine Community.
His mother and father had both lived in that area. EM 
came from a large family, having had nine brothers and one 
sister. The first school that he attended was a little 
log school three miles from his home. The schools were 
not graded, but the educational level was counted on one's 
reading progress. EM finished the eight readers in a 
school that had six-month sessions. He recalls that they 
taught grammar, diagramming of sentences, arithmetic, 
reading, spelling, and a little book called Mental Arithmetic.
EM thinks that the Mental Arithmetic ourse was excellent 
and really gave one a good foundation.
EM has engaged in a number of trades. He has 
farmed, raised cattle, and has been a construction worker.
He had the reputation of being a good carpenter when he was 
younger and able to work, but was never a steady worker.
EM married a native of Claiborne County and they 
had five children. The family lived for a few months in
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Texas, but soon came back to Claiborne County. For the 
last twenty-five years they have lived in Port Gibson.
His family and his wife's family were both respected 
people in their communities. EM had the capabilities, but 
never seemed to be able to make the most of them. He is 
not a part of the society of the town and although he is 
friendly and talkative, his social contacts are very limited.
D. INFORMANT - JH, FEMALE - 72.
The large plantation owners in Claiborne County are 
represented in this study of JH. The family home was built 
in 1828. Her great-grandfather was a veteran of the 
Revolutionary War and had fought under General Francis Mims.
He was a native of South Carolina, but several years after 
the Revolutionary War he moved his family to Claiborne 
County. The grant of land he acquired is partly in Claiborne 
and partly in Jefferson County. The old family cemetery 
dates back to the early eighteen hundreds.
In her early life, JH had sill of the advantages 
that could be given her by a family of above-average means.
Her grandfather inherited most of the land originally set­
tled by the faunily. Another brother settled in Madison 
County just north of Jackson.
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JH1s father died when she was ten. Her mother 
remained on the plantation for several years, but when the 
two daughters, JH being the oldest, neared college age, she 
accepted a position as the nurse with a small college in 
Bristol, Virginia. She and the two girls moved to Bristol 
where JH finished high school and took two years of col­
lege work, majoring in business, an unusual major for a 
girl at that time. She recalls a brother-in-law cautioning 
her not to tell people she was a secretary, as it was not 
a highly respected profession for a woman in that day.
After her graduation, they returned to Claiborne 
County. She married and lived for a short time in Louisiana 
and then returned with her husband to Claiborne County.
JH is very social. She has always enjoyed people
and taken an active part in social affairs of the community.
JH was reluctant to give her age, so she was not 
pressed for this information. She is a personal friend 
of the mother of the interviewer and her approximate age 
could be obtained from that source.
E. INFORMANT - DBW, MALE - 78.
DBW was born in the eastern part of Claiborne County.
He is at least a third generation resident of the county.
He thinks his great-grandfather on his father's side came to
the county from Kentucky. His grandfather on his mother's 
side got a grant of land from the government and settled in 
Claiborne County about the time Mississippi became a state. 
The grant of land was completely covered with timber, from 
which many log houses were built. The grandfather's log 
house was built in 1819. The grandfather had five sons and 
four daughters, each of whom was given portions of the land 
with a log house when they married. The maternal grand­
parents also owned one of the first gins in the county.
The paternal grandparents and his father were farmers,
DBW was born in 1876 and is now seventy-eight years 
old. The first school he attended was called Pine Ridge 
School and was about two miles from his house. He started 
when he was six or seven and walked to the public school. 
One year an uncle hired a private teacher and all of the 
children of the family went to school on the place. After 
that, he returned to public school and finished the five 
years on which the public schools operated at that time.
Although his formal education is limited, he has a 
good use of the language and expresses himself clearly. He 
has earned his living in the cabinet shop trade. He is a 
craftsman of the old school and continued to use primarily 
hand tools as long as he was physically able to practice
his trade. For about twenty years he and his wife have 
been custodians of the Presbyterian Church.
He is courteous, friendly, and well-liked in the 
community. He is very active in the church but does not 
take part in other social activities.
F. INFORMANT - MB, FEMALE - 73.
MB was born in the Barland Community of Claiborne 
County in 1892. She is not sure, but she thinks her mother 
and father were both born in the county. She first attended 
school at the Payton Public School about two miles from her 
home. After about two years, she and her sister moved to 
the Jeffriesville School, about the same distance from their 
home in another direction. They attended Jeffriesville 
School for two years and then transferred to Payton again.
MB says that the Payton School went to the equivalent of the 
seventh grade, but she did not finish. When pressed about 
how far she went in school she was hesitant to answer, but 
said she thought she finished the fifth reader.
There is a community in the county that bears the 
name Payton, but if a community was in existence at the 
location of the Jeffriesville School, it has disappeared.
MB's husband was a farmer in the Payton area. He 
has been dead for several years. She has lived in a small
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apartment in Port Gibson for the past four years. Part of 
the time a brother has lived with her. Her social contacts 
and her financial means are limited.
MB found out that DBW and EM had been interviewed 
as informants for this study and she volunteered, asserting 
that she would be a good one, as she had never lived out 
of the county. However, when the interviews started she 
was a little nervous and hesitant to talk into the micro­
phone. She soon overcame her fears and was very coopera­
tive as an informant.
G. INFORMANT - W B , MALE -86.
WB was born January 13, 1878. He died in May of 
1964 at the age of eighty-six. His birthplace was near 
Pattison in District Five of Claiborne County. His father 
left his mother when he was two years cld, and no member of 
the family ever saw or heard from him after that time. The 
mother supported the family by maintaining the family farm 
that she had inherited from her father. The difficulty 
encountered as a result of his father's desertion may account 
for the fact that WB received no formal education.
WB was a third-generation resident of Claiborne 
County and took pride in the fact that he was born, reared, 
and lived all his life in District Five.
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WB was a farmer. He married a widow with four 
children when he was in his late thirties. They had three 
children. The step-children loved and respected him; in 
fact, after his wife's death, he made his home with a step­
daughter rather than one t f his own children.
The idea of recording the things that he remembered 
about Claiborne County and the words and terms for all things 
around the home pleased WB. At the time of the interviews, 
he had developed a heart condition, which restricted his 
activities but left him free to talk.
WB is a second cousin of DBW on his mother's side 
of the family, but the families were not close. WB was not 
inclined to mix with crowds in social activities. He was 
interested in hunting and fishing and outdoor activities 
until poor health made these impossible.
He joined the Baptist Church after he was sixty
years of age, but was never active in church activities.
a«
H. INFORMANT - RJD, MALE - 95.
RJD was left as an orphan at two. He does not 
remember either of his parents. His father was a captain in 
the Confederate Army and was in poor health when he returned 
home. Soon after his return, he developed tuberculosis.
His wife contracted it from him and they both died when
RJD was about two years old. He and his brother and sister 
were reared by an uncle, his mother's brother. He is famil­
iar with the history of his mother's people, but knows 
little of his father's people. On his mother's side he is 
a third-generation citizen of Claiborne County.
RJD was born May 17, 1871, in Hermanville, 
Mississippi. The uncle who took him after his father's 
death was a man of above-average means. RJD attended pri­
vate schools for part of his early education. A private 
tutor also took care of the education of the children of 
the family for short periods of time. When RJD finished the 
available secondary school, he was sent to a college in the 
state. He finished college and returned to Claiborne County 
He has lived in the county most of his ninety-five years.
He did live for a few months in Texas on the Rio Grande 
River.
RJD worked as a salesman, so he was in contact 
with people. He has always been friendly and genteel, enjoy 
ing the society of others. The death of his wife, plus 
advanced years have limited his social activities recently.
He takes great pride in the fact that his people 
on his mother's side of the family established one of the 
colleges in the state, a private Methodist college.
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I. INFORMANT - INB, FEMALE - 85.
INB was born in 1880 in the Beech Grove Community.
Her mother and father were both natives of Mississippi but 
not Claiborne County.
The first school that INB attended was at Beech 
Grove, It operated on a foui'-month-school year and was not — 
graded as schools are now. INB does not recall exactly how 
many years she went to school. Various things hindered her 
regular attendance. She thinks she finished the fourth 
reader and did a little work in the next one but was reluctant 
to say how much. She was not pressed for a response.
INB's mother died when she was sixteen and her 
father moved with his three daughters and two sons to 
Wesson in Copiah County. They came back to Claiborne County 
within the year.
INB married when she was in her early twenties.
Her husband was a farmer. They spent some time out of 
Claiborne County, but it was mostly in the adjoining county 
of Jefferson where they farmed for two or three years. Her 
husband tried working for an oil company in the Arkansas oil 
fields for a few months in the thirties, but this did not 
work out and they returned to Claiborne County.
CHAPTER III
THE WORKBOOKS
The workbooks for the Linguistic Atlas of the United 
States of America and Canada, edited for the South Atlantic 
States by Hans Kurath and further edited for the deep south 
by C. M. Wise, provide an excellent guide for the collection 
of materials to be used in a phonetic study. The workbooks 
used for this study contained one hundred and five sections 
embracing almost eight hundred numbered items. The numbered 
items did not limit the responses, and many dialectal 
synonyms were volunteered. GN, who is eighty-nine years 
old and likes to talk, furnished the present writer with 
slightly over eleven hundred responses, composed of around 
forty-five hundred words, all of which were phonetically 
recorded. The smallest number of responses recorded, around 
nine hundred, was offered by WB. Only two interviews were 
possible with him before his death.
One of the chief problems encountered in the use 
of the workbooks was to get the informants to relax and 
talk freely on as many areas and activities as possible. In
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order to overcome any hesitancy, a series of questions was 
worked out in advance. As an example, the informants were 
asked to describe the house they lived in as a child. After 
this description was completed, they were asked to describe 
the largest house they had ever lived in and name all the 
rooms. Next they were asked the differences between houses 
when they were children and houses now. The same type of 
questions were used for clothing, food and food preparation, 
gardens, fruit, and all other general subjects covered by 
the workbooks.
This method was effective. The responses transcribed 
as individual utterances were from conversational context.
The drawback to the method is the amount of time required to 
complete the workbooks. Many hours were spent in sorting 
the data to record it systematically in the workbooks.
However, this method seems to furnish a much better picture 
of the speech characteristics of the informants. Many 
interesting lexical items are recorded in the workbooks and 
will be available for later use when a sufficient number of 
informants have been recorded to merit a lexical study.
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1. one 
two 
three 
four
2. five 
six 
seven 
eight
3. nine 
ten
eleven
twelve
4. thirteen
fourteen
twenty
twenty-
seven
5. thirty 
forty 
seventy 
hundred
6. first
JPW
WAn 
t u 
0ri
four, f qtt o
f a :v , fa:
si ks
SEvgn
ei t
na:n
tin
levan
twev
031 in
fou1 tin
twi ni
twini-sebam
0 311 
fo : ti 
sebanti
hXntrd
f 31 s
GN 
wXn 
tu 
0 ri 
four 
f a : v 
si ks 
sebam 
ei t 
na :n 
tin
9lEbam 
twev 
03rtin 
1fourt in 
twini
t w i n i - s e b a m
e^ti 
fort i 
sebamti 
hAne'd
f?s
E M
WAn
tu
Gri
four __ _
f av 
si ks
sevan, sebam
ei t
na:n
tin
leban
twev
G^t in
’four * tin
twini
twini-sebam
03"t I 
fCPrt i 
sebamti 
hAne'd
f^s
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1
JH DBW MB
wXn wXn WAn
tu tu tu
9ri Gri Sri
i u w y . . . . . . . . . l'otrr. . . . . . . . .
fa:v fav fa:v
sIks siks siks
seven seben seven
eit eit eit
nain na:n na:n
tin tin tin
leven lebm leven
twelv twev twev
Satin Satin Sartin
foue'tin 1 font in four'tin
twinti twini twinti
twinti-seven twini-seben twinti-seven
Sat i Stti 0Jti
foti foti forti
sebipti sebemti seventi
hXndrid hAnfft hXne'd
fsist f 3 s fast
WB RJD INB
wXn WAn wXn
tu tu tu
Sri Sri Sri
four. . . . . . . . . . foue four
fa:v fa:v fa:v
siks siks si:ks
seben seben sebm
e :t eit eit
na:n na:n nftn
tin tin tin
lebem lebem lebm
twelv twev twe:v
Satin Satin 03:tin
'fourtin fou’tin fou:rtin
twinti twinti twinti
twinti-seben twinti-seben twinti-sebm
03lt i Sati 03:11
foti foti foti
sebemti sebemti sebmdi
hAndffd hAned hA indu'd
f*st fast f3:s
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*
1 continued
J P W G N
6 . second sekan sekan
fifth f i f e f i f G
sixth s i ks6 si ksG
f m only unct anli W i i i i t  s w/ints
twice twa: s twai s
once WAnt s WAnts
twice twa: s twai s
8 . January d^ aen j awe r i d^aenjaweri
February f  ebawe ri f ebjaweri
April eipral
2
eipral
1 . Tuesday t juzdi t juzdi
Wednesday winzdi winzdi
Thursday G^zdi G ^ z d i
Saturday saet adi saeterdi
Sabbath saebaG saebaG
4 . good morning gud mo:nin gud mornin
afternoon a e f  anun aei f  tetiun
evening ivn i g ivn i n
6  . good day gud del gud del
evening ivni n ivn in
night —  — na : t
EM
sekan
fife
s I ks0
wAnst 
twa: s
wXnst 
tw a :st
d3senjaweri
f e b j u w e r i
eipral
tjuzdi 
winzdi
G^zdi
saste'di
saebaG
gud mornin 
aef tetiun 
ivn i g 
gud d e : 
ivn 1 13 
nai t
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JH DBW MB
1 continued
sekan sekan sekant
fife fifG fife
si ksQ siks0 siksG
wftnts ounli-wants WAnts
twais twais twais
wXnts WAnts WAnst
twais twais twais
djanjaweri djsnjaweri d3eenjawEri
febaweri febweri f e b j a w e n
eiprl eipal eipral
tjuzdi tjuzdi tjuzdi
wtnzdi winzdi w m z d i
0?zdi 03zdi 0?zdi
SSEtOdl saet adei saetffdi
seebsQ sXndi sXndi
gud mornit] gud mornin gud mounii]
aftanun l e f t  an un ffifternun
ivn in invir) ivn it]
gud dei gud del gud dei
gud nait ivnit] ivn it]
nait nait n S : t
WB RJD INB
stkan sekan seikn
fife fift f i : ft
siksS siks8 siikst
onli WA'n'cs' ' ‘ ' wAinst
twas twa is tw&ist
wanst wAnst wXnst
twas twais twSist
djBen j eweri dgaen j i weri dgaenjawfii
febjaweri febjaweri febjaweiri
eipral eipral eiipral
tjuzdi tjuzdi tjuizdi
winzdi winzdi wfnzdi
esczdi e ^ d i 6 3:zdi
saete’di saetffdi s&itadi
SAndi sandi sXndi
gud mdtrrnin gud morn it] guid moinin
aef te-nun aeftanun ffi^tetiun
i v n m i v n m i v n m
gudei gud dei gud bai
i v n m ivn in ivnTn
nait nait nait
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1. good night
3. sunrise
4. rose
5. sunset
6. yesterday
8. came Sunday 
a week
1. is he coming
Sunday a 
week
dark
can to can* t
2. tomorrow
3. what time
is it
what time 
have you
4. watch
5. time: 7:30
6. time: 10:45
7. for quite a
whi le
3
JPW 
gud nai t 
SAnra:z, SAnAp 
rouz a e t  siks
s An s e t
jestadei
w i k a e f  t s  
nekst
4
iz hi kAmin
sAndi a e f t e *  
nekst
d a : k
keen 1 9 keint
t amar 0
Mat ta:mz 
11
Mat ta:m 
h a e v  j u
wat 5
h a s f  p a e s t
kwote 0v lebm
fa kwat s 
Ma: 1
GN 
gud na:t 
SAnAp
§ 0  SAn raiz
s  a  nd seun
jestodei
sAndi aeftu 
nekst
sAndi aeftu 
nekst
dark
ksen 1 0 k£lnt
tomar0
Mat taim 
I z it
Mat taim 
hasv j©
wat J
haef p$st 
se von
tin forti 
f a: v
fa kwa:t 0  
Ma: 1
EM
gud nait
SAnAp
6 0  SAn rouz 
ast (six)
sXndaun
j est©da
SAndi bofour 
laest
iz hi kAmin 
SAndi w i k
dark
ksen tu k^lnt
t amara
Mat ta:m iz 
11
Mat ta:m 
j 0 gat
wat 5
hseif paeist 
seben
kwote1 19 
le von
hi speld mi 
of
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sXnAp
rouz 
aet siks
sXndaun
jestade:
laest
SAndi
DBW 
gud nait 
SAnAp 
rouz
sAndaun
jestadei
MB
g u d  i v n  113
sAnra:z
rouz
SAndaun
jestudei
SAndi bifous SAndi bafour 
I® st laest
WB
gud na:t
SAnra:z
rouz
SAndaeun
j EStldl
sKndia wik
RJD 
gud na:t 
SAnAp 
rouz
SAnsEt
jestade:
sXndi b 0foua 
laest
INB
sXnAp
rouz
sfoid£un
j?stadi
awik agdb 
sXndi
laest SAndi laest sAndi S A n d i  aef ter 
n e k s t
iz kAmin SAndi 
8 wik
SAndi aeft8 
nekst
8 wfk fr?!m 
sftndi
dak d a : k dark
keen ta keint kaen ta keint kaen ta keint
tamara
Mat taim 
iz it
Mat taim 
iz it
wat 5
sevan 
0311
tin fort 1 
fa:v
for kwat a 
Mail
tamara
Mat ta:m 
iz it
Mat ta:m 
haev ju
wat$
haeif paeist 
sevan
ten forti
fai v
for kwait a 
Mail
tamara
tin mintts 
til siks
siks aklak
wat 5
haeif paeist 
sevan
kwotu av 
levan
k A m i n  een stei 
a Maal
dark
kaen ta k£lnt
tamar
Mat ta:m 
iz it
Mat ta:m
ja gat
wat J
haeif paest 
sebm1
kwotu av 
lebm
f? kwat a 
Ma:l
da: k dark
kaen ta kftnt kaen tu k ^ n t
tamara
Mat ta:m 
iz it
Mat ta:m 
haev ja
wat$
haeif paeist
sebm
•
kwota av 
9 lebm
fa kwa:t a 
Ma: 1
tamara
Mat taim 
iz it
Mat taim du 
ju haev
wat $
hSf p£st 
seban
kwota a v 
leban
f3* kwait a 
spel
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4 c o n t i n u e d
8 . t h i s  ye ar S i s  j  e9 S i s  j  e r S i s  ji r
5
1. he  i s  t h r e e h i  i z  Gri  j e e z h i  i z  Gri h i z  Gri  j e a z
y e a r s  o l d o u l d j  3z o u l d o u l
2 . he  i s  g o i n g h i z  g o u i n h i z  g o u i n h i z  g S : in
t o  be t e n on t i n on t i n on t i n
3 . a ye a r  ago © j e a  9gou 9 j e r  agou 9 j I r  sgou
4 . n i c e  day n a : s  de: n a : s  de i n a : s  de i
5 . hazy he i  z i h e i z i , smouki h e : z i
6 . i t ' s  c t e a r ­ i t s  k l i r i n  Ap, faerin o f i t s  k l i r i n  Ap
i n g  up i t s  faerin o f faerin o f
7 . ch a n g i n g b r e i k i n , b r e i k i n , S o  w e S u  i z
w e a t h e r t 3 : n i n  kou ld , g a eS u in b r e i k i q ,
G r e t m n G ret n in
6
1. heavy  r a i n daeunpoue k l a u d b 3 r s t , k lau d
daeunpour b^s t
2 . th u n d e r ­ GKndesto rm GXndGrstSrm, GAndu$ aur
s torm GAnde^ auwu
3 . b l e w b l u ,  b lo u d b l u ,  b l o u d b lo u d
4 . from t h e frXm So seeuG frA m  59 sauG frAm S 9 sauG
South
S o u t h e a s t
wind
N o r t h e a s t
5 .  d r i z z l i n g
s a u G i s t  wind s a u G i s t  wind s a u G i s t e ’
n o r G i s t e n  
d r i z l i n
no r G i s t  
d r i z l i n
n o r G i s t u  
d r i z l i n
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4 continued
Sis j:r Sis pz Sis jir
C
Sis j? Sis je9 Sis j19
hiz Sri jirz Sri pz
J
hi iz Sri hi iz Sri pz hi iz Sri hiz Sri jie’z
ould oul jirz oul oul pz ould oul
hiz gouir) on hiz gouiQ 3n hiz gouin hiz gouin to hiz gouin on hiz gouin 3n
tin tin dtm tin bi tin tin trn
0 jir agotr a jer 0go 0 jir sgou 0 j? ogou 9 j£9 9gou 0 jir ogou
nais de: driri de1 driri its 0 driri dei its 9 na:s dei brait dei
heizi hei zi hei zi its smouki its heizi its fogi
its kliriq its kl3rm faerin of its faerin Ap faerin of fSrm of
Ap Ap
SretniQ Srttnin Sretsnit], Srstnm a storm Sretmn Gretnin
weSs breikig
keim 9 flAd, flAd, frog
6
gull waje1 hevi rein daeun pour hevi rein
klaudb3ist straeijle1
SAnde1 Jawff SAnde1 stBrn SAnde1 stSrm SAnde1 storm stSom SAnde1 jaSbe1
blu blond blu bloud blu bloud
saS^Ii frXm sauS saS^Ii frAm 80 saeuS frXm 89 saeuS sStJt 01/80 sa5tr0
sauGist? sauGist wind waeuGiste1 saauSist wind saeuSist wind saeuSist
nor9ist0li noSist noSiste1 norSist norSist norSist
drizliq drizlin drizlin drizlin drizlin drizlin
52
6 c o n t i n u e d
5 .  s t e a d y
d r i z z l e
6 .  f o g
7 .  f o g g y
JPW
9 s t e d i  
d r i z 9 1
f o g
f  o g i
8 . b u r n e d  o f f  b 3 n t  o f
GN
s t e d i  d r i z g l
f a g  
f a g  i  
b a r n t  o f
EM
9 s t e d i  
d r i z g l
f o g
f o g i
b 3 n t  o f
1 .
2 .
d r o u g h t d r a :  s p e l
the wind is 5a wind iz 
rising pi kin Ap
3 .  t h e  w i n d  i s  i t s  l e t n  A p
d y i n g
4 .  c o o l  m o r n -  $ a 9P >  k i n ,
i n g  a s r  i  $
5 .  f  r o s  t
6 .  f r o z e
frost
f  r o u z
drS&uG 
p  I k  i  n  A p
l e i n
n i p i ,  5 a r p , 
aeri 5
f r o s t
f  r o u z
f r o z e n  s o l i d  f r o u z o n  s a l i d  f r d t i z  s a l i d
7 .  l i v i n g  r o o m  s i t  113 r u m ,
11v 1n  r u m
8 .  n i n e  f e e t  n a i n  f i t
1 .  l i v i n g  r o o m  l i v i n  r u m
s  11 1n  r u m ,
p a r l g ,  f r A n t  
r u m
n a : n  f u t
7 a
b e d r o o m b e d r u m
l i v i n  r u m  
b e d r u m
d i n i n g  r o o m  d a : n i n  r u m
d r a u G
f r e 5113 A p ,  
r a :  Z 113
i z i n  A p
a e r i  5
f r o s t  
f  r o u z
f r o u z  s a l i d  
l i b i n  r u m ,
n a : n  f i t
b a t h r o o m baeGrum b S i G r u m
s i  t i n  r u m  
b e d r u m  
d a n 1n  r u m  
b a e G r u m
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6 continued
9 stedi drizal a stedi dr1z9l 9 stedi dr1z9l 9 stedi drizal stedi drizal stedi drizal
fag fog fag fog fo :g f3g
fagi fogi fag 1 fogi fogi fogi
b3nt of bAnt of klird of
7
kl?d Ap b3nt of klird Ap
drauG drauG drauG draeuG dra: draejaG
raizii], 
getii] Ap
raizin 5a wind iz 
pikin Ap
5a win iz 
pi kin Ap
pikin Ap kAmin Ap
1 £ 111] Ap
leii]
izin of wind iz lein dain daeun dain dain da&n
nipi baiti nipi ed3 i $arp S arp
frost fros frost frost fros frost
frouz frouz frouz fro:z frouz frotffen
frotrz salid waz frouz frouzan frouz salid frouzan frdtrzn hard
parlo, livi 13 
rum
frXnt rum livin rum si tan rum parla si tin rflm
nain fit hai na:n fit na:n fit ha:
7a
na:n fut na:n fit fut
11 v 113 rum livin rum livin rum sitan rum livin rum l M n  rOta
bedrum bedrum bedrum bedrum bedrum bedrflm
dainirj rum da:nin rum da:nin rum da:nin rum dainin rum dainin rum
bSi0rAm baeGrum baeGrum baeGrum bae0rum baeGrum
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7a continued 
parlor 
gallery 
porch 
kitchen
1 . picture
2 . chimney 
hearth 
andirons
3. mantle
4. chimney
5. log 
chunk 
lightwood
6 . soot
7. ashes
8 . chair 
window
1 . sofa
2 . chest of
drawers
JPW
par 1q 
gaelr i 
p o u o t I 
k i 1 5 1 n
8
pikt J 9 
t5imli 
harG 
aendarnz 
maents 1
1 5 I m 1 1 , smouk 
staek
lag
tJXiDk
k i n l i n
SAt
ae 5 1 z
t $aes
wi nds
9
SOTlf 8
t $ esta 
d r o r z
GN
geelri 
p o u r t 5 
kit J in
pi t $ & 
t 5 imli
d o g a r n z
maent 91
smouk staek, 
1 5imli
log
t ^ k
kinlin
SAt
®SIZ
1 5 ser 
wi nder
souf 0
t 5 £ S t 9
dro rz
EM
par I© 
gael r i 
pourt 5 
kit^ in
pikt ^ 9
t$imli
harG
doga ran
maent 9 l
1 5imli,
smouk staek
log
tSXgk 
la:tudnat
SAt
ee^ iz
t$aer
winder
souf 9
t ^ ESt 9
dro^z
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7a continued
parla pari? ...
.... g a i n galri
pourtJ ... pourtJ
kitjin kit^in kitJ in
8
p i kt5^ pikt^u pikt$u
tjimbli 15 i m m tjimli
harG harG harG
aendargnz aendarnz andarn
maentol maentsl pis mantel pis
tjimli t j l m m 1 51m n I , smouk 
staek
log log log
w tjAQk
laitwud latud laitwud
SAt SAt SAt
a$iz a$iz ffiJlZ
t$aeir t$£9 t$ar
winds winds winds
9
souf 8 SOUf 9 souf 9
tjESt ha:bo i, dress
bjurou
WB RJD INB
... parla paria
pourtj ... pourtJ
pourtJ pourtj pourtj
kitjin kitjin kitjin
piktju pikt^u piktJU
tjimli tJimni tjimli
h30 h3G h?9
andarn sndairn dogarsn
mantgl pis mantsl pis maentl pis
tjimli tjimni tjimli
log log log
tjKrjk ^Arjk tJXqk
la:tad fat pain fat pain
SAt SAt SAt
®$IZ a$iz 8 i Jiz
t$ar t^eer t ^ r
winds winds wind$
souf 9 soufs k8utj
tjest dreso dresu
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9 continued
3. furniture
4. bedroom
5. shades
6 . closet
7. attic
8 . kitchen 
piano
9. summer
kitchen
1 . pantry
2 . junk
3. cleans up
4. broom
5. washing
and ironing
6 . rented
7. stairway
8 . porch
1 . shut
JPW
f 3ni11 a 
bedrum
$eidz, bla:nz, 
kstonz
klouSz 
klazIt
gaeri t
ki1 11 n
piaens
sADig kit 5 in
10
psentri 
d3Xiok 
klinz Ap 
brum
wa$ i n sen 
a : r m  n
rintid
stseost eps 
pouet 5
11
$At
GN
f^nst jer 
bedrum
$«Tldz
klorrz klozit
set i k 
kit 5 I n 
piaene" 
kit J in
p®nt ri 
d3Xiok 
klinz Ap 
brum
wajjin sen 
arnin
rintid
stasrwei
pourtJ
SAt
EM
p lAnd^
t Jeimber, 
slipiq hitrs
Seidz, bla:ndz
klouz klazit, 
wo rdroub
g a e r  1 1
kit S in
piaeno
SAmer ki t J I n 
paentri
d 3 Aijk 
k l i n z  Ap  
brum
w a j i n  ffin 
a : r m  n
rintid
staarwei
pourt J
SAt
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9  c o n t i n u e d
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f 3 n i t j  0 p l X n d a f y n i t j e 1 f a n a t u f y n a t u f y n a t u
b e d r u m b e d r u m b e d r u m b e d r u m b e d r u m b e d r u m
J e i d z b l a i n z ,  J e i d J e i d z J e i d z J e i d z J ^ d z
k l a z i t w o r d r o u b ,
J i f a r o u b
k l o u z  k l a z i t k l o u z  k l o z i t k l o u z  k l o z i t k l a z i t
a t i k aedik g a r i t a t i k a t i k S t i k
k i t j i n k i t j i n k i t j i n k i t j i n k i t j i n k i t j i n
p i a n a p i a n a p i e e n e ... p i a n a p i  a n a
s?(mo k i t j i n SAmec k i 15 i n
10
SAma k i t 5i n k i t  J i n k i t j i n
p a n t r i p a n t r 1 p a n t r r p a n t r i p a n t r i p S n t r i
t r a j d3Aiok dj Ari k t r a j d3Arjk p l X n d a
k l i n z  Ap s k r A b  Ap k l i n z  Ap k l i n z  Ap k l i n z  Ap k l i n z  Ap
brum br um brum brum brum brum
w a J i Q  a n w a j i n  aen w a j i n  a n w a j i n  a n w a j i n  a n wUjTn 8n
a :  r m  33 a r n i n a r n i n a : r m n a : r n i n S : r n i n
r i n t r i n t r i n t r i n t r i n t r f n t i d
s t a r w e i s t a g w e i s t a r s t e p s s t a r k e i s s t a r w e i s t & r s t e p :
p o u r t J g a l r i p o u r t j
11
p o u r t j p o u a t j p o u r t j
J At SAt SAt j A t J At SAt
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11 continued
2 . rang
3. weather
boards
4. driven
5. roof
6 . troughs 
valley
7. shed
raeq
drivan 
ruf 
trovz 
vaeli 
$ ed
w e 5s b o u e d z  w e 5®” bo u r d z
1 . outhouse aeuthaeus
usual word toilit
12
jocular d3a.n1
dr 1ven
ruf
trovz
J Ed
3fruthS&us 
to1lit 
d3 ani
w e 8 u  b o u r d
d r o u v
ruf
trovz
vaeli
SEd
authaus 
to 1 lit 
d$ ani
2 .
other
I have my 
t roubles
dAbja-pi-ei 
peer la
ai haev mg 
t rAbelz
3. I have heard a: haev ho id
it it
4. I haven't a: haevijt
5. I haven't a: haevant
(stressed)
6 . I do it a: du it
7. does he do dAz hi du
8 . he does hi dAz
a: haev me 
t rAbolz
ai haev hod 
11
a: haevant 
a: haevant
a: dff it 
dAz hi du 
hi dAz
bae0 rum
ai haev mai 
t rAbelz
ai haev hud 
11
a: haevent 
a: haevant
a : du it 
dAz hi du 
dAz hi
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11 continued
r®]
w e S u  bourd
raeij
we6a bo:9d
rag
weSu bourdz
r$q
weSe1 bourd
rasij rSi]
w i f o  bourd said bouadz
drivan
ruf
trof
vaeli
$ Ed
authaus
privi
dAbj a-pi-ei 
parle1,
djani
ai haev raai 
trAbalz
a haev had
drouv
ruf
trovz
vael i
Jed
authaus
toilit
d3ani
dAbja-pi-ei
parla
a: haev ma 
trAbalz
a:v had it
drouv
ruf
trovz
vaeli
J£d
aeuthaeus
toilit
djani
privi
a; haev ma: 
t r A b a l z
12
drivan
ruf
trovz
va e l i
Jed
aeuthaeus
toilit
djani
dAbja-pi-ei
parla
a: ha’v ma: 
trAbalz
drivan
ruf
trovz
vaeli
Jed
aeuthaeus
toilit
d^cmi
drouv
ruf
gAtu
vSli
Jed
ae:uthae:us
tolet
dAbja-pi-ei
parlu
a: haev hud it a: av hud it
a: haev ma: 
trAbalz
a:v h 3d
ai gat ma: 
trabalz
a: hje:rd
a: haevnt
a: haevant
ai du it
dAz hi du
hi dAz
a: haevnt
a: haebam
a: du it
dAz hi du
hi dAz
a: haev nat
a: haezant, 
haevant
a: du it
dAz hi du
hi dAz
a: haevnt 
a: haevant
a: du it 
dAz hi du 
hi dAz
a: haevnt 
a: haevant
a: du it 
dAz hi du 
hi dAz
a: haebm 
a: haebn:t
a: dtt it 
dAz hi du 
hi dAz
60
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JPW
1 . you don't ju dJJnt 6113k 
think so sotr
don't I 
know it
dont a: nou 
11
2. he doesn't hi dAzant
care kaer
3. I work all a: w 3ik ol
day dei
GN
ju dSfnt Gaegk 
sotr
ddtmt a: nou 
11
hi dont
kaer
a: w3k ol 
dei
4. I was
t alking
a: w8z tokin a: waz bokin
5. I have been a: haev bin
thinking Glikin
6 . him do it him du it
7. people thinks pipal 01 ilk
he did it hi did it
8 . they say Sei sei
a: haev bin 
0 1 13k m
him du it
pipal 68613k
Sei sei
EM
ju dont 68613k 
sou
doun ai nou 
11
hi dont 
kjer
a: w3kt ol 
dei
a: w a z  tokin
a:v bin 
0113k m
him du it
pipal 6113k 
hi did it
Sei sei
14
1 . I said 
house
2 . barn
4. granary
5. loft
6 . hay loft
shucking
fodder
a: sez
haeus
baan 
greinari 
loft 
hei lof 
pulin fada
a: sed
haeuzi z
barn 
krib 
lof t 
lei lof 
SAks fad©1
a: sez
haeuz 1 z
barn 
grdl nari 
loft 
loft
pul in fade*
7. hay stack hei staek hei staek hei staek
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ju dont 0113k 
so:
dSnt a: nou it
hi dAzn kaer 
*
a: waikt ol 
dei
a: waz tokin
a: haev bin 
0irjkm
him dtr it
pipal 0igk hi 
did it
Sei sei
ai sed 
haus
ba:n
greinori
loft
ovahed
puli 13 fad?
hei staek
DBW
d3 0113k so:
a: d3 nou
hi d3n kje:
wsk ol de:
a: waz tokin
a:v bin 
0113km
him du it
pipal 6113k hi 
did it
5ei sei
ai sei
haetjs
ba:n 
krib 
loft 
heiloft 
fad?
hei staek
13
MB
ju dSnt 6113k 
so:
d3n a: nou it
hi d5nt kjaer
a: w3fk ol 
dei
a: waz tokin
a:v bin 
©113km
him du it
pip9l 0 i 13k hi 
did it
Sei sei
14
a: sed
haeus
barn
loft 
heilof 
pulin fad?
hei staek
WB
ju d3nt 0aei] 
so:
don a: nou it
hi dont kj?
a: utfkt ol 
dei
a: waz tokin
a:v bin 
©113km
him du it
pipal 0igk hi 
did it
5e: se:
a: sez
haeus
barn 
greinari 
loft 
he:loft 
pulin fade1,
he: staek
RJD
ju dont 8113k
hi dont kjea
a: w3*kt ol 
dei
a: waz tokin
a: bin
0113km
him du it 
pipal 0113k
Sei sei
a: sed
haeus
barn
greinbin 
loft 
heiloft 
pulin fade
hei staek
INB
ju 0§fer)k 
nat
a: w?k ol 
de: 1
a: waz tokin 
0113km
him du it
pipal ©ftgks hi 
did it
Sei sei
3 : sEd 
hlfcus
bflrn
krib
lof
he:lof 
pul fad?
he: staek
sou
dont a: nou it a: dou:nt 
nou
hi doumt 
ke: r
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14 cont inued
8 . cock hei staek
15
hei 5ak $ak
2 . cow barn kasu baan kjsea barn barn
3. st able steibal steibal steibol
4. enclosure 
for hogs
hog pin hog pTn hog pin
5. dairy dei ri d£l ri dei r i
6 . barnyard barnjard hors lat hors lat
7. pasture paest 5 ^ peest 5 O' passt jo1
cow pen mielk stol
16
k&u pin mialk gasp
1 . cotton
field
katan fial katen fial katen fial
chop cotton t$ap katan t$ap katan t$ap katan
nut grass nAt grass nAt gr§6s nAt grSs
2 . picketfence pikit fints pikit fints pikit fints
3. pickets pikits pikit pikits
4. barbed wire barb wa:a bab war bab war
5. rail fence re:1 fint s te:el fints re:al fints
6 . posts pousts pousts pousts
7. stone wall s t oun wo 1 rak fints rak fints
8 . cup kAp tin kAp tin kAp
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hei5 ak heikak heiJak
15
Jak hei S ak --
kjau JEd kau ba:n kaeuz barn kaeu barn kau ba:n kaeu b?lrn
steibalz steibalz steibal steibal steibal bffrn
pig pin hog pin pig pin hog pin hog pin pig pTn
deri deri deri deiri deri dtfiri
barnjard barnjard barnjard barnjard ba:nja:d barnjard
paest J 0 paest \ f paest $ s’ paest J 8 paest 5 s k&:u pin
keen pin kau pin kaeu lat
16
kau pin kjaeu pin k£:u pin
katan fil « katon peetj kadn fial katan fild katan fial katan fil
tjap katn tjap katan tjap katon tjap katon tjap katon tjap katon
kouka grSs kou kou graes kou kcu gr£s ko: ko: graes kou kou graes nXt gr&s
pikits fints pikit fints pikit fints pikit fints pikit fints pikit fints
pikits sleet reil sleets pikits slaets split pikit
barb wair bab war bab wa:r barb war bab wa: bab w0r
reil fints reil fints reil fints real fints real fints rtfl:1in ftnts
pousts pousts pousts poust poust pouist
stdtrn wol stoun wol ... ... stSn wol raks
tin kAp dips'* dips’ kAp kAp kAp
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1 . C h i n a t $ a i n a t  J a i  n a t $  a : n a
2 . b u c  k e  t b A k i  t b A k i  t b A k i  t
3 . p a i l p e i  1 p e i  1 p e : a l
4 . l u n c h  p a i l l A n t  5 p e i 1 l A n t 5 p e i l l A n t $  b A k i t
5 . g a r b a g e
p a i l
g a r b i d z  p e i l ,  
s l a p  b A k i t
g a r b i d g  p e i l ,  
s l a p  b A k i t
g a r b i d 3 ksen,  
s l a p  b A k i t
6 . f r y i n g  p a n f r a i n  paen f r a i n  peen s k i  l i t
7 . k e t t l e k e t a l k i  t a  1 k e t a l
8 . v a s e v e i  s v e i  s v e i  s
9 . s p o o n s p u n
18
spCtn s p u n
1. w a s h wa$ w a j wa$
2 . r i n s e s r i n ^ s i z r m t S t r i n t $
3 . d i s h  r a g g d i  5 reeg d i  S raeg d i  S raeg
4 . d i s h  t o w e l d i  $ t a swa l d i  S t a t r l d i  S t a eu l
5 . w a s h  c l o t h w a j  k l o 9 wa$ k l o G was k l o G
6 . b a t h  t o w e l baeG t e e u a l baeG t a eu l  
•
baeG t a e a l
7 . f a u c e t f  a s  11 f a s  11 f o s i  t
8 . b u r s t b 3 s t
19
b A s t i d b A s t i d
1 . b u  r  s  t
2 . b a r r e l
bast 
baer al
b A s t i d
b S r a l
bAstId 
baer al
65
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t r a i n s SAndi d i j i z t  J a :n  9 t j a i n g t j a : n 9 t  SS:n9
bAki t bAki t bAki t bAki t bAkit bXki t
p e i l p e i l p e : 1 bA ki t p e ! 9l bXkit
U n t J  p e i l sk u l  bAkit — d i n ?  bA ki t U n t J  p e ! 9l bXkit
g a r b i d j  p e i l s l a p  bAkit s l a p  bAki t g a r b i d 3 p e g l s l a p  bA ki t s l a p  bXki t
sk i  l i t f r a i n  paen ski  l i t a r n  sk i  l i t f r a i n  paen S : r n  s k i l l
k i t l
*
a r n  k e t l  
*
k i t e l k£t  91 k i t e l k e t l
•
v e i s v e i s v e i s v e i s v e i s v e i s
spun spun spun spun spun spQn
waj m]
18
wa$ waj wa$ was
r i n t j r i n t j r i n t j r i n t j t n n t s r d l n t j
d i j  r&g d i j  raeg d i j  raeg di  J raeg diS kloe di S r&g
d i j  t a u l d i j  t a u l  
•
d i J  t a u l di  J taeul d i j  t a u l di  S r§6g
m] kloB ml k l o 6 waj k lo9 waj raeg was waj r ®9
baeG k lo 6 baeB raeg bae9 raeg baefi t a u l  
•
baeG t a u l  
*
b$6 t S : u l
f a s i t f a s i t f a s i t f o s i t f o s i t f o : s i t
b s i s t b A s t i d brouk b A s t i d brouk b A s t i d
b3i  St b A s t i d
19
b A s t i d b A s t i d f r o u z e n b A s t i d
baer 91 baer 91 baer g 1 baerl baeral b S r g l
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19 c o n t i n u e d
2 . c on t a i n e r malaesiz bAkit bAki t bAki t
3. sifter S I f t9 s I f tu si f te
4. f u n n e l fJEnol fXnal fXnal
t unnel tAngl tXna 1 tftnal
5. w h i p Mip AVUp AV I p
lash lae$ g o u d AV I p
6 . s witch SWI t 5 SWI t 5 SWI t 5
7. bag pei pa basg baeg baeg
b u r l a p  bag balaep saek gXni saek gAni saek
8 . sack saek saek seek
turn of  corn 1 3 av ko an tun a ktfrn tun av korn
9. poke, sack saek saek pouk, saek
20
1 . c l o t h e s klou6z bffiskit klouz baeskit klouz baeskit
2 . keg keg kjeg kaeg
3. hoops hu p hups hups
4. cork ko a k ko r k ko rk
5. m o u t h  o r g a n ma u G  or g a n maeuG or g i n h a r m a n a k e
6 . h a m m e r haana h$mer hSm0‘
7. took tuk tuk tuk
8 . tongue tffg waegin tfli^ tXg
shafts Jaevz bAgi $£&ivz J aei vz
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msleesi2 bAkit mslsesiz bAkit bAkit nul&siz bAkit miol kaen lard bXkit
si ft a SI ft? sifter sifte sifto siftu
fXnol fAnel fXnel fXnol fXnol fXsnel
tAnel tAnal tXnal tAnol tXnol tXinol
Mip M31 p wip M?p Mip Mip
goud aks goud akswip W3'p goud Mip
hikri SWI 1 5 switj SWI t 5 switj SWltJ
peipo seek baeg saek baek baeg pdlpu saek
krouko saek gAni seek tou saek gAni saek bslaep saek tou saek
baeg saek saek saek saek saek
t3nov korn tSnov korn t3'n ov miol t J o korn saek ov miol t3'n ov korn
pouk saek seek
20
pouk bujol 9 miol ...
klouz baeskit klouz baeskit klouSz baeskit klouz baeskit klouz baeskit klouz baeskit
keg keg keg keg keg kaeg
hups hups hups hup hup hup
stapo stapu stapu kork kook stapu
mauG oogn frintj harp maeuG orgon maeuG orgon mauG orgon maeuG harp
haana haanu haaner haanu haano haemU
tuk tuk tuk tuk tuk tuk
m tXq tXr) tXg txij tXrjg
Jaeivz Jaevz $eevz Jeeivz Jaeivz $8fs
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1 . steel rim t a: a stil rim
fel ly f e lsn fell f e lan
axle aeksl• Skssl aaksQ 1
2. singletree siqsltri siqltri mi f sltr;
3. doubletree dAbaltri dAbslt ri dAbaltr:
4. hauling holifl holin hoi in
dragged draeg i n dr Ag draeg i n
5. plow plaetr pl§&u plaeu
6 . harrow haers haere hsers
drag drasg draeg draeg
gee-whiz d3i m i z
22
d3 i miz d3i miz
1. sled babsled s la: d s 1 Ed
2 . lever live liver liver
crowbar kroubar kroubar kroubar
3. sawhorse sohors sohors sohors
4. cogwheel kagwil kagMil• kagMil•
5. brush b r A  J b r A $ brA 5
6 . strop st rasp straep straep
7. cart ridge katrid3 katerd3 kat erd3
8 . seesaw siso s i so siso
69
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stil rim arn ta:r stiol rim stil rim stiol rim
... f 319 f 319 f 3lO f 319
aeksol aeksal aeksol aeksol aeksal
siqgoltri saeijgs It r i s m g a l t r i s i ^ l t r i siggsltri
dAboltri dAbgltri dAboltri dAbgltri dAboltri
h o i m h o l m holin h o l m holin
draeg m draeg drAg dreBgin drAg
plaeu plaeu plaeu plaeu plaeu
breik klads har haero haero haero
draeg draeg draeg draeg draeg
dji m i z dgi m i z dji m i z
22
dji m i z d^i m i z
sled sled sled sled sled
live1 live- live1 live1 livo
kroubar — kroubar ... ...
sohoos sohors sohors sohors sohors
kagMil
•
kog Mil kag Midi kag kag Mil
brAj brAj brA J brA$ brA$
strap straep strap strap straep
kartridj katridj katerdg katffdj katodiz
siso siso siso siso sisoii]
INB 
ft:rn t a :r 
wudon 
c&kso 1 
s&qggltri 
dAbaltri 
holin 
drAg 
pl&u 
har 
draeg 
dji miz
sliid
kroub(lr 
hohors 
kag Mil 
brA$ 
st rasp 
kart0^3
rv
si:so
70
1 . coal
skuttle
stovepipe
2 . wheelbarrow
3. whetstone
4. grindstone
5. car
6 . pleaded
7. grease
1 . greasy 
park
2 . oil 
kerosine
3. innertube
4. rowboat
5 . I am going
we are 
going
they are 
going
6 . am I going
7 . the kind I 
like
23
JPW
koul s k A t l  
*
stouv pa:p 
Milbaero 
Metstoun 
gra:nstotm 
ka:
plidid
griz
24
grizi
pa:k
O0 l
kaersin 
inetjub 
roubout 
a:m g oum 
wi a: goin
8ei a: goin
aan a: gouiq
So kaind ai 
laik
GN
koul s k A t 0 l
stou pa:p 
Milbar 
Met stoun 
gra:nstoun 
kar
plidid 
griz
grizi
park
oil
kjersin 
t jub 
roubout 
a:m 9 gouin 
wi ar gouin
8ei 0 gouin
aan © gouin
8o ka:nd a: 
lark
EM
koul skA10 1
stouv parp 
Mi lbaer 9 
M e t stoun 
grarnstoun 
kar
plidid 
griz
grizi
park
ool
kaersin 
in^tjub 
roubout 
arm gouin
8ei ar gouin
aan 9: gouin
8 9  karn a: 
lark
71
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s k A t a l k o u l  s k A t o l k o u l  s k A t o l s k A t g l s k A t l s k A d s l
s t o u v  p a i p s t o u v  p a i p s t o u v  p a i p s t o u v  p a : p s t u v  p a : p s t o u : v  p a : p
M i a l  baerou M i l  b a r M i l  bffirg M i l  b a r M i l  bsere M i l  b a r
M E t s t o u n M E t s t o u n M E t s t o u n Met r a k Met ra k Met r t t :k
g r a m d s t o u n g r a m s t o u n g r a m s t o u n g r a m s t o u n g r a m s t o u n g r a m s t o u n
k a : ka: k a r k a r k a r k a r
p l e d p l e d p l i d i d p l i d i d p l i d i d p l e d
g r i z g r i z g r i z g r i z g r i z g r i z
24
g n z i g r i z i g n z i g n z i g n z i g n z i
p a : k p a r k p a r k p a r k p a : k p a r k
o i l 09 I 0 9I 0 9I 0 9 l o m l
k e r s s i n k e r e s i n kees i n k o u l o e l k o u l  001 k e r s i n
t  j u b i n u  t j u b t j u b i n ?  t j u b t j u b t j u b
r o u b o u t r o u b o u t r o u b o u t r o u b o u t r o u b o u t b o : u t
a i  a n  g o u i i ] a i  ean g o i  13 a:m g o u i n am g o u i n a:tn g o u i n a:m g o u i n
w i  a r  g o u i q w i  a r  g o i i j wi  a r  g o u i n w i  a r w i  a r  g o u i n w i s  g o u i n
6e i  a :  g o u i i j  3 e i  a r  g o i r j  6e i  a r  g o u i r j  5 e i  a g o u i n
aan a i  g o u i i ] an  a i  g o a l  13
3 a k a m d  a i  3 g  k a m d  a i  
l a i k  l a i k
a:m g o u i n
69 ka n d  a:  
l a :  k
an  a ;  g o u i n
5 a  k a i n d  a:  
l a : k
5 e i  a g o u i n  3 e :  9 g o u i n
a n  a :  g o u i n  a:  g o u i n
69 k a m d  a; 3 a  k a m  a :  
l a : k ' l a : k
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7. gas
2 , 
3,
6 .
7.
8 .
4,
5 ,
gallon
gaei s
gaelan
25
here are hjie a: jua
your clothes klouz
there are
am not
he ain't
5aea a:
a:m nat
hi izant
they ain't 6 ei amt
I'm right, a:im ra:t
am I not
was WAZ
those were Souz wa :
wasn't
plenty
wazant
piinti
26
GN
gS&l s 
gaelan
hjer ji klouz
Sasr ar
a: eint
hi eint
Sei eint
arm rait eint 
a: ra:t
WAZ
Sim w a z
WAdnt
EM
plinti
he's busier hiz bizie* 5asn hiz biziu 5aen 
than I am a: aem a: aan
gaei s 
gaelan
hjirz ja 
klouz
a: eint 
hi eint 
5ei eint 
aan a: nat
W A Z
w?nt 
plinti
hiz bizia 
5aen a : aan
if I were 
you'.
underwear
if a: W31 ju if a: w a z  ju if a: w? ju
Andawaea
undershirt Anda$3t
sample
pretty
saanpal
pret i
Ande^waer 
AndaJ^t 
saempal 
p3 11
Anderwaer 
Andujst 
saanpa 1 
purt i
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gaes gaes gfti s
gaelanz gaelanz gaelan
25
hjir ar jur hjir ar jur hjir ar jur
klouz klouz klouz
5aer ar 6asr ar See ar
aan nat am nat a: eint
hi iz nat hi iz nat hiz nat
ar nat ar nat ar nat
--- a:m rait a:m ra:t eint 9
waz waz WAZ
Souz W3 Souz W3 Souz WAZ
waz nat w3nt WAdan
plintI plinti plini
26
hiz bizier 6$n hiz bizi? 6®n hiz bizie1 Sasn
a: aan a: aan mi
if ai w3 ju if ai w3 ju if a: viJ ju
Andawaer Andevaer Andevaer
... ... --
saanpl saonpal saanpal
priti priti p7t I
WB RJD INB
g a e s g a e i s g & s
g a e l a n g a s l a n g $ l a n
h j i r z  j a  
k l o u z
h j i r  a r  j u r  
k l o u z
h j i ?  j a  
k l o u z
See a : S a s a  a : S e e r  a r
a :  e i n t m  n a t a :  ^ r n t
h i  e m t h i z  n a t h i  e i n t
S e i  e i n t a r  n a t S e u n t
a : m  r a : t  e i n t  0 a : m  r a : t a i m  r a t t  
e i n t  a
WAZ w a z WAZ
S i m  w a z S o u z  W3 S i m  w a z
W A d a n W A d a n w A z a n t
p l i n i p l i n t 1 p l Y n i
h i z  b i z i e 1' 6$ n  
a :  aan
h i z  b i  z i  s ’ S e e n  
m i
h i z  b i z i < 
m i
i f  a :  w a z  j u i f  a :  w a z  j u i f  a :  w a :
A n d e t v a e r A n d a w a e a A n d e v r a e r
A n d f f p t s A n d a p t s A n d f f p t s
s a a n p a l s a e m p c l s S m p a l
p 3 f t l p 3 * t i p 3 ' t l
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26 continued
6 . prettier preti3 p3t I
7. apron eipron e :pen
gown g jaeon g j£un
my ma: gjasen ma:
your J U 9 jur
best best bes
shrink S ri r]k
27
Sriflk
1. coat kout kout
vest --- vest
t rousers trauzsz t raeuzG'z
pants psents paent s
overalls O U V 9 0 I z c rTverho Iz
2 . brought brot brot
3. fit f 111 d fit
4. new suit nju sut nju sut
got me gat mi gat mi
5. pockets paki t pakits
6 . knit ni t id ni 1 1 d
7. shrank $r®r]k $ r A ^ k
8 . has shrunk haez $rAi]k hsez J r A Q k
E M
purt i er 
eipen 
gaeun 
mai 
jur 
best 
$rigk
kotrt 
vest 
t r auze'z 
paents 
otrve'ho lz 
brot 
f  1 1 1  d  
nju sut 
gat mi 
paki t 
n i  1 1  d  
$rAr)k 
h a e d  J r A ^ k
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priti8 pritier p^tier p3'dl0' p3ltier p n i u
eipun eipron eipUn eipBti eipon eiputi
gJaeon gjaun gjaeun gaeun gaean gjftffn
ma: mai mai ma: ma: ma:
jur jur jur jur juo jour
best best bes best best bes
S n q k $ni3k W
27
$n g k Snrjk S ri 13k
kout kout kout kout kout kout
vest vest vest vest vest vest
trauzoz trauzffz traeuz^z britpz paents paents
trauzoz paents paents paents ... evudei paents
ouvoolz ouvuolz ouvuolz ouv^olz ouvoolz ove'olz
brot brot brot brot brot brXr)
fitid fits fits fit fitid fit
nju sut nju sut nju sut nju sut nju sut njfl sut
— gat mi gat mi gat mi gat mi gat mi
pakit pakits pakits pakit pakits pakits
nitid nitid nitid nitid nitid nitid
$rsqk JrMjk $r$r)k ] m Jraerjk w
hsez $rM]k haez J rAi]k haez  ^rA^k 5 r Ai^ k haez 5 rAijk Jr ^ k
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1 . dress up dres Ap dres Ap
2 . purse p3  I S haen baeg
3. bracelet breislit breislit
strings of 
beads
strir] av bidz paer a bidz
4. half-shoe lou kwote aksfffd
5. suspenders saspindaz saspind0*z
6 . umbrella Ambrela Xmbreler
7. bedspread bedspred bedspred
8 . pillow pila,
boulsta
29
pile-,
boTjlste'
1 . qui It kwi It kwi It
2 . pallet pael 11 peel 11
3. loam lSum ISum
4. f ert ile fatal f ^ t al
5. bottom land batam lam batam lasn
6 . meadow meda mede1'
7. swamp swSfmp swomp
8 . marshes ma:5iz
30
mar5iz
1 . draining dreinin drSinin
canal kanael kanael
EM 
dres Ap 
pakit buk 
breisiit 
paer av bidz
aksf e*d
gaelas i z
Ambrela
bedspred
pile1,
boalster
kwi It 
paeli t 
10um 
f^t a 1 
bat am lsen 
med^ 
swomp 
mar$iz
drginin
kanael
77
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d r e s A p d r e S A p d r e s A p d r e s A p d r e s A p d r e : s a  : p
p 3 s p 3 S p a r s p a k i t b u k p 3 s p ^ i s
b r e i s l i t b r e i s l i t b r e i s l i t b r e i s l i t b r e i s l i t b r e i s l i t
s t r i r )  a v  b i d z s t r i i ]  a  b i d z s t r i  13 a b i d z s t r i r i  a v  b i d z s t r i  13 a v  b i d z p s e :  r  a  b i d :
a k s f a d z l o i k w o t a a k s f a d z a k s f a d a k s f a d z lOTJ
S A s p i n d a z S A s p m d ^ z s a s p i n d P z g a e l a s i z s a s p i n d a z s a s p i  : n d a z
X m b r e l a A m b r e l a A m b r e l a A m b r e l a A m b r e l a 1 A m b r e l a
b e d s p r e d k j a u n t a  p i n b e d s p r e d b e d s p r e d b e d s p r e d k j S n t e p i n
p i  l a  
b o u l s t a 1
p i l e 1
b o t r s t a1
p i l e 1
b o u l s t a 1
2 9
p i  I f f p i l a p T l e r
k w i  I t k w i  I t k w i  I t k w i  I t k w i  I t k w i  I t
p a e l i t p e e l  i t p a e l i t p a e l i t p a e l i t p a e l i t
1 8 u m 1 8 u m 1 8 u m 1 5 m 1 8 u m d e l t a 1 l o m
f a t a l f a t a l f ? t a l f ? t a l f a t a l *  A. *
b a t a m  l e e n d b a t a m  l a e n b a t a m  l e e n d b a t a m z b a t a m z b a t a m
m e d o 17 m e d a m e d a ... m e d a m e d a1
s w S m p s w o m p s w a m p s w S m p s w a m p s w o m p
m a : $ m a r j i z m a r p z
30
m a r j i z m a j i z rattrj
d r e i n i r j d r e i n l d 3 d r e i n i n d r i n d d r e ;  n i  13 d r i n i n
k a n a e l k a n a e l k a n a e l k a n a e l d r i n d i t j k a n S l
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30 c o n t i n u e d
2 . b a y o u b a : a bai : a b a : a
3 . ra v i n e raevin g a  1 1 g All
4. gul ly g a 1 1 gAli gAli
5. c r e e k kr i k kr i k k r i k
6 . n a m e  o f  
stream
ba: a  pi r b a : a  pjEr b a a  pi r
7. h i l l hi 1
31
hi 1 h i 1
1 . m o u n t a i n maeuntan mffiutn* maeunt i n
2 . c l i f f klif k l i f klif
3 . w h a r f m o  rf pji r m o  rf
4. w a t e r f  a l 1 w a t a f o l waterf o 1 waterf o 1
5 . c e m e n t  road simint roud simint road simint road
7 . b y - w a y le :n d 3t roud baek ro a d
8 . lane d r a : v  we:
32
ltfln d r a : v  wei
1 . t h r e w 0ru tIAnkt f lAl]
2 . not at ho m e hi: z aet houm &t houm nat aet ho u m
in the 
k i t c h e n
in 5 a kit Jin in 6a hitrs in 6a haus
3 . w i t h o u t wi 0aeut wi 0£trt wi 0eeut
w i t h  m i l k wi0 m i a l k wi 0 m j I ak w i 0 m jiak
4 . ne x t  to m e  n e k s t  ta m i  n e k s t  ta mi n e k s t  ta mi
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bai:9 pir bai:a pis bS: a bau9 pjir baio b3:9
raevin raevin raevin gAli gAli haltf
gAli gAli gAli gAli gAli gAli
krik krik krik krik krik krik
klarks krik saende'z krik barlanz krik bau pjer koulz krik big blaek
hil hi 1 hil
31
hi 1 hi 1 h 11
mauntp maeuntn maeuntn
*
maeuntn
•
maeuntn
*
m$u:ntn
klif klif klif klif klif kli :f
rtoaf morf Morf ... da:k —
watafol watufol wate’fol pourlovff watefol lidi lolz
simint roud simint roud simint roud blaektap simint kankrit
baekroud dst roud bsek roud d3*t roud lein d^it roud
lein draiv wei draijwei g$p dra:v wei ldl :n
9ru
nat aet houm 
aet 5a haus
wiGaut 
wi0 mial 
neks t9 mi
3 2
0ru t^ Ankt 6 roud
izant aet houm izant aet houm eint aet houm
in 80 ki t J in in 5a kit$in in 5e haeus
wid&ut
wid
neks ta mi
wi 0s§trt 
wiG migk 
aginst mi
wiGaeut
W I 0
neks t9 mi
0ru
aet houm
Groud
^Int aet ho:m
in 8a kitjin in 80 h&us
wiGaStrt wi GaKrt
wiG milk wiG miak
neks ta mi agS:n mi
80
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32 continued
5. toward t9wordz tgword ---
6 . I ran
across him
a: raen okros 
him
skrost okros him
7. for him far: im f 31 him aefter him
tisn't tizsnt it d*rnt ---
tain't teint
33
t£lnt - - -
1. dog dog dog dog
call to dog (whistle) h T :9 hi : 9 (whistle)
lie down stei daeun daeun
at t ac k si kirn si kim si ki m
2 . mongrel niggdog ni gudog mangrg 1
3. bitten dog bit bi t bi t gn
4. bull bul bul bul
in presence bul Me 11 bul
of women
among farmers bul bul bul
term used by bul bul bul
women
5 . cow kau k jefTe kau
6 . two yoke of tu jouk 9V tu jouks 9 v tu jouk 9
oxen aks en aksen akson
7. calf kaei vz k*if ksef
heifer h£fg hefe- hef u
81
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32 continued
tordz mi tawordz
ai rsen intu him akros
aefto* im 
it izant
dog
hjeo
daun
sikim
haundog
bit an
bul
bul
aeftff him 
it izant
dog
hjea
sit
sikim
kadog
dogbit
bul
bul
tword3 
okros him
after him 
it izant 
it dint
33
dog
pApi hjea
daeun
sikim
f a :  s t
dogbit
bul
bul
taword3 
akros him
Sftsr im 
it eint
dog
( w h i s t l e )
houl
sikim
mgs' dog
dogbit
bul
bul
taword taword3
akros him akrost him
asfta him
izant
dog
(whistle)
daeun
gitim
ko
bitan
bul
bul
f? him
izant
tdlnt
dog
hi
dSun
sikim
k?
bit
bul
bul
bul
bul
kaeu
aksan
k*f
hefe1
bul
bul
kaeu
kaevz
hefa kaef
bul
bul
kaeu
jouk av aksan aksan
kSivz
hefe1
bul
bul
kaeu
aksan
kaef
hefe'
bul
bul
kaeu
jouks
kaeif
hefa
bul
bul
kjS:a
aksanz
kft:if
hEifff
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7 . male
8. calve 
bird
1. stallion
among farme
in presence 
of women
term used 
by women
2. gelding
3 . horse 
mare
4 . ridden a
horse
5 . he fell off
he fell out 
of bed
6. horseshoes 
hoofs
7 . horseshoes
(a game)
8. ram
among farme
JPW
mei 1 
kaev 
b3 : d
34
stael jan 
s stAd 
stael jan
stael j an
geldii]
hoas
ridan 0 
hors
hi fel of
hi fel aeut a 
bed
hor Ju
htrvz
ho $uz
raan 
s raem
GN 
mei 1
fa:nd 0 kjaeif 
b3*d
stael jan 
StAd 
stael j ©n
stael jan
ho rs
maerz
roud 0 
hors
fel of
aarrt av bed
horjuz 
huf s 
horjuz
r&n
rffim
EM
bu 1 kaef 
kAmin fre$ 
bard
s taal jan 
stAd 
stael jan
stael jan
geldiQ
hors
m a e r
ridan a 
hors
fel of
fel aut av 
bed
horsjuz
huvz
hor5 uz
ream
raem
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3 3  c o n t i n u e d  
b t r l  
fre^an 
b 3 i d
stael jan
stAd
staeljan
bul kaef
takaev
b 3 : d
staeljan
stAd
stael j sn
bul kSif
kAinin
b?d
steel jan
StAd
stael jan
3 4
bul kaef
fre$
b3 * d
StAd
stAd
staeljan
bul kaeif
kAmfrej 
b 3 d
StAd
StAd
stael j an
bul kft:if 
fa:n a kseif 
b?:d
stae:ljan
stae: ljan 
stae: ljan
stael j 8n staeljan staeljan staeljan staeljan stae: ljan
hors
maea
ridan a 
hors
of 6a hors
hoajuz
huvz
horjuz
geldig
hors
maer
ridan a 
hors
hi fel of
geldin
hors
maer
roud a 
hos
hi fel of
horjuz
huvz
horjuz
horjuz
huvz
hortuz
hors
maer
roud a hors
hi fel of
hi fel aut a v  hi fel aut av hi fel aut a aut a v  bed 
bed bed bed
horjuz
huvz
horjuz
hors
mas: r
ridan a 
hoas
aeut a bed
horjuz
huvz
horjuz
hors
m&:r
rida hors
hi fel of hi fel ofan
aeut a bed
horjuz
hufs
horjuz
raan ran raan raan raan rae:
raan raan raan ran raan r$:m
84
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34 continued
8 . presence of 
women
raan rSm r a a n
term used 
by women
raan rS&n
35
raan
1 . ewe ju ju ju
pet sheep 0 pet 5 ip 1 8 k n ---
2 . wool wul wul wul
3. boar boor bour bour
among farme rs bour bour bour
in presence 
of women
bour-hog bour bour
term used 
by women
mei 1 mei 1 bour
barrow --- bar-hog bar-hog
4. pig pig pig pig
5. shoats $outs 5 out $out
6 . hog s hog z hjfgz hogz
7. bristles briselz br isol briselz
tusks rf >
C
O H N t A 5 I Z t A J I Z
8 . trough t rof t rof t rof
36
1 . castrate
2 . bawl
kaestrei t 
bo 1
kaesteei t 
bo 1
kasst r e i  t 
b o l
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34 continued
raan raan raan raan raan rae:^m
raan raan raan raan raan rSiem
35
Ju
pet Jip
wul
bour
meil hog 
meil hog
meil hog
bar hog 
pig 
$ out 
hogz
bristolz
tAStS
trof
Ju
lean
wul
bour
bour
md"i al
meil hog
bar hog
pig
$ out
hogz
brisalz
t A JI Z
trof
ju
loan
wul
bour
bour
m£H hog
bour
baer a
pig
Jouts
hogz
brisalz
tAjlZ
trof
36
lu
wul
bour
bour
m e i 1 hog
meil hog
barhog
pig
J out
hogz
brisalz
tAjlZ
trof
jou
laan
wul
bo:a hog 
bo: a
meil hog
meil hog
bar hog 
pig 
$ out 
hogz 
brissl
tAjlZ
trof
Ju
l&n
wul
bou:r
bou:r
bou:r
bou:r
bar hog
pig
Jout
h5gz
briselz
tAjlZ
trovz
kasstrei t 
bol
oltu
bol
kaestrei t
bol
O Iter
bol
kAt
bol bol
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36 continued
3. low
4. whinny
5. feed the
cattle
6 .
lou
Mini
lou
Mini
fid 8 ©
kaetal
fid 6 a 
kaeda 1
lou
Mini
fid 69 
kaet 1
6 . feed the fowl fid 69 faeulz fid 6 a t$ikinz fid 6 a faeulz
7. a setting 
hen
setan hin
8 . chicken coop ---
1 . wish bone wi J bcStm
3. livers Iivq
of a fowl insa:dz
of a pig --
intestines intestinz
4. feeding time fidiq ta:m
5. calls to 
cows
to get them 
from the 
pasture
to make them so* 
stand still 
during milking
su' kaeu
suk1
calls to 
calves
su: kaef
37
9 setan hin 
t$ikin kup
pu1i boun 
11 vff 
gIbl11 s 
liver, laigs 
t J1 1 1 1 r| 
fidan ta:m 
su' kau
suk
so
su: k&f
a setn hin 
tjikin kup
wi^ boun 
giblits 
giblits 
1 1 vu, lai ts 
1 5 1 1 1 1 n z  
fidiq taim 
su kaeu
suk
so
suk
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lou lou lou bol lou bolsd
Mini niku niku m k u Mini ni :ku
fid 5 8 kaedl fid & 8 kaed8l kaetal kaetal kaetal &8 kaedol
fid 60 faulz fid 60 tjikinz tjikinz fid 5e t j 1 kin fid tJikinz fid 60 tji:ki
0 set 113 hin 0 setn hin
1
0 setn hin setn hin seten hin s2:t8n hT:n
1 kin kup t $ 1 kin kup 151 k m  kup
'37
151 kin kup 131 kin kup ' t ^ :kin hSfeJ'us
wiJboun puli boun puli bdtrn puli boun puli b3n puli bdtm
livfrz liver giblitz insa:dz giblits liverz
insa:dz liver insa:dz ... giblits gizud
tjitlinz laits tjitlinz tjitlinz tjitlinz la:1ts
t J11linz t J1 terlig tjitlinz insa:dz liver tjitlinz
fidi 13 taira fidii] taim fidgn ta:m fidan ta:m fiden ta:m fidsn t a:m
su kaef suk 'suk 1 kaetj s u : kaeu suk, suk suk, suk kaftr
su kau suk suk, suk ... su: k:aef su: kS6u
so so so so so so:
su kaef suk suk:aef suk, suk suk, suk suk kSf
88
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37 continued
7.
8 .
1.
calls to d3 i, ho
draft oxen
calls to 
horses
koup, m  i s 91 m i s q I
38
to urge 
them on
g i t  A p
when already klAk 
in motion
when standing git A p
2 . to stop
them
3. calls to
pigs
W O U
s u  p i g
git Ap
g i t  A p
kAin Ap
wou;
su pig
5. calls to 1 5 1 Vei (3 times)t$ik (3)
chickens
6 . harness up hams Ap
7. team tim
2 . lines la:nz
reins reinz
3. stirrups st3 ps
4. nigh horse $
cart ka:t
wheel Mil
39
harm s 
t im
la: nz 
rei nz 
st^ps 
njir hors 
kart 
Mi 1
g i t  A p
MIS 91, koup
klAk
klAk
gYt Ap 
wou:
su pig
tjik (3)
h a r m  s  
tim
lai nz
rei n
m r  hors 
kart
M i l
JH
37 continued
k o u p ,  m i s l i  13
g e d a p
( c l u c k i n g )
kXm Ap 
wou:
s u  p i g
t p k ,  t p k ,  
t j i k i
h a r m s ,  hukAp
h o s s i s
l a i n z
r e i n z ,  t j e i n z  
s t a i p s
k a r t
M i l
DBW
g i d  Ap 
k o u p ,  mi s a l
g i t  Ap 
g i t  Ap 
kAm Ap
wou  
s u  p i g
t j i k i ,  t j i k i  
hukAp
h o r s i z , 5 a  t ira 
l a i n z
plasu l a i n z
n a :  h o r s  
k a r t
Mil
MB
d3 i  ho  
k o u p ,  koup
3 8
( c l u c k i n g )  
( c l u c k i n g )  
kAm Ap
wou
' p i g i
t j i k ,  t j i k
h a r m s  
t u  h a r s i z
3 9
l a : n z
r e i n z
k a r t
M i o l
WB
d j i  ho  
M i s l i q
wo :  
p i g i  
t j i k i  
r i g  Ap
tim 9a h o :sis 
l a : n z
p l s u  l a : n z  
s t o p
Mial
RJD
d3i ho 
MISI15
( c l u c k i n g )
( c l u c k i n g )
g i t  Ap 
'wo u
s u  p i g
t p k i ,  t j i k i
h a : n i s  Ap 
5 a  h a s i z
l a : n z
r e i n z
St?ApS
k a : t  
1 M i a ll
89
INB
d j i  ho 
M i s l i g
gid Ap
g i t  Ap
kXm Ap 
wou:
s u :  w i
t S 1k ,  t s I k ,  
t j i k i
huk Ap
p§6: r  e v  h o r s a z
b r a l d l
*
r ^ l n z
St3*p
waegan
M il
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4. hitch up h 1 1 5 Ap
7. he's feeling hiz film 
bad baed
8 . a little 
way (s)
a litl wei
hit I Ap
hiz film 
baed
9 1111 wei
40
1 . a long way a log wei
2 . anywhere
3. backward
4. forward
5. any more
6 . nary
7. double
negative
noways
iniMErz
baekwadz
f ow9d
ini motra
nar 9 wAn
9 log weiz 
iniJA3z 
baeke’dz 
f arwerdz
naerawan
a:m nat duin ai eint duin 
nA0in nA0in
ini haeu
none at all nXn aet ol
1 . like as not aept aez nat
41
2 . furrows
3. c rop
4. cleared
f 3raz
krap
kliad a 
nju graeun
5. second cut- sekan kAtn
*
ing
nou weiz 
nAn atol
la:k aez nat
fJ'QZ
krap
klird Ap 
sekg
h 11 5 Ap
hiz film 
baed
a litl wei
a log weiz 
aniMarz 
baskffdz 
f arwerd 
ini motrr 
nerowAn
a: eint duin
a 0aeg
ini weiz 
nAn
laik aez nat
faraz
krap
klird Ap Sa 
nju graetm
sekan k A t n
91
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39 continued
hit I Ap
hiz fill 13 
baedli
9 log w e i
iniMer
b a e k w e d z
farwed
inimog9
e i n t  d u i n  
n A 0 i n
i n i w e i
hitjt
hiz filn 
baed
9 l i t l  w e i  9 l i d l  p i s
9 log weiz
inlM39
baekwffdz
fawnd
inimour
no mour
nat dAn nA0 in
no: weiz
didnt giv mi ini ini
aept aez nat 
f 3T9Z 
krap 
klird
laik aez nat 
f3*l 9Z 
krop
nju graund
hit5 A p
hiz f i l m  
baed
9 litl weiz 
ouve1
40
9 13g w e i z
i n l M e r z
b a e k w u d
f a r w e ' d
i n i m o u r
n a t  9 w A n
a :  h a e v g n t  
d A n  n A 0 i n
inihau
t r e i s i z
baed
9  l i d l  w e i
w e i z
i n m n z
h e d  o v e  h i l z  
f a r d z
neri 9 wAn
n A 0 i n
non wei
d i d e n  g i b  m i  i n i  n A n
41
aept aez nat
f311 9Z
krap
klTrd
nat la:k
f?9
krap
kind
hit$ AP 
baed
w e i  z
wei z  
l n l M £ 9  
baekwgd 
fawed
i n i  w e i
ini
f 3 r g
krap
klerd
hit$ A p
hiz filig 
bSd
9 lidl w^lz
9 13g w e i z
imw?
baekedz
fnwed
TnTmdbr
n a t  9 WAn
e i n t  d A n  n A 0 i n  
n e v e  haed n o n
n o u w e i z
nAn St ol
aept aez nat laik Sz nat
fnig
krap
k l m d
s e k o n s e k g n  havist s e k g n  k A t n seken klipin s e k e n
92
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6. sheaf bAndel Sif bXnel
shock Jak
42
$ak $ak
1. oats are outs a: outs ar outs ar
thrashed Grae$t 0rae$ t Grae$t
2. you and I ju aen mi mi aen ju ju aen mi
both of us bouG 9V AS bouG 9V AS bouG AV AS
3. he and I hi sen a: mi an him him aen m i
4. he and I or 
him and me
hi aen a: him aen mi him aen mi
between you 
and me
ju n mi ju n mii ju n mi •
5. for him, her, wiQ im 
it, them, 
for he, she, 
it, them
f3 im, f9 hs1, 
f3 it, fa Sim
f9 him, fs 
Sim
6 . it's I its mi its mi its mi
. . . he Its him Its him its him
. . . she its 31 its h3* its h?
. . . they Its Sim its Sim its im
7 . it wasn* t I it WAdan mi it wAden mi it WAdn •
8. as me aez a: aan
43
aez mi aez a : asm
1. I’m not as 
tall as he
a:m nat az 
tol aez hi iz
aez hi iz arm nat q z 
aez hi iz
is
93
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41 continued
bAndal W bftnal bXndal
$ak $ak $ak
42
$ak $ak $ok
outs ar 
0raej t
outs ar 
0rse$t
outs ar 
0rae$t
outs & 
Orejt
outs a: 
0ra°J t
outs ar 
0re$t
ju send ai ju aen mi mi aen ju mi aen ju ju aen a: ju aen mi
bouG 9V AS bou0 9V AS bou0 av as bouG av as bou0 av as bou0 av as
hi send ai hi asnd ai hi aend a: hi aend a: hi asnd a: mi aen him
hi aen a: 
h
him an mi him aen mi mi aen him hi aen a: ...
bitwin ju n 
mi
ju n mi batwin ju n 
•
mi
ju n mi 
•
ju n mi 
•
ju aen mi
fa: him, hu, it, 
5 im, fa: 5 im
fa: im, fa: it, 
fa: im, fa:?
fa: im, h?, 
it, fa: 6im
f? im, h?, 
f? it, fa
f? 5 im 
its im
f3 :m, h 3 , it
it Sim 
fa Sim 
its Sim
f? m, fa h 
f? it, 5 
f? 6im
its mi its mi its mi its mi its mi its mi
its im its him its him its im its him its him
its h 3 its h3 its h? its 3 its:?z its hJ
its waz 5 im its Sim its Sim its im Sim its 8lm
its waznt a: wa:zn mii WAznt mi it WAnd mi it waznt mi it w?nt mi
aez ai aan aez mi aez a: aan
43
aez mi aez a: am
1
iz mi
azhi iz aez hi iz az to 1 aez him aez hi i z aez hi iz aez t o 1 aez
94
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43 continued
2. better than beta Saen a: 
I can kaen
bEta Son mi beta n mi
3. and them asn Sim on: im sen Sim
4. all that bad ol Saet baed o 1: aet baed o  1: aet baed
5. the farthest ol So faSa fASaiSt So faSs^ i st
6 . you (pi.) ju 0 1 ju ol, jol ju ol, j:ol
7. who all hu ol hu o 1 hu o 1
what all wat ol Mat ol Mat o 1
who al1's huz hu olz hu o 1
8. its yours its jurz its j?z its jurz
its ours its auoz its Srz its auz
its theirs its Sez its Saerz its Saerz
its his its hiz its hiz its hiz
its hers its h3:z
44
its h?z its hs-z
1 . themselves Simsevz Simsevz Simsevz
2 . himself himself hizsef hizsef
him him him him
us A S A S A S
3. breads (kind)i la:t bred Mit bred la:t bred
4. others made 
of flour
biskits, hat
rouls
biskit, hat 
rouls
biskits, ha 
rouls
5. biscuits biskits biskits b i s k 11 s
95
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4 3  c o n t i n u e d
bete^n a i  kaen b e t e t i  mii
b e t f r i n  mi  • be t ui j  mi Seen mi
9 n :  im aen Sim aen Sim sen Sim aan Sim
o l  Saet baed o l  Saet baed o l  Saet baed o l  daet baed o l  Saet baed
5q f a S a e i s t f a5qis t f  aS bti s t f aSu i s t f3&9
j u  o l j u  o l j u  o l j o l j u  o l
hu o l hu o l hu o l hu o l hu o l
« a t  o l Mat o l Mat o l Mat o l Mat o l
huz hu o l z hu o l z hu o l z huz
i t s  j u o z i t s  j u r s i t s  j u r z i t s  j o u r z i t s  j u o z
i t s  auW9z i t s  aeurz i t s  aeurz i t s  a r z i t s  aeuwoz
i t s  5e©z i t s  S e r z i t s  S e i r z i t s  S ? z i t s  Saeoz
i t s  h i z i t s  h i z i t s  h i z n  • I t s  h i z i t s  h i z
i t s  h 3z i t s  h 3z i t s  h^n
44
i t s  h?z i t s  h 3z
S i m s e v z S i m s e l v z S i m s e l v z S i m s e v z S i m s e v z
h i m s e l f h i m s e l f h i z s e f h i z s e f h i m s e f
him h i z him him him
AS AS AS AS AS
h o u l  Mit l o u f  b r e d l a : t  b r e d l o u f  b r e d Mi t  b r e d
b i s k i t s ,  r o u l z ,  
j i s t  b r e d
b i s k i t s ,  h a t  
r o u l z
b i s k i t s , h a t  
r o u l z
b i s k i t s ,  h a t  
r o u l z
i b i s k i t s , h a t
r o u l z
j
b i s k i t s b i s k i t s b i s k i t s b i s k i t s b i s k i t s
IN8
b e t s '  9n a: 
kaen
$n mm
f a 3 i s t  
ju o l  
hu o l  
Mat o l  
h u z  o l  
I t s  j?Z 
i t s  aeurz 
i t s  6 e i z  
i t s  h i z  
i t s  h ?z
S i m s e v z
h i s t f
him
AS
l a i t  b r e d
b i s k i t s ,  j 
b r e d
b i s k i t s
96
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6 . cornbread
7-8. breads
made of 
corn meal
sinkers
1 . homemade 
bread
JPW
ko rnbred
GN
ko rnbred
egbred, egbred,
kraeklin bred kraeklin bred
sigkaz
45
houm meid, houmeid bred
stousbot bred
2 . sweet rolls swit roulz
doughnut
pancakes
douna t s
swit roulz
dounAt
paenkeik, flaep gridal keik, 
dgaek, hat keik hat keik,
flaep d38eks
5. two pounds tu pseun
6 . yeast
yolk
ye 1 low
j i st
jouk 
je la
46
1 . boiled eggs boild eg
2 . poached eggs pout5 1 eg
3. salt pork solt pouak
bacon smoukt
4. bacon rind beikan ra:n
tu paeun 
j is 
jouk 
je lo
boald egz 
pout 51 egz 
s a: d mit 
be:ksn 
mit skin
EM
ko rnbred
egbred,
kraeklin bred
si qku
stour bred
swit roulz
dounAts
gridol keik, 
hat keik, 
flaep d3aeks
tu pffiundz
j ist
jouk
jeler
bo aId eig
pout5 eig
sol pourk
smoukt mit
mit skin,
beiksn ra:n
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44 continued
kornbred kornbred kS inbred kornbred kornbred kEf: rnbre: d
egbred, flaep- 
djaeks, kraeklin 
bred
korn keik eigbred, hou 
keik
egbred, kr$k 
bred
egbred, kraek- 
lin bred
kraeklin
bred
siijke’z lait bred sigker
45
siqkffz la:t bred h8u k^lk
houm meid bred, 
louf
stour bred, 
louf
la:t bred, 
roulz
... hoffmeid bred lait bred, 
louf bred
swit roulz swit roulz swit roulz sinomon roul swit roilz swit roulz
dounAt dounAts dounAts dounAts dounAts dounats
p£inkeik hat keiks, 
frituz
paenkeiks, hat 
keik, flaepdjaek
hat keiks paenkeiks, 
hat keiks
hat keiks
tu paun^z paeun z tu p&undz tu psunz tu paeondz tu p&unz
jist jist jist jist jist jist
jouk jouk jouk jelo* jouk jelu
jelo jelo jelo
46
jelo jelff je ler
bould egz boold egz boaeld dlgz boold egz boold eigz boold £igz
poutJt egz poutJt egz poutJt egz poutJt egz poutjt egz poutJt £lgz
sa:d mit solt pourk solt mit solt pour solt pourk solt mit
beikon beikon beiki} smoukt pourk beikon solt pourk
beikon ra:n mit skin beikn rain • mit skin beikin rain mit skin
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46 cont inued
4. bacon strip 
meat
beikan strip 
mit
kjuad mit saeu beli
5. jerked beef dra:d bif d30'kt bif dra:d bif
6. s au s ag e so sIdg sosid3 sosid3
7. butcher but J 0 but J e*d butter
8. spoiled spo 9 It
47
spo alt spol
1. head cheese hed t$iz hed t$iz hed t$iz
2. rancid raen s I d raentsid reens i d
3 . curdled milk kadid mjiek k^did mi 9k k^dald mj
clabber klaeba klaebe" klsebe"
4. cot tage 
cheese
katid3 t$iz klaebe' t$iz katid3 tS:
5. are round a : raeun ar: eeun aa raun
6 . st rain strein strdl n st rein
7. apple cobbler aspal kabla sepal pa: aepal pai
48
1. food fud fud fud
2 . sauce so s SOS SOS
3 . a bite 9 ba: t a ba: t a bai t
4. we ate wi ei t wi ei t wi ei t
5. eaten it an it it an
6 . coffee kof I kof i kof i
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be i keen slaeb 
mit
frej mit, 
slab mit
slseb be:kn smoukt m 
pikeld pourk
sa:d mit sSubeli
djSrkt bif draid bif dra:d bif ... d33kt draid bif
sasidj sosidj sosidj sosid3 sosid3 sosid3
but^s butjs but 5 bUt ^ 9" butts' butter
spoiId spo Id spSlt
47
spo It spo 0 It spoald
hed t$iz hed t$iz hogz had hsd t$iz hog hEd hog hEd tjiz
reensid reaisid stei 1 teintid raaosid steil
k3diId mjiok k3did mjiak k?dald mjilk k?did milk k?did mjisk kl gobs'
klsbed mjiok klaebffd mjiak klsebs k Ieohs klaeba klaebs
kaetid3 t$iz klasber 15iz klffibs tjiz klaebe1 t$iz kadid3 t$iz klaebs tjiz
ar rditrnd ar;$und ar: Sun ar raund ar raund ar raeund
strem strein strdln strein strdln strdln
aspal kabls sepal kable* aepsl kabls
48
sepal kabls kabla aepsl kabls
fud fud fud vitelz fud vitjz
SOS SOS SOS SOS kAstad SOS
0 bait 0 bait 0 bait 0 snaek sneek a bait
wi eit wi eit wi eit wi it eit wi eit
itan itan iten it itn eit
kofi kof 1 kof 1 kofi kofi kofi
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48 continued
7 . glass of 
water
broken
glaes 9 w a t s  giants 9 w a t e r  gl§6s 9 w a t e r
broukan brouk brouk
49
1 . drank
2 . drunk
3. soda pop
sit down
draeflk
drftqk
souda pap
sit daeun
addressed to heev a sit 
a relative
addressed bi sitid 
to stranger
5. sitting
6 . sat down
s 111 n
sset daeun
7. help your- hep juasef 
self
helped
8. care
he lpt
kjaea
to members paes 8 a 
of family pateitaz 
when asking 
for potatoes
to host ©aei^ ks a:
wudant kaer 
for ini
drS113k 
dr a  13k 
souda pap 
set dasun 
hae' a sit
haev a t$aer
s 11 1 n
saet
hep jasef
hept
kaer
gimi sXm 
patei te^ z
a: dount ker 
fa ini
draei]k
drA^k
koul drigk 
set dafftrn 
haev a sit
heev a sit
set 1 n 
set daeun 
hep jasef
hept
kjaer
haev s Am
pAteitu an
paes am
paes za
pate1taz
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9 glaes 9 
W0t9
a glees a 
mtff
a glaes 0 
water
glaes 9 watu glees a watu glSs av 
watu
broukan brouk brouk
49
broukan broukin brcftr: k
drSgk draegk dreegk a drAgk a: drSgk a: draegk
drAgk drAgk drAgk drAgk drKgk drAgk
souda pap souda pap souda pap sof drigk kould drigk sof drigk
sit dffiun sit daeun sit d£un dro Ap 9 tjaer heev 9 sit haev a sit
haev 9 sit haev a tjaea haev 9 sit haev a sit bi sitid haev a sit
haev 9 sit haev 9 tjaee haev 9 sit haev 9 sit bi sitid haev a sit
si tig sitn• sitig sitn• sitn• setin
saet daun set set daun set set saet
hep juase^f hep jursef hep jasef hep ja sef he ;p jursef hep jusef
helpt he?t hEpt hept hept h?pt
C
D
SU•r-* kaer kSr kjaer kjaer k^er
a:9d laik said 
pateitaz
paes 69 
pateitaz
5aegk ja f3 60 
pateituz
a: la:k saib 
pateitu
a:ad la:k saui 
pateitaz
p£s 8a pa'
8aegk ja fa 
&9 psteitgz
paes 60 pgteita paes 69 pateitu a:d la:k saji 
pgteita
6aegk je fa 
&a pateitaz
a:d la:k i 
pateitu
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1. warmed over womd ouva warmd ouve* womd ouva
2 . chew t $u
3. digest daid3 &st da:d3 £St da:d3 E st
4 . mush ITIAS mA$ mA$
5 . salad sael 1 d sael 1 d saeli d
6. vegetables ved3 tabalz ved3 stabalz ved3 Stabalz
7 . veget able 
garden
ved3stabal
garden
garden, p a e t  $ v£d3adabal
garden
51
1 . cane sugar
syrup
2 . molasses
3. genuine
maple
syrup
4. bulk
long
sweetning
short
sweetning
jelly
5. salt and
pepper
kein suga 
s 3 ip
ms laes I z
kein suge1 
sup
mal85siz
d3 injaewin djinjsw&rn
meipal s3ip
bulk
0
bulk
d3£li d3e li
solt aen peps solt ij peper
6 . give me an giv mi an 
apple a e p a l
gi mi an
a e p a l
kein suga 
sup
IDA lses I z
d3 injuwan 
meipal 
s3rap
bulk
I013 switnin 
$ort switnin 
d3£li
solt n pepe1
g 1 v m 1 n
a s p  a  1
sop sap sap sap
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woamd ou va wormd Ap wormd ouver
tju
d a : d j e s t d a : d 3 £ s t d a : d 3 £ S t
mAj iraJ mAj
sae l id sael i  d sae l i d
v e d3i t e b a l V £ d 3 t 9 b a l z V £ d 3 9 t 9 b a l z
v e d 3 i t 9 b a l V £ d 3 t 9 b 9 l V £ d 3 9 t 9 b 0 l
g a r d a n g a r d a n g a r d e n
C
s a g  9m s a g  am k e i n  s u g u
mal a es i z ma la es i z  a r ma laes i z  ar
m e i p l d 3 i n j 9 w a i n d 3 i n j a w i n
m e i p a l  s ? 9 p m e i p a l  s J f
b u l k b u l k b u l k
lot]  s w i t i n 9 9
$ o r t  s w i t n i n 9 9
d 3 £ l i d 3 £ l i d 3 £ l i
s o l t  n p £p9 s o l t  n p e p e 1 s o l t  n pepe"
sen sepgl g i m i  n aepsl g i m i  n aepal
— — m s a p s ? p
WB RJD INB
h £ t  Ap warn ou va wSrmd Ap
t j u t j u
d a : d j E s t d a : d 3 E s t ddrt d g e s t
mAj ira$ mAj
sa e l id sael id sa e l i d
V £ d 3 9 d e b 9 l v £ d 3 S t a b a l v e d 3 t a b l
v E d 3 9 d a b a l
g a r d e n
v e d 3 S t a b a l
g a r d a n
v e d 3 t a b l
gardQ
sagem k e i n  s u g e1 
s? p
sargam
mal aes i z  ar mal aes i z  ar malae s i z
d3i n j u w a : n  
m e i p a l  s ?p
d 3 i n j a w i n  
m e i p a l  s? p
—
b u : k b u l k l u s
9 9 9
9 9 9
d 3 E i i d 3 E i i d3ni
s o l t  an peper s o l t  n peps ’ s o l t  an
aepal g i m i  n aepal g i m a  n ae
S3:  p sa p _ _
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51 continued
6. zip zip zip zip
7. old man sen on Id maen a oul maen an oul msen
8. smel 1 sme 1
52
smel a 8aet smel aet
1 . these Siz 8i z 8i z
2. those Souz 8 im nim
3. them's 5 imz 8 imz 8 imz
4. that tree 
yonder
tast tri 
jandn
Saet tri 
j andu
8aet tri 
jande'
over there ouva Ssea ouvu 3§&r ouvu 8ser
5. this-a-way 3is a wei 8is a wei 3is a wei
6. failure to 
hear some­
thing
«ats Saet, 
hauz 8 set
Mats Saet, 
hauz 8aet
Mat Saet
these 5iz
53
8iz Siz
1 . a poor man a msen 8aets 
pur
a maen 8aet 
pour
a maen Ssets 
pour
2. he's the hu otrnz 5a 
man who owns f i al 
the field
hiz 3a msen hiz da maen
3. whose father huz fa5a 3aet hiz fa8er huz faSer
since very sints veri
54
sints veri sints
1 . seed s id sid sid
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51 continued 
S3 i p
sen oul maen 
smel
Siz
Souz
Simz
Saet tri 
janda
ouva Sees
5 is a wei
Mats 6set
zip
an ou:l maen 
smel
Siz
Siz
Simz
jand?
ouvu &aer 
Sis a wei 
hauz &aet
sjp
aen oul maen
smel
52
oiz 
6 im 
Souz
ouvu 8§5r
01 s a wei
mats Saet
s?p
an oul
smel
Sim
Simz
Saet tri jandu jandu
o vu Saer
0is a wei
M a t 5 a sei
zip
an oul maen a:n oul m®n
smel
Siz 
Sim 
Simz 
Saet tri
ouva 0aer
smEl
Sim
Souz
Souz
Saet 6#r tri 
ouv u &$r
Sis a wei Sis a wei
Mats Saet haeuz : ast
Siz
Saets pua
hi ounz Sa 
ortjad
diz
a maen Saets 
pur
hu ounz Sa 
fiald
SiI Z
53
a man Saets 
pur
hu oun z 8 a 
fial
S iI Z
hu ounz
Si z
hu ounz
Sis
a maen Saets haed hard lAk 
pur
MAt ounz
huz faSa
sints veri
hiz fada
sints veri
huz faSu
SintS V31!
54
huz daedi
sints veri
h u  faSa huz faS?
sints veri sints veri
tjeri pit sid sid sid sid tjeri stdtm
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2. stone of a 
peach
pit$ sid pit5 k^nal sid
3 . clingstone
peach
klii3 sid klii3 storm kliq storm
4. core kous kcftjr kour
5. peanut s pinAt s pinAts pinAt s
6 . walnut shell wolnAt $e1 wolnat $el wolnAts hAl
shell jel
shrivel S W I V 9  1 srivgl ---
7. pecans pakan
55
pskanz pakanz
1. almonds aanan aelmen aelmenz
2. oranges arndjiz arnd3iz arnd3iz
all gone ol goon o 1 gCfn 01 gon
3. radishes raed i J i z raed 151 z raed 151 z
4. tomatoes t amei18 t ame: t&z tamei te^ z
potatoes psteit8z pate:t&z pateitffz
sweet swit swit swit
potatoes pete:tsz pate: te’z p9te: te’z
5. onion Anj snz Anj1nz Anj anz
6. spring
onions
grin
Anjanz
grin 
Anjinz
5 e lets
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54 continued
stKn stoun sid sid pits si(i pits sit*
kligstSn pitJ klinstoun
Pitj
kligstdtm
pitj
kl? sid pitj kler sid klig pitj
koua koua kour kour koua kcTtrr
pinAt pinAt gubaz pinAts pinAts pinAts
wolnat 5£ 1 wolnAt wolnAt J el wolnAt J el wolnAt hAl wolnAt hAlz
hAl SEi hAl b? hAlz
srival swival swival swival swivel srival
pakan pakan pakan
55
pakan pakan pakanz
selmandz slmanz ffilman _ _ _ aslman olmanz
arnd3iz amd3iz arnd3iz arnd3iz arnd3iz 3rind3 is
ol gon ol gon ol g3n ol g3n ol g5n ol g3 :n
raed 151 z rasdijiz raedijiz raedijiz rsedijiz rediJ12
tameitaz tameitaz tainei 10*2 tameitaz tameitaz tameituz
pateitaz pateitaz pateitaz a :J psteitffz aij pateitaz arj pateituz
swit
pateitaz
swit
pateitaz
swit
pateitaz
swit
pateituz
swit
pateitaz
swit
pateitaz
Anjinz Anjanz Anjanz Anjan Xnjan Xnjinz
Anjinz sprig
Anjanz
sprig
Anjanz
sprig
Anjan
sprig
Knjan
grin
Xnjinz
V
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55 cont inued
7 . cabbages kasb 1 d31 z kasb 1 d31 z
8. shell beams Jel binz $e1 binz
56
1 . butterbeans bAt abinz bAte-binz
st ringbeans strii^binz str£r)binz
2. two heads tu hedz tu hedz 9
of lettuce let 1 s
greens grinz grinz
salad saeli t saeli t
heads hedz hEdz
3 . husks 5 Aks 5 Aks
4 . sweet corn swit korn swit kSfrn
5 . tassel taesal taesal
6 . pumpkin pAmkin pAki n
squash skwa$ skwaj
7 . mushmelon mA^meIon mA$melan
8. mushroom mAj rum mA$ rum
57
1 . toad stool totrd stul totrd stul
2. swallow it swala it swala it
3 . cigar sigar siga:
cigaret sigaret sigaret
EM
kaeb I dj i z 
$el binz
bAt^bin z
snaep binz
hedz 0 
leti s
grinz
saeli d
hedz
$ A k s
swit kCfrn
taesal
pXkinz
skwaj
mAjmelan
mA 5 rum
toad stul 
swala it 
sigar 
sigret
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kaebidj kaebid3i z kaebi dj kaebidj k$bid3 k*bid3 iz
J el binz Jel binz Jel binz
56
Jel binz Jel binz Jel binz
bAtabinz bAtffbinz bAtUbinz bAt^binz bAtPbinz bAt^binz
binz binz striqbinz snsep binz snaep binz striq binz
hedz av let is tu hedz hedz 0v letls hedz 9 letis hedz 9 letis hedz av le
grinz grinz grinz grinz grinz grinz
saeli d saeli t saeli t saeli t sael it sS:lid
hedz hedz hedz hedz hedz pSsl
jAk $Ak $Aks $Ak $Ak jAks
swit korn koan o^n 80 kab swit korn swit k3rn swit keen swit k3rn
taesal tosal taesal tOS9l toss 1 tosal
pAnkinz p A k m pAkin pAkinz pXqkin pXmkin
skwaj skwaj skwa$ skwaj skwaj
mA^ melan mA^melen mAjjmelan mAjmelan mAjmelan mjinelan
mAjrum mAj rum mAjrurn iDAjrum raAjruni mAjrum
57
totrd stul toud stul toud stul toud stul toud stul toud stul
swala it swala it swala it swala it swala it swala it
sigar sigar sigar sigar siga: sigar
sigaret sigaret sigaret sigaret sigaret sigrfit
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4. singing and
laughing
5 . I ain1t
obligated
6 . I can do it
I c am' t do 
it
7. worked
1 . belongs
2 . you dasn't
go
3. you or he
ought
4 . won’t do i t
5. might have
helped me
6 . I wish
7. when cool
weather
comes
1 . screech owl 
woodpecker
2 . skunk
3. varmints
JPW
9 si 13in asnd 
laef 1 n
aim nat
ablegei1 1 d
a 1 ksen du 11
aI k e 1n :du
11
W 3 k t
58
balflqz
ju daer nat 
gon
ju$ud
wCfnt du it
ma:t hsev hept 
mi
a: wi 5
a: dred kul 
we5a
59
skritj asul 
wud peka 
poul kaet 
9 wtrdz aen am 91
GN
9 si 13in asnd 
ISfif 1 n
ai dl nt
abllgeidid
ai kd*tn du it
ai kdlnt du 
it
warkt
baloqz 
daesnt gou
ju 5ud
w3nt du it
ma:t av hept 
mi
wi <j
Min kul we&s^ 
kXmz
skrutjj a e l  
wffdpeker 
skXqk 
varmit
EM
9 si 13in aend 
laef 1 n
aim nat
ablageitid
a I kaen du it
ai k^int du 
11
w 3kt
balSqz
ju daesant 
gou
ju $ud
wSnt du it
ma:t av hept 
mi
a: wi^
Min kul weSer 
kXmz
skritJJ t^rl
wudpeker
sk?[Qk
varmint s
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9 siqin am 
ISfin
aim nat 
ablageidid
ai kaen du it
ai kaent du 
it
W 3 l k t
belSrjz
ju daesant gou 
ju at
wdtmt du it
mait haev helpt 
mi
a i  w i  J
kul weSa wil 
sun ki\m
skrutj aul 
pekawud 
poul kaet 
varmits
DBW
9 s 1131 n aen 
laef in
a:m nat 
ablageitid
a: kaen du it
a: kaent du 
it
w 3kt
bsliJQz
ju daer nat gou 
ju Judgnt ot
wont du it
malt haev helpt 
mi
a i : wuj
win kulg we5a 
kAmz
skrutj aeul 
pakawud 
poul kaet 
waild aengmelz
MB
9 si gin an 
laef in
a:m nat 
abligeitid
a: keen du it
a: kdlnt du 
it
w 3kt
58
bloqz
ju d3nt daer 
gou
hi ot
wdtmt du it
ma:t 9 h?pt 
mi
a: wij
Min kulu w e S f  
kAmz
59
skrit 5 aeul
wudpckff
skAQk
vttrmTnt
WB
g si gin am 
ISfin
cun nat 
ablsgeitid
ai kaen du it
ai kaent du 
it
w?kt 
b a13: g
ju daesent go 
hi ot ta
wont du it
ma:t ev hslpt 
mi
ai wu$t
kul weSu iz 
kAmin
skrut$ 8691 
wudpekff 
poul kaet 
vomants
RJD
9 sigin 9n 
lffifin
a:m nat 
ablageitid
a: kaen du it
a: kaent du 
it
w 3kt
bglag
ju daesant gou 
hi J u d m t
wont du it
malt 9 helpt 
mi
a: w i 5
kAm kul9 we69
skritj aeul 
pekawud 
skKgk 
varmonts
INB
9 sSqin Sn 
I S f i n
a: £int 
abligdtdid
a: kaen du it
a: kdlnt du 
it
w?kt 
b: I3g
ju ot nttt t9 
gou
ot t9
w3 :nt du it
mS:t 9 hept 
ml
a: wu$
kAm fol
skritj Sul 
wudp?ku 
poul kaet 
vttrmits
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59 continued
4. fox f aks f aks faks
5. gray
squirrel
grei skw3l grei skw^l grei skw^l
6 . red squirrel red skw3l faks skw3Tl red skw^l
chipmunk t JipmXqk 1 5 ipmA^k 1 5 ipmXrjk
black
squirrel
blaek skwsl
60
skw3M blaek sk?al
1. hard clam haad klaan --- ---
oysters OISt9 0 I St 5 & ---
2 . bullfrog bulf rog bulf rog bulf rog
greenf rog --- spr&g frogz tri frogz
3. toad toud toud toud
4. earthworm 30w3m red w3tn yew^m
5 . turtle 13t a 1 t s e t a  1 t ^ t  a  1
tarrapin teerpi n taerpi n taerpi n
other names sofJ e 1 kuter logerhed
6. moth m a . 0 kaenal fla: ma 0
7 . firefly la:tnin bAg la:nin bAg la:tnin bAg
dragon fly maskita hok sneik dakte sneik dakte"
hornet s hornit hornits hornit
8. wasp wasp wo st wasps
yellow jela djaekits jEla d3aekxt jele- d3 ®ki t
j ackets
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faks faks faks faks faks faks
grei skwsil grei skwsl gre: skwulz grei skwUlz grei skw3l grei skwual
red skwsil red skw3l red skwJlz red skw^lz f aks:k w31 red skw3'ol
15ipmA^k tJipmAijk ... ... tJipmXqk t J ipmAr|k
blaek skw3il blaek skwsl blaek skws'lz
60
blaek skw^lz blaek skw3l blSk skw3'al
hard klsem klaan klaan ... ... watff kl&n
oiste oist 5^ 01 St 5 er ... oistjgz Sistffz
bulfrog bulfrog balfrog bulfrog bulfrog balfrog
grin frog tri frog ... tri frog tri frog tri frog
toad toad toad toad toad toud
3i9w 3:m red w 3m erBwJm red w^m red w 3m red w3tn
t3lt9l t3dol t?tal kutu X J X a l t?t9l
taeripin taerpm taepin taerpi n kuts taerapin
--- kude’ niAdt3't9l, loghed logtfhed tsrpin kude*
ma0 ma0 kaenalfa: ma0 ma0 maSz
lai tnir) bAg f a :9 fla la:tnig bAg la:tnin bAg la:tnin bAg la:tin bAg
sneik dakt? sneik daktu sneik daktfip sneik dakt? skito hok maskite1 hok
hornits hornit h a r m t hornit h S m t hCfrni t
wost wosp wast wost wast wosp
jelo d3$kit jele djaekit j?l9 djaskit jela djaskit jela djaekit jSle1 djaekit
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1. locusts
grasshopper
katydid
praying 
mant is
walking
stick
2. minnows
3. spider web 
in house 
in woods
4. roots
5. elm
6. sycamore
7. sugar maple
8. maple grove 
clay root 
fencing
1. cherry tree 
sum ac
poison ivy 
poison oak
61
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loukas 
graeshapa 
keididid 
prein maentis
mi naz 
spa:da web 
kab web 
spaida web 
ruts 
e l9m
sIkamoua 
Juga meipal 
meipal grouv 
klei rut 
finsin
62
tjeri tri 
Jumeik 
poezan a:vi 
poezan ouk
GN 
loukas 
graeshape* 
keididid 
deval hors
minGTz 
sparde* web 
kab web 
spatder web 
rut s 
e lam
sikamour
klei rut 
lat fints
tjeri tri 
Jumeik 
poizan a:vi 
poizan ouk
EM
loukas 
graeshap©1 
keididid 
preiq maentis
devalz wokin 
st i k
mine*z
spa:der web
spaide1, web
spaidff web
ruts
slam
sikamour 
Jug©1 meipal 
meipal grouv 
klei rut 
fintsig
t J eri 
Jumeik 
poizn aivi 
poizn ouk
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loukas loukas loukas loukas loukas ldfrkas
grftishap0f gr&shapu gr&ishapu graeishapff grSshape' grSshapu
keitidid keididid keididid keididid keididid kdltidid
p r e n n  msenti s deval hors deval hors deval hors wokin stik d?:val hSr-
— ... ... ... wokin stik d?:val h3:rj
minez minu minuz minuz minaz mTnu
spaida web spa:du web spa:du web spa:du web spa:du web spaidu web
spaida web spa:du web kab web kab web kab web kab web
spaida web spa:du web spa:du web spa:du web spa:du web spiidu web
ruts ruts ruts ruts rut ruts
elam elam elam elam elm el3m
sikamour sikamour sikamour sikamour sikamour sTkamour
Juga meipl meipal meipal rak meipal Juga meipal Jugu m ^ p a l
meipl grouv meipal grouv meipal ortud ... ... ...
... klei rut klei rut stKp hou ... stXp houl
fintsiq fintsir) finsin fintsin finst fints
tjeri tri tjeri
62
tjen tri tjeri tri tjeri tri tjeri tri
Jumeek Jumaek Jumeik Jumeik Jumeik jQmeik
poizn o^k pozan a:vi poizan a:vi poazan a:vi poazan a:vi pozan S:vi •
poizn ouk poizan ouk poizan ouk — poazan ouk pozan ouk
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62 c o n t  in u e d
3 . s t  r a w b e r r i e s s t  r o b e r i z s t r o b e r i z s t r o b e r i z
4 . stem s t  im s t  im ---
5 . r a s p b e r r i e s raezberi , 
blaekberi
raezberi , 
blaekberi , 
d j u b e r i
raezberi , 
blaekberi  
d j u b e r i z
6 . p o i s o n p o o z sn p o i z a n poo zan 
•
7 . rhodo­
dendron
l a :  91 --- ro u ta d in d r :
8 . m ounta in
l a u r e l
maunten l a r a l --- ---
9 . m a g n o l i a maegnoul j  9
63
maegnoul j  a maegnoul j  e
1 . my husband ma: hAzban ma: hAzbam ma hAzban
2 . my w i f e ma: w a i f h i z  w a: f ma w a i f
3 . widow wi da wi da wi da
4 . f a t h e r fa d o fader f  a3a
5 . c a l l  f a t h e r f a d e ,  pape pape daedi
6 . c a l l  mother mA&9, mama itiaS u , mam9 mA&a, mama
7 . p a r e n t  s paerant
64
p85r a n t s paerant s
1 . g r a n d f a t h e r graenf a3a grS&npo graenf aQ a , 
graenpo
2 . grandm other graenmASa grS&nmS graenmo
3 . o u r  c h i l d r e n au9 1 51ld r a n aur t j i d o n j  Arjanz
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stroberi stroberiz stroberiz stroberi stroberiz
stim stim stim stim stim
reezberi, 
blaekberi
raezberi, 
blaekberi, 
djuberi
raezberi
d
raezberi, 
blaekberi
rezberi
poizan poizan poizan poazan poazan
... rhodadindran laral ... la:al
... mauntan laral mauntan laral laral maeuntan la:al
maegnoul j a maegnoul j a masgnoulja
63
maegnoulja magnoulja
ma: hAzban ... ma: hAzban ... ...
hiz waif ma: wa:f hiz wa:f ma wa:f ma wa:f
wida wida wida wide1 wida
fa5a fada fa5a faSer fa3a
daedi fada papa faSe* dsedi
hiaS o mAda mama m A5a mA$ff
peirants paeants p&rants
64
paerants peer ant
graendfaSa graenf ada graenpo graendf aSff" greenfaS?1
graenmASa graamAda graenmo graenmA60‘ greenmA&a
t ^ i dr in tjildrin tjildran 1 51 lderi tjirlan
INB
stroberiz
stim
blaekberi z , 
djuberi
pozan
t
larel
ma: hAsban
hiz wa:f
wider
fade
papa
mama
paerants
graenpS
graenmB
tjilden
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64 continued
4. baby
carriage
beibi kseridj beibi bAgI beibi bAg
wheel the 
baby
Mil Da beibi --- roul Da b< 
araun
6. daughter dote, g31 dots' dote1
sister s i ste si ste- si sta
7. girl g 3 : 1 g^l g^lz
8. pet name kid, tat 
for children
tats, ta:k ki d
65
1. women wcftrman wdtrman wdtrman
pregnant pregnant pregnant pregnant
2. midwife mIdwa:f grasn i graeni
3. resembles feivaz f ei v0*z feiv&z
4. reared r i ad rei zd rei zd
5. mind the 
baby
tind ta luk aefer tindin Da 
bei bi
pacif ier paesaf as paesaf a: r Sags' tit
6 . whipping Mipin M3"p i n Mipin
7. grew gru groud groud
8. illegiti­
mate child
wudz koult
66
baest ad baest ud
1. Mary mer i mei r I mei ri
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beibi bAgi beibi kasridj beibi bAgi beibi bAgi beibi bAgi beibi bAg]
ra:d 08 beibi roul 09 beibi - - - bei bAgi . . . ra:d 0a b<
dots' do ids dots' dots dota dots
SI St8 SI St 9 sista si sts sista sists
g 3il g 3al g 39l gal 93*1 gal
kid, beibiz kidz, tat kid, tat
65
t J a:Id, talk ta: k ta: k
wooman wdtjman wdtnnen . . . wouman wcTaman
pregnant pregnant pregnant pregnant pregnant p r e g n a n t
grseni graeni midwalf midwa:f graeni grasn i
teiks aefta feivaz teiks aefta feivsz feivaz lAks laik
r i ad reizd reizd reizd reizd brot Ap
teik kjasr av tind tu 0s 
beibi
tind tu tind tu kuk aef a main 0a 
b?:bi
Juga tit Juga tit paesaf a: e- Jugs tit Juga tit jAgs tit
MipiQ wap in wipin likin Mipin Map in
gru gru gru groud gru grdtjd
baestad baestad bSstS'd
66
wudz koult baestad WAdz koul
meiri meri m?:ri meri meri mS:ri
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66 continued
2. nephew nef ju nef ju nef ju
3. orphan oaf an orfan t$a:l o rfan t J a:Id
4. guardian gardian gardin
5. relatives re letivz kin fouks kin fouks
no relation hiz nou kin
ta h3
hiz nou kin
ta ha
hiz nou kin 
ta mi
6. he is my pal t$Am, pael pael pael, t$Xm
7. beat in* est 
feilow
5a bitnist 
f e la
bitnist 
*
bitnist 
feler
8. st ranger streind3a strd^nd30r streind30‘
Carl kar 1 
•
67
karl• karl•
1 . there' s a 5aez a
gentleman d3 intalman 
at the door aet 6a dou
5aerz a
d3 int alman 
ast 5 a dour
Sserz a
d3 intalman 
aet 5 a dou
2. Mary meri mei r i mei r i
Martha tnaGa marGa maGa
Nelly neli neli neli
Billy bi li bi li bill
Matthew maeG ju maeG ju maeG ju
3. Daniel daen j a 1 deenjal daen j a 1
4. Mrs. (slow 
and fast)
mi zi z 
mi z
mi zi z 
m i z
mi zi z 
miz
Mrs. Brown miz braun miz braeun miz b r arm
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ntvju nef ju nEf ju nef ju nef ju nff ju
oafan ofan tja:l orfan orfan ofan orfan
gardian gardian gardian - “ - gardian gardin
fouks fouks kin fouks fouks fouks kin fouks
hiz nou kin
ta ha
hiz nou kin 
ta h 3
hiz nou kin 
ta mi
kin hiz nou kin 
ta h3
hiz nou kin
av hsn
bAdi, frin bAdi t$Xm t jAm t$Am bAdi
moust anjujal bitijist fe la bitnist f£la ... bitnis fela bitnis ka:n 
av fels'
farina farn er streind30 str^nd39‘ streind3a strSfeqdse'
karl ka:rl karl*
67
karl karl karl•
Saerz a 
djintalman
5$9z a maen 
set 5a doua
Saerz e 
djintalman 
aet 8 a doua
d3inalman 8seaz a 
d3inalman 
aet 8 a dour
8?z a maen 
aet 8 a dour
meiri mEri meri meri meri m6:ri
ma: 0a mar0i mStGa maGa marGa mUrGu
neli nEli neli neli neli neli
hili bill bill bi li bill bill
masG ju maeGju masGju maeGju maeGju mSGju
daenjal daen j al dasnjal daenjal daen j al d&njal
miz miziz miziz miziz miziz miziz
miz miz miz miz miz mi z
miz braun miz b r £ m miz braeun miz braeun miz braean miz braeun
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5. Miss Brown mis braun
Miss Mary mis meri
6 . Reverend 
Simpson
7.
revran 
simpsan
jack leg dgaek leg
preacher prit$a
an itinerate sen a:tinarant 
preacher prit$a
woman
teacher
mis braeun
mis meri
revran
simpsan
d3aek leg 
pritjer
aen pa:t ta:m 
prit 5 u
8 . your aunt jua aent
Arthur a0a
jur ^int
a0er
mis b r atm
mis meri
revran
simpsan
dgaek leg 
s^kit ra:da
wSman tit^a wouman titje" skul titje1
jour ^int
68
1. Aunt Sarah aent seira
2. Uncle Xgka wijam
William
Uncle John AQka djan
3. General Lee dginaral li
eint seira eint sera
4. Colonel
Brown
5, Captain
Smith
7. student
ksnal braeun
kaeptin smi0
6 . Judge d3Ad3
Marshal1
st judijt
Xi^ kl wiljam Xi]kl wijam
Aflkl djan 
djinral li 
kamal braean
stjudnt
AQkl djan 
d3 inral li 
ka'nal braSbn
kaeptin smi0 kaeptin smiG
d3Ad3 maerjal d3Ad3 mar$al
stalffz
8 . secretary sekateri sekateri sekateri
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mis braun
mis meri
revnn
simpson
d3$k leg
s 31kit 
raido
' mis braun
mis meri
revsn
simpson
d3©k leg
sJkit
raid?
mis braeun
mis meri
revrin
simpson
meikjif
prit$<r
s^kit
radffz
mis braun
mis meri
reven
simpson
d3$k laeg
s?kit
raids'
miz braeon
mis meri
pritjs
simpson
d3$k leg
S3klt
raido
miz braeun 
miz mdtri 
revsti
jXQ
d3^k leg 
kworts ta:m
skul tit J a woumon tjitjs wSmon tjitjff tit J 0* skul tit J 9 skul titjff
juo eeint
aGo
aemt seiro
Aijkl d3an 
d 3 i n o r o l  l i
juo dints
aSe1
ffiint sero
Aijkl wiljom Xqkl wTjam
Xijkl d3?in 
d3in0'rol li
jur dint
aecr
68
kSinol braun kJnal br&un
dint sero 
Aijko w f j o m
Aqko d3an 
d3inol li 
kXnol brffion
jur aent 
a6s
dint sero
Ankl wijomu , J
Arjkl d 3an 
djinrol li 
ks'nol braeun
juo aent
a0o
aent seiro
jur dint
fires'
dint s e n
AQkl wiljom Arjk]. wTjom
Arjkl d 3 a n  A r j k l  d j a n
d 3 i n o r o l  l i  d 3 f n r o l  l i
kSnol braeun k?nol braStm
kaeptin smi6 kaeiptin smi0 kStin smi6
d3Ad3 marjol d3Ad3 marjol d3Ad3 marjol
stjudijt
sekroteri
s k a l s ' z
sekroteri
skals'z
sekoteri
kaeptin smiG 
d3Ad3 mar$ol
stjudnts
kaeptin smiG kS&ptin smiG
d3Ad3 marjol d3Ad3 marjol
stjudnt 
sekoteri
stjudnt 
sekoteri
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1.
JPW
Justice of d3 Astis a 60 
the Peace
other of­
ficials
2 . tourist
3. actress
medicine
show
4. American 
Gullah
supava:za, 
dgei pi
t UTISt
aekt ri s
amerakan
5. an Italian aen ataeljan
6 . Irish 
Cajuns
7. Jews
a blarni 
f rint 51 
a ka: t
GN
d3AStis sv
supava:zff, 
Serf
turist
aetri s
medasan $otj mEdesan $00
SmE rkan
aen ataeljan, 
deigo
kdl d3an 
1zrala:t
EM
d3Astis a 6 a
supavai ze*
tur1st 
aekt r 1 s
msde'sen
amerkam 
g  a  la
a: tael jan
frintj1 
kai t
70
1. Negro nigra
Negro mammy nigra maemi
2. Master John maesta d3 an 
Squire John skwa:a d3 an
3. countryman hil bill,
jouka1
nigra
(neutral) darki kAlad
(derogatory) d3A$gal bAni nige1, kun
nigra maemi 
maeste1 d3 an
hi 1 bill
kAlffd
darki
nige*
nigrotr maani 
master d3an 
skwa-.r d3an 
hik, kladhape'
djAStlS 9V
&9 pis
djAStlS 0V
5a pis
d3Astis gv 
5g pis
d 3e: pi d3AStlS AV 
69 pis
dgASt1s av 
69 pis
supavaize kj&unti ofijgl d3Ad3 repazinetiv sJkit kl?k \ r t
turist f a n  st turist turist turist turist
aektris aektris aektris aektris aektris Sktris
medasan Jou mEdasan Jou raedgsgn $ou medusan Jou raedesan $ou medisin Jou
amerakan amerakan amErakan aanerkan amerakan a m E r k m
gAla gAlg 5* ---
deigou deigou deigou ataejan ataeljan deigou
a : ri^man --- paet g ma:k ... paet an raa:k ...
keidjgn buggl: buggli ... frint$i ke:d3an
kait kait kai t
70
sAnz av 
eibrahaan
kAlgd maen nigro kAlud m g u nigra mgs'
daki darki nigff kAlad fels nigra kAl^d maen
kun nige1 nigffz niger nig? b^hed
nigrou mani Snti nigff mami nigff meani m g a  maemi ^ n t i
m&sta d3an mastg d3an maestu d3an maestg d3an maesta d3an maest0r d3ani
skwaig d^an ... — ... skwa:a d3an ...
hilbili hilbili hilbili hik hilbili kladhaper
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3. crackers kraeka kraeku kraeku
poor whites puo wa:t fouks pour m a:t tree$ pour Ma:
red bone -- -- red boui
4. almost
midnight
ni a
m i dn a : t
olmoust 
midna: t
wel na: 
midna:
like to've 
fallen down
la:k tav 
fSlan daeun
la:k ta fei 
daeun
laTk ta 
daun
5. far off fa: of far of far of
6. just a 
minute 1
d3ASt a 
mi ni t
djist a 
mi ni t
d3Ast a 
mI ni t
7. how far is 
it to. . .
hemanvi1 fei et lo rm0n
8. look here luk a hjea luk a hjir luk a h
I a:
71
a: a:
1. over there O U V 0  5ffiG ouvu 5aer
2. often ofan ofan of ton
3. either iSa i&a i5a
4. neither you 
nor I
nida ju 
na a:
ni&a ju 
nor mi
ni&a
5. neither ni5a niSer ni6u
6 . forehead fouahed fourhed fourhed
7. right ear ra:t ia ra:t er ra:t ir
8. heard h3 :d h^d h^d
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krseka 
ft ait trsej 
red boun 
nig
laik t9 haev 
folen daun
fa: of
d3ASt 9 
mini t
pourt gibsen
luk9 hjir 
ai
ouvff jande
ofen
iSa
ni5o ju nor 
ai
niSa
forid
rait 19
hsid
DBW
krseke”
pour Mai t trsej 
red b2fn 
njir midna:t
laik tov folan 
<Mm
nat fa: fram
d3est 9 
minit
lormen
luki hjir 
ai
ouve1 jandGf 
ofen
niSu ju or 
mi
niSff
foughed
fait ir
h?d
MB
kraek©-
pour wait treej 
red boun 
olmost midna:t
almost fei 
daeun
fa: of
d3ASt 9 
minit
barlun
luko hjir 
a:
71
ouvO' 6$r 
oftan
i5er
ni&er ju no 
mi
niSe*
fourhed
ra:t ir
h?d
WB
pour fta:t t raej
njir midna:t
la:k ta av 
folan
f? of
d3Ist a 
minit
hTmenvil
luk hjir 
a:
jand?
often
i5 ff
nic-5 ju ne1 
mi
ni6a
fourhed
ra:t ir
h?d
RJD
kraeke
traej
red bdtm 
ni9
a: la:k ta 
fei daun
nat fa: of
d3is 9 
minit
h3hnavi 1
luk hjia 
a:
ouve 6sea
often
i5 a
ni&9 ju noe 
mi
ni&e
forhed
ra:t ie
h 3d
INB
krSkcr
pour ftait traej
malt nal 
midnait
njyli fei 
da?tm
nj? absut rait 
in a mThft
d3is ebsStrt 
siks ma:lz
luke hjfS'
•h •
o w  5s
often
iSer
ni6e‘ ju nor 
mi
niSer
forid
rait
h?d
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8. mouth maee© mffiu© maeuG
tooth tu9 tu9 tu0
teeth t i0 tie
72
tie
1. gums gXmz gXm z gXmz
2. palm pom pom pamz
fists fists fists fists
3. joint s int djff int d3 Sf I nt
skin skin ski n skin
4. chest t $ E S t tS est t S est
5. shoulders Jouldsz Jouldec Soude’z
6 . shine Sin Jinz Sin
haunches hont SIz hffnt S i z hont Siz
7. stout S tcJKU t stseut staut
8. peaked piki d piki d
73
piki d
1. st rong st rSfQ strog st r£fr)
2. good
natured
gud neitjsd gud neitS^d gud nei
3. awkward okwed okffd k lXmz t
4. that gander -- --- lXnkhed
5. skillfu1 skilfal, klEV8} klEver ski If el
haendi kleve1
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mauG
tu0
tie
gwnz
pcun
fist
djoint
skin
tjest
Jouldg
Jin
hontjiz
staut
sikli
stroi]
p k z g n t
okwud
goki
msuG
tuG
tie
pom
fist
djSint
skin
brsst
Jouldff
5In
hSnt 51z
staut
pikid
strSq
mSu6
tuG
tie
gfanz
pcun
fists
d30int
skin
tjest
Souldu
Sin
hont 51z
staut
pikid
stroi]
72
73
gud n e i t ^ d  gud neitjsd
maauG
tuG
tie
okwGrd
klAmzi
okwud
goki
gw nz
pom
fist
d33int
skin
tjest
Joulde'
S i :n
staaut
p j u m
staeut
frinli
klXmzi
maeuG
tu6
tie
pcun
fist
d30int
skin
15 est
Jouldez
Jin
hantjiz
st$ut
pikid
strar)
mft:uG
tu6
tie
giunz
pcun
fist
d338nt
skin
15 est
JouldS'z
Jinz
hSntJiz
faet
pikid
stSut
gud neitjsd ka:n
okwgd
okvod
klAmzi
klXmzi
skif0l ski I f s 1 ski If g 1 haendi skilfgl haendi
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6. that fool ful kraeiQki ful
7. tightwad ta:twad ta:twad taitwad
8. dull dAl
74
dAl dAl
1 . quite lively kwa:t la:vll kwa:t la:vli kwait la:vli
2. uneasy Fnizi w^i d ----
3. af raid af reid ©f reid af reid
4. didn't use 
to
didnt juz to didant ju:z tu : didnt juz ta
used to be juz ta bi jus ta bi juz ta bi
5 . sloppy s lap i s lap I s lap i
6 . careless kjaeli s kj erlis ---
7. obstinate abst a m  t, 
ha:d hedid
abstanit, 
set, hard- 
hedid
abstanit, 
bu1 hedid, 
pig-hedid
8. queer kwi a
75
kwi r kwi r, difffnt
1 . touchy tAt I I tAt 5 I tAt 5 I
2. angry ®Qgri aeqgri aeflgri
3. a wet hen 9 wet hin a wet hin a wet hin
4. all excited ol iksa:tid ol iksatid ol eksaitid
5. calm down teik it izi kjsan daeun kam datrn
6 . exhausted taud wourn seat i gzostid
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guf ful Saet ful ful 3aet ful
taitwad taitwad taitwad taitwad taitwad
slou dAl dAl
74
dAl dAl
kwait kwa:t lavli kwait laivli laivli kwait laivli
9nizi enizi enizi enizi anizi
afreid afreid afreid skj?d afreid
didnt juz t9 didn juz tui didant juz t9 didsn jus ta didan juz ta
juz ta bi juz ta bi juz 1 9 bi justa juz ta bi
slapi slapi taeki slaeut^i slaeutp
kaerlisnis ... kjfrlis kjJlis kjaerli s
abstanit, 
bulhedid
abstanit, 
krSnki
mjuli5, 
hardhedtd
st Ahern abstanit,
kwir, 9nju39l kwir kwi r
75
kw$r kwi r
t At J1 tAtJl tAtJl tAtJi t A 151
Sljgri Srjgri aerjgri maed «ggn
wet hin wet hin wet hin wet hin wet hin
ol iksaitid ol 1ksa:t1d ol iksaitid ol iksaitid ol iksaitid
kalm difrn kam daftrn kam daean teik it izi kam dasun
igzasitd tAkud aut taird aeut faegd aut igzastid
INB
dAmbel
stingi
slou
anizi
skeri
jQs t:er bi
slapi
kSrlis
pighedid, 
hCLrd hedid
kwir, ad
t At 5 I 
maed
maed aez 9 hornit 
igsaitid 
kul of 
fraezlad Sut
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7. worn out wSsn seut w8ur eeut wCfrn aut
8. chronically 
ill
baed of
76
hiz sfliktid ei lin
1. got sick tat sik gat sik gat sik
2. some better SAm bets sXm beter SAm bete*
3. in bed in bed i n b£d I n bed
4. by and by ba: aen ba: ba: on ba: ba: n ba
5. caught a 
cold
k2ft 9 kouid tuk e koul ko t s koi
6 . hoarse hoU9S hours hours
7. cough kof kof kof
faint feintin spel 
77
fdint, fei aeut f dl nt
1. t aken te: kn • tei kn • tei kn »
took tuk tuk tuk
2. deaf d£f dif dif
3. fever f ivs f ivs fiver
4. 'ague * agju arg i ---
buck fever bAk five bAk five' bAk fiver
5. sweat swet swetid swetid
6 . boil bog 1 bos 1 bos 1
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worn aut 
baed of
t u k  s i k  
said b e t a  
m  b e d  
b a i  een b a i
k o t  9 k o u l
houus
kof
feint
teikan
t u k
def
f i v e r
bAk f i v e r
swetid
b09l
DBW
w o ur n  a u t
eilig
g a t  s i k  
s a i d  b e t a  
i n  b e d  
b a  aen b a  
k o t  9 k o u l
h0U9S
kof
f e i n t
teikn
t u k
d e f
fiver
9
bAk f i v e 1 
s w e t i d
boal
wo ur n  seut 
a f l i k t i d
76
g a t  s i k  
SAm b e t a  
i n  b e d  
b a :  n ba:  
t u k  a k o u l
h o u r s
kof
f e i n t
77
t e i k a n
t u k
d e f
fiva
9
bAk fiva
s w e t i d
boal
WB
wour aut 
eilin
RJD INB
g a t  s i k  
SAm betep 
i n  b e d
k o t  a k o u l d
h o u r s
kof
f e i n t
teikan
tuk
dif
fiver
9
bAk fiver
swetid
boal
wouan aut wourn Sut
baed of eilin
g a t  s i k  
SAm b e t s  
i n  b e d  
b a : n  ba:
houas
kof
f e i n t
te1kin
tuk
def
five
bAk fiva 
swet
boal
g u k  s i k  
a l i d l  b e t u  
i n  b e d  
b a i  i n  b a i
kot a kould kot kould
hours
kofz
f e i n t i d  an  
fei seut
t  Ak 
t a k
hard av hifl'in
swet
boal
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77 c o n t i n u e d
/ « pus PAS pAS PAS
w a t e r WO t9 wata1 wate'
8. s w e l l e d  u p sweld Ap SWEld Ap sweld Ap
78
1. swollen swoulon swoulan sweld Ap
2. wo u n d wund wund wund
p r o u d  flesh p r aud f 1 e J praeud flej praeud fie
3. iodine a:da:n a : din a : dai n
4. q u i n i n e kw a : n a : n kwina:n k w a : n a : n
5. died dai d dai d d a : d
6 . di e d  of da:d a v da : d  wi9 da i d  av
b u r i e d  me b e n d  9 b ? :id mi b e r i d
7. c e m e t e r y simetEri s i m a t £ ri simeteri
79
1. casket kaeski t kaeski t kaeski t
funeral fju n s r o l fjunrsl f junerl
2. m o u r n i n g m d t r r m g mdtrrni n m o r n i n
3. p r e t t y  well p 31 1 wel p3*ti wel p^ti wel
4. d o n 't wor ry don't w3ri W31 r i W31 r i
5. rhe u m a t i s m rumotizem rumitIzam rumatizsm
6 . m u m p s  is mX m p s  ar • mftmps ar m X m p s  ar
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PAS PAS PAS pAS PAS pAS
wat9 watu watu watu wata watu blistt
sweld swoul:d Ap sweld Ap
78
sweld sweld Ap swoul
sweld Ap swolan swoulan sweld Ap swoulan swelad
wund wund wund w®und wund wund
praud flej praeud flej pr&ud flej praeud flej praeud flej prffud fie5
aadin a:da:n 3 :dl:n a:din a: dan a:adin
kwinain kwa:na:n kw a:na:n kwa:nan kwa:na:n kwS:nX:n
dai d da: d da: d da:d da:d p&st awe I
dai d av d a :d a v d a :d av da:d wi0 da:d av dX:d av
beri 0 ber: a berid mi berid beri berid a
simateri greivjard simateri
79
greivjard simateri simateri
kaeski t kof in kaeski t kaeski t kaeski t kaeski t
fjunaral fjanral fjOnral f junral fjunaral fjOnral
morniq m 3rnin mSrnin mdtrrnin mdtjrnii] mdtjrnin
priti gud p 311 gud purti wel puti gud p 3ti gud puti gud
w 3ri wAri W?I W?I w 3ri w?ri
rumitism rumatiz rumatiz rumatizam rumatizam rumatizm
mAmps ar mXmps ar mAmps ar mXmps ar mXmps ar mAmps ar
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79 cont inued
6 . measles is mizalz ar mizalz ar mizalz ar
7. diphtheria dip©Iris dipGiria dip0ria
8 . jaundice d3and9z
80
djande'z djande'z
1 . appendicitis apindasa:das apindisa:dis apindasaida:
2 . tuberculosis t ab^kalousis t eb^kalousis tab^kjulosi:
3. vomit vomit, pjtrk,
Apt 5Ak
hiv, pjuk
Apt 5Ak
vomit, pjtrk 
0 rou Ap
4. at his aet hiz aet hiz aet hiz
5. (for) to tell tu tel ta tel ta tel
6 , take it easy teik it izi te:k it izi teik it izi
7. keep it kip I t
81
kip 11 kip 11
1 . I shall be a Jael bi ai wi1 bi a $sel bi
2 . shall be 
g lad
$eel bi glsed wi 1 bi glaed wi 1 bi glaed
3. spank you spaerjk ju spaei^ k ja spseQk ju
4. how is it
that you1 re 
here
haeu is it 5aet h9&u i z it haeu kAm ju 
h j i r
5. courting her kourtan h3 kourtan h:? kourtin h:?
6 . boyf riend bo i f r i n boifrind bo If rin
7. girl friend g3al frind g^l frind g^l frin
8 . kissing ki sin ki s i n ki s i n
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79 continued 
mizalz ar 
dip9 iri9 
djandis
apindisaitis 
t8b 3kjslousis 
vomit, AptjAk
aet hiz 
ta tel 
teik it izi 
kip it
ai wil bi 
$ael bi glaed
spaeijk ju
hau iz it 5aet 
jur hjir
gouin wi0 
boifrind 
g 3il frind 
ki siq
DBW
mizalz ar 
dip0Iri 
djande'z
apindasadas 
tab^kelousis 
vomit, pjuk
eet hiz 
ta tri 
teik it izi 
kip it
ai $ael bi 
$ael bi glaed
sp$qk ju
haeu kAm ju ar 
hjir
kourtan h J  
boifrind 
gsal frind 
kisin
mizalz ar
dipGir!
dsand^ z
80
apindasadis 
tab3lkalousis 
vomit, pjuk
set hiz 
ta tel 
teik it izi 
kip it
81
a: w i 1 bi 
wil bi glaed
spaeqk ju 
h£u it iz
m i z a l z  ar
dipGiri
djandffz
apindasaidas 
kan sAmpJan  
Grou Ap, pjuk
set hiz 
ta tel 
teik it izi 
kip it
a: al bi 
al bi glaed
spfe]k ju 
hfej ju k m
m i z a l z  ar
d i p G i r i a
djandaz
a p i n d a s a i d i s  
t i  b i
v o m i t ,  Grou
Ap 
set h i z  
t a  t e l  
t e i k  i t  i z i  
k i p  i t
a:  w i l  b i  
w i l  b i  glaed
spseqk j u
haeu kam j u r  
h j i r
mizal ar 
dipG i ri er 
djSndtfz
apTndasildas
tub?kjSlousis
vomit,
Ap t$Ak
eet hiz 
ter tel 
teik it izi 
kip it
a: 1 bi
wil bi prSud
spaeijk ju 
hSu k m
kourtan 
boifrin 
g3'l frind 
ki sin
kourtan 
boifrin 
g?l frin 
kisin
kourtan h 3 kourtin
boifrin boifr?n
g 31 f r i n g 3d  f r T n
kisin kisin
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1 . fiancee f iantsei TntTndid
2 . turned him 
down
d 3 iltid him ta'nd him 
daeun
3. up in Ap in Ap in
4. up at Ap aet Ap aet
5. chivaree 5 1 veri J1vori
6 . married maer 1 d mS&rid, hitjt
best man best maen best maen
bridesmaid braidzmeid bra:dz meid
to stand for 1 9 staend fo t9 staen far
to stand up 
with
1 9 staend Ap
wi e
19 staend Ap 
wi 9
7. big social 
affair
fralik, 
daent s
f rail k, 
sou$ el
8 . the whole 
crowd
kit en 
kAbudg1
83
houl Jebaeg
1 . dance daent s dSnts
2 . couples kAp91Z kApalz
3. lets out let aeut let aeut
4. start staats starts
6 . education ed39kei$ on ed3 9 k&:J on
7. class klaes klaes
EM
f iansei
t^nd him 
d£un
Apn
Ap It
5 I vri
maerid, d3Amt 
6s brumstik
bes msen
bra:dz meid
19 staend fJ-
te staend Ap 
wi 9
f railk 
$ut9n maetj
d&nt s 
kApslz 
lets aeut 
ksm 1 nst 
edjakei$ on 
klaes
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f i a n s e i
Ap in
A p  set
J i v a r i
maerid
best maen 
braidz meid 
staend foe 
staend Ap wi£
DBW
fisnsi
tsind him d£un, t?nd him 
brouk Ap
Ap in
Ap aet
b e s  maen 
b r a i d z  m e i d
MB
TntTndid
t?nd him 
daeun
Ap 19 
Ap $ t
Jivari wedin pflti
maerid, hitjt mserid
b e s  mSSn 
b r a i d  m e i d
ta staend far ts staend fa:
ta staend Ap ta staend Ap
wi0 f j
big sojal efaea, big soujal big afaer,
d&nts 8f ser d&nts
WB
f j u t j e 1 m i z i z  
d31111d im
a d  i n
Ap aet
m a e r i d  
b e s  maen
s t a e n  A p  fa 
s t a e n  A p  w i 0
t 9 d u
RJD
f i a n t s e i
INB
w a i f  t o 1 b i
djiltid im t?nd him 
daeun
Apm
ovs aet 
Jivari
Ap i n
wedin Ja p ?
6a houl kraud 5a houl aeutfit 5a houl kraeud baetj
maerid, hitjt maerid, djAmpt 
5a brumstik
bes maen bes maen
braidz meid braidz meid
staend Ap fa staen Ap
ta staen A p  staend A p  wi6
wi 0
a big sojal big duinz,
afaer, daents dSnts
6a houl kraud Jut in maetj
83
d&nts daents dSnts dffiints daents dSnts
kApalz kApalz kApalz kApalz kApalz kApalz
let aut let aeut lets aeut ta'nd aeut t 3nz aut let aeut
start start start start stait baginz
EdjskeiJan edjakeiJan ed33k£tJan Ed39ke!Jan Ed38keiJan gou tfr skul
klaes klaes klSs kl£s kl&s skulrum
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83 continued
8 . college
1, 
2 ,
3 ,
4,
5 , 
6 ,
7 ,
8 ,
2,
3,
4
5
6 ,
7,
library
railroad 
station
hotel
theatre
movie
hospital
nurse
public
square
blocks
kitty-
cornered
streetcar
get off
county seat 
government
kalidg
larbreri
84
post office poast ofis
re:elroud 
steiJ on
hout e1
Gieto
muvin p 1 1 5 o 
hseus
haspitel
na^ si z
85
paek
blaks
kaet i - ko m o d
stritka: 
wSnt of
kaeun 11 sit 
g a  v 9m gn t
kalid3
la:breri
poast ofis
re:lroud 
steiJ on
hout e1
9ieita
Pit S a $ou
haspitel 
nAS
blaks
ki ti-kornad
stritkar
wont te git 
of
sjae^ ni sit 
gAbment
kalidj
labreri
poust ofis
reilroud 
stei5 on
houtel
0 i e: t a
muvin pi^ta 
haus
haspitol
n3s
skwaer
blaks
kaeti-ko rnad
t rail 
wSnt of
k*uni sit 
g A vament
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kalid3
laibreri
poust afis
reilroud 
steiJan
houtel
Gieitu
muviq prktJ9 
haus
hospital
n 3is
pAblik skwffig
blaks 
z ig  zseg
stritkaa 
get of
k& u m  sit 
gAbmant
DBW
kalid3
la:beri
poust ofis
reilroud 
steiJan
houtel
Gieiter
muv i q piktJS' 
haus
hospital
n 3s
pAb lik paeak 
blaks
kseti -wCfmpAs
stritkar 
wont of
keeunti sit 
gAvamint
MB
kalid3
84
la:beri
poust ofIS
realroud 
steiJan
houtel
Oieitu
rauvin piktju
haeus
haspital
nAS
85
park
blaks
keeti kornud
stritkar 
wSnt of
kaeuni sit 
g A v a m i n t
WB
kalidj
poust ofis 
dipo:
houtel
hospital
nus
blaks 
zig zaeg
wSnt of 
kaeuni sit
RJD
kalidj
la:breri
poust afis
reilroud 
steiJan
houtel
Gie^ ff
piktja Jou
hospital
n 3s
pa :k 
blaks
kast i k o :n a d
stritka: 
get of
kjeeum sit 
gAvamant
INB
kalidj
la:b?ri
pou:st ofis
reilroud 
st^l Jan
hdtrtel
0ie:tu
piktju Jdb
hospital
US's
pH: rk 
blaks
kStu kornu
stritka:rz 
pat mi of
kSuni sit 
gAvamint
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1.
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
Civil War
law and 
order
was hanged
hanged
himself
New England
Connect icut
Massachusetts
Rhode
Island
Maine
New York
New Hamp­
shire
Maryland
Vermont
Virginia
North
Carolina
South
Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Kentucky
86
JPW
sival wo9 
lo an o0da
wez hM3 
hAfl
nju iglan
maesat jusi ts 
rorrd a: lan
mei n 
nju joak 
nju haanp^a
me:lan
v3d3inj a
noaG
kaeralatna
sasu©
kaeralatna
d3oad3a
aelabasma
kintAki
GN
sival wor 
lo :n ordef
hXg
hTCr)
nju iglan 
kAnedikit
m^ln
nju jork
merlan
V31 :mant
vet^Tn j i
no : 0
kaerla: na
sffiu©
kaerla: na
d3ord3i
aelabaetma 
kintAki
EM
sival wor 
Ion order
hXS
hXg hizsef
nju iglan 
kAnetokat
roud a:lan 
mei n
nju jork
verd3 i n j a
nor0
k&ra IS: ner
s3&u0
k®ralS:ner
d3ord3i
aelabaana
kintAki
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sivel wo9
l o  on o e d u
DBW
s i v o l  woo
lo on ode"
86
MB
s i v o l  wor
l o  on o i d u
WB
o u l  wor
RJD
l o  n o : d o
INB
sivol wor s i v i 1 wor
l o  an o r d u
waz heeqd hAio hAi]
haeqd h i m s e l f  l u i j  h i m s e l f  hAi] h i m s E f
hAi]
hAi]
lug
hM]
WAZ hAlJ
hAi] h l m s ? f
nju igland 
konetikit 
mesatjusits 
roud ailon
nju n^lon 
konetokot 
msese t jusi d3 
roud ailon
n j u  i q l o n  
k o n e t o k o t  
m a e s a t j u s i d3 
r o u d  a : I o n
nju ifllon nju iqlon
k o n e t o k o t k o n e t i k i t
ro^d a : I o n
m a e s o t j u s i t s  m S s i t ^ j u s i d z
rou d  a i l o n  roud  a i l o n
m ei n
nju jork
nju haanjo
mein
nju jork 
nju haanje
mdtn 
nju jork 
njfl haanpje’
nju jork
m e i n
nju j o :k
m^ in
njf l  j o r k
m e r o l o n d
v 3mant
vod3injo
norG
k a e r o l a i n o
sauG
k a e r o l a i n o
djordjo
aelobaano
kintAki
m e r l o n
v?mant
v e t ^ i n  j o
norG
k a e r l a i n o
sasuG
k a e r l a i n o
djoodja
aelobaano
k i n t A k i
m ? r l o n
v? mant
vod3inju
noG
kjSrlaino
saeuG
kjSrlaino
d30id30
SlobSme
kintAki
djordji
aelobaano
m e r l o n
v3mant
vod3injo
d30rd39
aelebaemo
k i n t A k i
v^Tnjo
n o : 0 norG
k a e i l a i n o  k a e r l a i n o
saeoG saeuG
k a e i l a i n o  k a e r l a i n o
d3flrd30
aelobSfmu
kintAki
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Louisiana lui zi aena luzi sena luziSn?
Florida flaada flarda flaridi
Tennessee tinasi tinisi tinisi
Missouri mazura mazura mAzura
Arkansas a8kinso arkmso arkinso
Texas teksiz teksiz t eksIz
California kaelaf onja kaelaf 3 rnj a kaelaf o-rnja
Ohio oha: 9
87
oha: o oha: a
Baltimore bo 11a m O U  9 bo ltamdtrr ---
Washington wa$intan wa$igt an wa$int an
Charleston 1 5 aalstan t J arlstan ---
Atlanta aet laenta aet lS&nta aet ISnta
Nashville nae$ val nae$ val nae$ vi 1
Louisville luisval luiSVI 1 luiSVI 1
Cincinnati s I nt sanast a --- ---
Chicago 5 akagou 5 akargou 5 akagou
St. Louis sdlnt luis sd'lnt luis sdlnt luis
New Orleans nju orlgnz nju orlinz nju orlinz
Bo s t on bostan bSfstan bostan
New Haven nju heivan --- ---
Springfield sprii]fial sprSqfil sprffigfil
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86 continued
lui ziaens lu i z i aen 9 luziaena luzi aena luzisaia
flarada flarda flftrda farda fla:dg
tinasi tingsi tTnisi tinasi tinasi
mazuri mazura mazura mazura mazura
arkinso arkinso arkinso arkinso akinso
teksis teksiz teksiz teksiz teksiz
kselafornja kalafornja kaelafornjs kselsfCt rnj 9 keelafonja
ohao uuo ha:o oha:o
87
... oha:o
... bold9mour ... ... boldamou:a
wajiqtan wajiqtan wajiqtan via]intan m ]  intan
t^alstan ... ... ... ...
asltffint © aetleenta $t laenta aet lsentg set laenta
nse^vi 1 naejvil naejvi1 nsjval nsejval
luiSVI1 luisval luisval ... ...
sintsanaete ... sintsaneeta ... ...
$akagou Jakargo Jakargou ... $akago
sdlnt luis s£Tnt luis s£tnt luis ... sdTnt luis
nju orlanz nju orlinz nju orlinz nju orlinz nju orlinz
bostan boston bostan bostan bostan
nju he:van bruk heibm * ... nju heibm ...
sprigfil sprigfil sprSqfil spritjfil
INB
luziaena 
flttrda 
tTnisi 
mazura 
ttrkanso 
t?ksiz 
kaeli f 5rn j o 
oha:a
wajintan
St ISntu 
nSjvil 
ltftsvi 1
Jakttrgo
bSstan
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87 continued
Baton Rouge baetn rudj b&tn rud3 b9&tn rudj
Shreveport $ rivpouat srivponrt srivpourt
Alexandria eli kzaendri 9 eli kzaendu eli kzaendu
Monroe mAnrou mXnrou mXnrou
Ireland a:rlan a:rlan a:rlan
France f raent s f raent s f raent s
Russia rA$a r a $ a r 8
Asia e  : 3 a 5 a ei 5 9
Panama paenimo pSfenimo paenimo
mi les ma: lz ma: lz m a : lz
other mea­
surements
kAntri ma:1 kAntri ma:1 ---
far piece --- I013 wei f3 pis
hundred hAnut hAn ud hXnud
acres ei kaz ei kffz ei kerz
know as nou aez nou me6 u nou aez
as long as --- aez Ioq asz se 13$ aez
as if s im z 1 a: k
88
simz la:k ---
without anles wi Gaeut wi Gffiut
instead insted instid 1nst1d
whi1st m. a: 1 Ma: 1 M&: 1
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87 continued
baetn rud3
Jrivpourt
elikzaendri 0
mgnrou
aialand
f reents
rAj9
e :3 9
paen9mo
mailz
h A n d r i d  
eikaz 
nou Me&er 
aez lor) aez 
sim l a i k
baetn rud3
srivpourt
£likzaender
mAnro
a:alan
fraents
r a S0
ei39 
paenimo 
ma: lz
kAntri ma:l
log weiz 
hAnffd 
eikuz 
non aez 
so log aez 
simz laik
baetn rud3 
srivpourt
mXnrou
a:rlsn
fraents
rA$9
ei3 9
pSnTmo
ma: lz
baetn rud3
fu pis 
hAndffd 
eikuz
aez log aez
n u n r o u
fraents
ma: lz
hAnud 
eikffz 
d5no aez 
aez log aez 
l a : k
baetn rud3 
Jrivpout
mAnrou 
a:rlan
t
fraents
rA$9
ei39
paenamo
ma: lz
eika
log weiz 
hXnot 
eikaz 
nou aez
bStn rfld3 
srivpdbrt
eli kzsendri q £likzandre
mXnrou
Xirlan
f rS&n^s
rA$ff
^ 3u
p&nTmo
ma: lz
k A n t r i  ma:l
SAm distans 
hAnffd 
eikffz 
nou if 
sou 15g Sz 
aez if
wiGaut
insted
Mai9l
wiGaeut
insted
Ma:l
w iGaeut
instid
f t a :1s t
anles 
instid 
w a: 1
anles
insttd
wa:l
9n U s
i n p l ? : i s
Ma:lst
L48
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4. if if If if
5. with him not 
there
--- wi0 him nat
5aer
wi© him nat
6aer
7. count of on kaeunt av bakoz av on akaunt av
8 . being biinz jo aesk 
89
biinz ja bi 1 nz
1. Baptist baept i st bSbt1s baept 1 st
Episcopalian piskapeijan piskapei1j an piskapei1j an
Catholic kae©1 1 k kae0 lik kae© 11 k
Parochial
school
paroukial 
sku 1
t$3t$ skul paroukal
skul
2 . joined d3 0uind d3Cflnd d3 0 ind
3. God gad ■ gad gad
4. my God m a : g ad m a: g ad gad
5. Mass maes mSs mses
6 . sermon s Oman s^an s^man
7. psalm samz sam s&m
8 . music m juzl k mjuz1k mjuz1k
beautiful bjutaf al bjudaf e1 bjudafal
song book S013 buk
90
sor) buk sC(i3 buk
1. devi 1 deval, oul 
nik, 5a oul 
skraat$
deval, oul 
skraet 5 , baed 
mffin
deval, oul 
nik, 6 a oul 
oul skraet 5
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if du du
— - - - wiG him nat
8ser
bikoz bakoz bakoz
bin] bill] az biinz
8<
baept i st baebdist bSbtis
apiskapal piskapei1jan piskapeilian
kaeGlik kaeGlik kaeGlik
paroukial
skul
tJJtJ skul 15311J skul
d30ind d^oand djoind
gad gad gaad
mai gad ma gad ma: gad
maes maes m&s
s3man s3man s3man
samz sam sam
mjuzik mjuzik mjuzik
bjutafal bjutafal
<v
bjudafal
sorjbuk himnal hlmbuk
9(
deval, baed 
maen
deval, oul nik, 
bugs' maen
deval, oul 
skraetj
WB RJD INB
if if if
if an hiz nat
b9koz bakoz 9v ona kaeun gv
si nt J aeskt biinz
bcebdis baebt i s beebdis
piskapeiljan apiskapeljan apiskapal
kae6 11 k kaeGlik kaeGlik
paroukial
skul
d3?find dgSin d^S i nd
gad gad gad
gad ma: gad ma: gad
maes mass m&s
s Jinan s3man sJman
sam samz sam
mjuzik mju:zik mjflzik
bjudafal bjudafal bjfldifal
himnal sSqbAk
deval, oul deval oul deval, bugs'1
skraetJ nik, baed maen
maen
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2. spook
3. haunted
4. rather warm
5. rather not
6. awfully cold
7. mighty glad
8. good and
hungry
1. certainly
2. why yes 
yes
3. yes sir
4. a lot of
them
5. a little
6. wel1
7. purely
8. real
1-2. damn,
others
3. land’s sakes
JPW
s p u k  
h o n t i d
rseSa
rse&8
ofsl
W9z g l a e d  
g u d  n h A q g r i
91
s s t a n l i  
wa: j e s  
j e s
j  e : , j  e s
8 w 3 : I d  9 v  
am
8 l l t 8 l
we  : 1
pi Am
r i  s i
92
daan, k a n s a r n  
j8, da:n it
ma: g u d n i s
GN
s p u k  
h d l n t  i d
taSgt 
r  aSgt 
of 91
m a : t i  glaed
g t r d  n  h f t Q g r i  
•
s 3 * t  o n l i  
M a :  j e s  
j e s
j  e  : s ? ,  m a e r m  
loudz A b m
8  l i d a l  
w?: 81
p l A m
r i  1
l c f e n  s e i K s
EM
spuk
hSntid
rX5s
rffi&er
ofal
mati glsed 
gtrd sen hAijgri
sertenli 
Ma: jes 
jes
jes: 3*, jes maan 
striq Abm
w e : 1
pjtrrli
ril
daan 1 1 , daed 
barn
ma: gudnis
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"Spuk spuks spuk spuk spuk gdtrs
hontid hontid hd'lntid hontid hontid hdlnt
reeSff r&5 a r$8a t aS s , p?ti ras&a t a S?
ree3u rS§9 r&?a taSu rasSa thbv
ofali ofal pfli frizin terbli t?abl
malti glsed ma:ti glsd ma:t glsed $ur g leed ma: 11 glaed maiti glaed
gud n hM]gri gud n hMjgri gud n hXqgri 
91
gud hAtjgri gud an hM]gri ofal hftrgri
s?t9nli s?tanli s?tonli $dbr satan^i $ur k£n
jes m a jes Ma: jes Ma: jes Ma: jes Ma: jes
jes jep jes jes :? jes jes man
j es: 3 jes:? jes:? jes:? jes: 3 jes: en
9 lat av 8 im 9 salt 9v 5am 9 lat 9v gm hips Abm 9 s a : t 9 sa:t av a
9 litel 9 lital hai a litgl ha: 9 lidal a lital 9 lid} ha:
wel we:l w£al wel we: 1 wE:al
pjurli pjurli — ... surli r i l i
riel rial rial
92
rial rial ril
bleim it, 
darn
daeg it dSm, kansarn 
it
daan, d?n dan, deer] it bl£l :m dog 
t£ik it
l$nz seik gudnis seik lanz seik lord a m?si lse:n saiks 18n seik
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92 continued
4. shucks
5. the idea
6 . why
5 Aks 
5 a a: d i
5 AkS
5a a:dI:r
Ma: Ma:
7. curse k3>s kAS
8 . how are you haeu a : j 0 haeu ar j©
93
1 . how do you haeu d© j © haeu d© j©
do du du
2 . good bye gud ba: gud ba:
3. come again kAm agin kXm ©gin
4. hu r r ah huro huro
5 . Merry mer 1 me ri
Christmas kr1sm©s kr1smss
6 . Happy New hasp 1 nju hffipi nju
Year j £9 j £ r
7. obliged ©bla:d$d ---
8 , don1 t d3nt mintjsn dSfnt md^rntjin
mention it 11 11
94
1 . think
2 . grocery
store
3. shopping
4. wrapped
8113k
groussri
stou©
S api n 
raept
036:13
grousri
stour
S a p m  
rS6pt
I Aks 
5s a:di 
Ma:
kAS
haeu ar js
haidi du
g u d  ba:
kAm ©gin
hurei
meri
k r i s m s s
haepl nju 
je^z
©blaidjd
0113k
grousri
stou©
S a P i  n  
rsept
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$Aks $Aks $Aks 5 Aks $Aks . . .
S s  a i d i 0 a : d i 9 8a  a d i 69  a . d i 6 a  a i d i u
Mai m  a: Ma; Ma; Ma; Ma:
k e i s kAS kAS kAS kAS kAS
h a u  a r  j u h a u  a r  j u hasu a r  j u
93
haeu a r  j a haeu a:  j e hSu ar  j u
h a u  da  j  0 
du
h a u  d i  du haeu da  j o  
du
. . . haeu du j a  
du
hftu d i  du
g u d  b a i bu d  ba; g u d  b a : g u d  b a : g u d  b a : g u d  b a n
kAm aegen kAm a g i n kAm a g i n kAm baek kJjn S g i n kAm a g i n
h u r a h h u r e i h u r o h u r o h u r e i . . .
me r i m e r i m e r i •  -  - m e r i mEri
k r i s m a s k r i s m a s k r 1 smas k r i s m a s krismas
hsepi n j u  j  19 haspi n j u  j i o hsepi n j u  j  19 hsepi n j u  j ? haepi n j u  j i e haspi n j u  j ?
— e b l a i d j — 9b l a : d 3 9 b l a : d 3 d 9b l a : d 3
d o u n t  
mintjan it
d o n t  
m i n t j s n  i t
d o n t  
m i n t j s n  i t
94
dSf : n t  
m i n t 5 i n  i t
8113k 0i i3k ergk 0113k 6113k r e k a n
g r o u s e r i g r o u s r i g r o u s r i g r o u s r i g r o u s a r i g r o u s r i
s t o u r StOU8 s t o u  9 s t o u r s t o u a s td trr
S a p i q Japi t ] $ a p i n $ o p i n t r e i d e n 5 a p i n
r S p t reept raept r a p t raept r S p t
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4. unwrapped
5. charge
6 .
JPW
An r sept
15 a a d 3
how much is haeu mAt$ iz 
it it
GN
Anr§6pt
t$ard3
M A t  0l JS
teik
EM
how much do hau mAt$ du haeu mAt$ du 
you want ju wSfnt ja wSnt
7. costs ko st s
that will be 6aet wil bi 
twenty-five twinti fa:v 
cents sints
95
1. dues
2. borrow
3. scarce 
scarcely
4. coast
6. somersault
7. I swam
8. he dived
1. he was
drawned
2. c r aw 1
3 . climbed
d juz 
baro: 
skaegs 
skaeasli 
koust 
sAmasoIt 
a: s w a m  
hi da:vd
draeundi d
96
kro 1
kla:md
kost
Saetl bi a 
kwo tu
djfl : z
bttrr
sk?rs 
skersli 
koust 
sAmUset 
a: s w a b i 
hi douv
draeundi d
k r o  1
kla:rad
Anraept 
1 5 ard3 
Mats it wJ-B
haeu mAtJ du 
ju wSnt
kost
5aet wi 1 bi 
twTni fa:v
sints
d juz 
bara 
skaers 
skaersli 
koust 
SAm^soIt 
a swAm 
h i douv
draeundi d
kro 1 
kla:md
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94 continued
AnrSSpt
t  S ard3
hau iut$ iz 
it
Mats it W3i0 
t9 ju
kos
Sset wil bi 
twinti faiv 
sints
djuz 
baro 
skaess 
skaessli 
koust 
SAmaset 
a i swaan 
hi daivd
draund
klolz
klaimd
Anraept
t$a:d3
Xnraept
aesk fJ it
haeu mat J iz it h£u iz 
it
haeu nutj du 
jo wSnt
kos
wil bi twinti 
fa:v sints
djuz
baro
skaers
skaeasli
koust
sAine'set
a: swaan
da:vd
draeund
klolz
klaimd
haeu matj du 
jo wSnt
k3s
wi 1 bi a 
kwota
95
djflz
bara
skaers
skaersli
koust
SAmUsolt
a: swaan
da:vd
96
hi waz 
draeundi d
klSlz
klaimd
o n r a p t
t$ard3
wjG
kost
djuz
bar i
! o r t
skaersli
SAmUSEt
swAm
dov
draeundi d
k l o l z
k la im d
anraept
t $ a : d 3
XnrSpt
t$Srd3
haeu mAt$ iz hSu mAtJ iz 
it
Mats it 
w?0
kost
8eet al bi
it
haeu mAtJ du 
jo wont
kost
Saet wil bi 
twini faiv 
sints
djuz 
bara 
skaeas 
skaeasli  
kousts 
SAinasolt 
a: swAm 
hi dov
djflz 
baru 
sk£rs 
hardli 
sla:d 
sAmffset 
a: swAm 
hi dov
hi w e z  draeun draeun
klolz
klaimd
klolz
klaimd
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9 6 c o n t i n u e d
4 . h a v e  c l i m b e d k l a : m d k l a i m d k l a : m d
5 . c r o u c h k r a s u t  J , 
hAQka
k r a e u t  $ 1 , 
s k w a t 1 d
k r a u t  S , 
s k r u t  J t
6 . k n e l t n i  e l d n i  9 l t n e  I t
7 . l i e  d o w n l e i  daeun
9 7
l e :  daeun l a :  daeun
1 . l a y l e i d l e i d l e i d
2 . d r e a m e d d r i m d d r i m d d r i m p t
3 . w o k e  u p w o u k  Ap w o u k  Ap w o u k  Ap
4 . h e l p  o u t p i t $  i n p i t j  i n p i t s  i n
5 . r u n  l i k e haeus a f a a haeus 9  f a i r h a u s  a f a i r
6 . s t o m p s t S m p s t S m stSfmp
7 . t a k e  y o u t e i k  j u t e i k  j u t e i k  j u
c a r r y  y o u  
h o m e
kaeri  j u  
hdtim
s i  j a  houm t e i k  j  a
8 . p u  11 p u l
9 8
p u l p u l
1 . p u s h p u $ p u $ puS
s t o o d  u p b r o u k  a d e i t s t u d  u p --
2 . t o t e t o u t  I d h o  1 l A g d
3 . d o n ' t  y o u  
t o u c h  i t
d o n t  L$0 t A t $  
11
dSTntSs tAtS 
1 1
d o n t : J a t A t  
1 1
4 . r e p a i r r i p a e a rapaer rapae r
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klaimd 
kraut 5
ne It
lai deeun
lei 
drimd 
wouk Ap 
pitJ in 
haus gfair 
stSmpt 
teik ju 
kaer i jg houm
pul
Stud AP 
lAgd
dont jg tAt J 
it
r i pasg
DBW
klaimd 
kraut J
nigld 
lei deeun
lei 
drimd 
wouk Ap 
pitJ in 
haus gfa:r 
stSmp 
teik jg 
kaeri jg houm
pul
puj
hoi
d!Jnt Ju t At J 
it
ripser it
MB
klaimd 
kraeut J
nfld
lei deeun
97
lei 
drimd 
wouk Ap 
pits In 
haeus gfair 
stfenp 
teik ju 
kasri jg hdtrm
pul
98
stud AP 
tote
dSnt Ju tAt J 
it
ripaer
WR
klaimd 
skrut J
la: deeun
leid 
drimpt 
wouk Ap 
pitJ in 
ol git aeut 
stffmp 
ju teik 
si jg hefbm
pul
kseri, tout
dont Ju tAt J 
it
fikst
RJD
klaimd 
skrutJ
nelt 
lei deeun
lei 
dremt 
weikt Ap 
help aeut 
laik evriGii] 
stomp 
teik jg 
si jg hdfcm
pAl
puj
brouk 9 deit 
paekt
dount tAtJ 
it
mindid
INB
klaimd
krasut J, skrut J
nfgld 
lei de?tm
leid
drimpt
weikt
lind g h&n 
ol git aeut 
stSmp 
teik ju 
raidga hdbm
pul
puj
stud Ap 
hold
dount tAt J 
it
fikst
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5. go bring
6. play tag
7. goal
8. catch
1. caught
3. wasting
4. for you
5. chance
6. humor
7. to get rid
of
1. acted as if
2. swiped
3. remember
don' t
remember
4. recognize
5. miss you
6. chat
7. written 
wrote
JPW
gou brig 
plei taeg 
gonl 
ket$
99
ko t
weistin
f 3 j 9
t Saent$
19 git rid
9 v
simd 19 
swapt 
nmimba 
dont rimimba
rekena:z 
mis: ju 
t S®t 
ritn 
rout
GN
gQ brig 
plei tjeis 
goul 
ket$
ko t
weistin
f3 j 9 
t Jd'int s 
juma
te git rid
a
lOO
aektid a e z  if 
swa:pt 
r I m imber 
dent rimimbu
rrkana:z
mis: ja
g a e b
r i tn 
»
rout
EM
gou br£g 
plei taeg 
goul 
kct 5
kot
weist i g 
f? ju 
t $ nt s 
jumff
ta git rid
9
swa:pt 
rimimbe1 
dSnt rimimber
rckana:z
mis: ju
t$aet
r i tn 
•
rout
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gou git gou brig gou briij gou br113 gou git it gou git
plei tag plei tag plei tag plei tag plei kaetj plei taeg
goul goul goul goul goul goul
kaet 5 kst$ m\
99
m\ kat$ ktt$
kot kot kot ketjt kot kot
pidlin weistin pKtffin loufin loufin weistin
fa ju for ju fSr jo f? jo fa ju on ju
tjaents tjaents t$&nts tjsnts t$$nts t^Snts
juma hjumu juma — f i l m  gud gud jurne*
git rid av git Jet av git rid ov — git Jrd gv Jed 0v
100
- - - simd la:k aektid la:k la:k aktid lark meid Sut lark
swaipt swaipt swaipt stoul stoul sw5:pt
rimimba ramimbe' romimbe* rimimbGr rimimbo rimimbe*
dKnt
rimimba
dSnt
rimimbe'
k^lnt
rimimbo
d3nt
rimimbe'
dount
rimimba
k^lnt
rimimbe
rskanaiz rtkana:z rekana:z rskanaiz dount nou rekana:z
mis: ju mis ju mis ju mis ju mis ju mis ju
tjat gab tjst tjst gab d3o
r 1 tn r 1 tn ridn ridn ritn rout
rout rout rout m » m rout rout
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8. answer
9. address 
address
1. taught
2. intend
3. got in
trouble
4. tell on
5. tattle tail
6. pick flowers
7. toy
8. know
1. gave
2. began
3. ran
4. came
5. saw
6. torn up
7. done it
8. put it on
the table
JPW
asnt S9 
adres 
adres
101
tot
plaen i n
krost himself
A p  WI 9
tel 5fn 
tastal tei 1 
pik faeuw&z
to I 
nju
102
gel v  
bigten 
rXn 
keim
so
touan Ap 
dAn 11
put it on Sa 
teibal
GN
Snse-
§6dr e s
a e d r e s
t o t
i n t i n d
g a t  i n  baed 
w i  0
t e l  3 n
t a e t a l  t e l l
p i k  f l a e u r z
t o w i  z
n j u
g  I v
bagaen
r X n
k e i m
s i n
t o u r  Ap  
dAn 11
p u t  i t  <51j n : a  
t S : b a l
EM
aensu
a e d r e s
a s d r e s
t o t
i n t i n
l a k t  h o a n z  w i 6
t e l  o n
t f f i t a l  t e l  
»
p i k  f l ^ u z
t o i
n j u
g e i  v  
b i g a e n  
reen 
k e i m
s o
t o u r n  Ap 
dAn 11
p u t  I t  cftm : a 
t e i b a l
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sense 
adres 
aedres
tot
mt in did 
krost Ap wi0
teetl
tastl teilt
pik flauwaz
toiz
nju
geiv
bigaan
raen
keim
so
touan Ap 
did it
put it oun Sa 
te: bl
i
DBW
aensg
a d r e s
aedres
t o t
intindid 
gat in baed wi6
t e l  cStrn 
t a e t a l  t e i l  
p i k  f&urz 
t o i  
nju
geiv
bigaen
rXn
keim
so
tdtran Ap 
dAn it
p u t  i t  dtm S a  
t e i b l
MB
aensa
aedres
Sdres
101
tot
dim
g a t  i n  dAt$ 
t a e t a l
taetal teil 
pik faeuw0“z 
toi 
nju
102
geiv
bigaen
rAn
keim
so
t d b a n  Ap
did it
pu: 11 Sn 5 a 
te:ba1
WB
aensa-
aedres
t o t
fiksin
t e l  on 
t a e t a l  t e i l  
p i k  f l a r z  
t o i  
noud
giv
bigin
rAn
keim
so
t o u r  Ap 
dAn i t
p u t  i t  on 5 a 
t e i b a l
RJD
aensa
a d r e s
aedres
t o t
min
ku k t  h i s  g u s  
t e l
t a e t l  b a k s  
p i k  f lseuwaz 
t o i  
n j u
g e i v  
s t  a t i d  
rAn 
keim 
so
t o u a  Ap
d i d  i t
p u t  i t  on 
t e i b a l
INB
me- 
Sdres 
Sdres
tot 
eimin
gat in dAtj
tel on
tsetl teil 
•
g e & e r  flaeuwUz 
toiz 
noud
geiv 
kaminst 
rAn 
kdlm 
sin
tcStrr Ap 
dAn it
5a pftt it 3n Sa 
tS:bl
nothing nA0in nA0n
*
nA0l n
something sXmGin SAmGin SAm01n
such SAt J SAt $ SAt 5
whole houl houl houl
always olweiz 0lwe1z 0lwe1z
since sints sTnt s sints
on purpose 3n p 3pas 3n pspas Kn p^pas
af f irmat ion m • hm X ’h % m 1 hm
negation 'm?m ' m?m * m?m
I think so a: 8113k so:
104
a: 6113k sou a: 0113k sou
ask aesk aest aest
asked aest aest st
f ought fot fot fot
where is he ME 3 IZ I MET IZ 1 MET IZ i
to leave out ta liv aut ta liv a?trt liv aut
carry kaeri kaer 1 kaer 1
drew dru drodit dru
hoist ho 1 st ho 1 st hoi st
dragged drAg drAg draagd
went wi nt wi nt wi nt
pretty soon p^ti sun P?ti sun priti sun
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ru0in nA0ir; nA0 l iQ nA0n nA0in nXOn•
sAm0in SAm9i IQ sXmOiq ... SAinOin sKmBin
SAtJ SAtJ SAtJ SAtJ SAtJ SAtJ
houl houl houl houl houl houl
olweiz OlWGIZ olweiz oloz 0 lweiz olwez
sints sints stilts sints sints stnts
3n p 3pos dim p 3pos 3n p^pes 3n p^pos on pupos on pupos
m'hm m m a ha m'hra mhm
m?m m?ra im m?'m, a?'a m?ra •nX Xh
ai 6113k sou a: 0iiQk sou ai 6113k sou 0asqk so17 a 01 r)k sou a 6113k so
assk aesk
104
sesk aest aest aest
aeskt aest eft St aest aest aftst
fot fot fot fot fot fot
Aieriz i ... «er iz hi w? IZ 1 f\er iz hi m ? zi aet
to diS9p10 t o  liv tSun to  liv Sut kl3*d aut t o  l i v liv Sut
kaeri kaeri kasri kjeri kaeri k£ri
dru dru dru drod dru drowod
hoist hoist hoist reizd reizd lift
draegd draegd drAg drAg drAg drAg
wint wint wint wint wint wtnt
priti sun p r et 1 sun p3*di sun p?di sun rait o wei p?di sun
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9.
2 .
3 .
4.
5.
6. 
9.
10.
11. 
13.
14;
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cont inued
in in in in
great greit grdlt greit
105
he fell out hi fel aeut hi fel aeut hi fel aeut
we are going wi a goin to --  wi er gomq
to town tseun to t®un
so sou son son
I don't a: dont boliv a: dCfnt boliv a: dont boliv
believe
I don't a: dSnt 8igk a: dont ges a: dount ges
guess
I might a: ma:t knd a: mart knd a: mart knd
could go gon gou gon
I carried ar kaerid ho ar kaerid im a: kasrid h?
her to the to 6o dasnts to 6o dd*rnts to 5o dS&nts
dance
repititions 
to signify 
intensity
left this 
morning
or either
it ain't 
any more
left aent
51s monrnin
or i6o
8aso izont ini 
mone
harteti hartn
left 5is 
mo rnin
3* i&n
8aer aeint ini 
monr nono
hat-hat
left 8is 
mCfrnin
31 i&Gf
8aer eint ini 
monr
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in
greit
hi fe 1 aeut
wi a: goir) tg 
taeun
sou
a: d3nt beliv 
so
a: dSnt 6113k
a: mart gou
ai kaerid h 3 
ts 09 dSnts
w i lef 61s 
m o m n
or i0 g
w i d3nt haev ini 
moU9
DBW
in
greit
hi fel aeut
wi 9 gouin t9
taeun
sou
ai ddbnt bgliv 
5ast
a: ddbnt 6113k
ai mait kud gou
ai kaerid h 3 
tu 60 daents
koul, koul
lef aut 0is 
mornin
or i0er
wi dount hffiv ini 
mour
MB
in
g r £ U
105
hi fel aeut
wi ar gouin to 
taeun
sou
a: d3nt bgliv 
sou
a: d3nt ges
a: mart knd gou
a: kaerid h i ­
t s  09 dSnts
ivp ri Ap 9 Ap
lef aeut set tin 
0 1 s mornin
or i0u
wi dont haev 
in 1 mour
WB
in
greit 
hi fel aeut
sou
a: don 68613k 
sou
a: don ges
a mart kud gou
a kaerid h? 
t9 09 daents
on n on n on
left aeut gtaeun 
0is mdbmin
1, or i0u
0aer eint ini
RJD
in
greit
hi fel aeut
wir gouin t9 
taeun
sou
a: dount bliv
0aet
a: dount 6113k
a: tuk hsr te 
09 daents
left from
ff i09
wi haevnt ini 
mour
INB
in
g r £ U
hi fel aeut
wir gouin te 
t&un
sou
a: ddfrnt bliv
S0U31
a: ddfrnt ges
a: tuk hu t9 
09 dftnts
left asutn 
taeun
M
3* i0 e i
w i dcTbnt haev 
TnY mour
a mart kud gou ar mart kud gou
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
This chapter contains the analysis of and conclusions 
concerning the speech of nine aged citizens of Claiborne 
County, Mississippi. The analysis is based on the phonetic 
differences in the incidence of vowels and consonants and on 
vowel charts. The order and organization of the presentation 
of the material is based on the form used by Hans Kurath and 
Raven I. McDavid in The Pronunciation of English in the 
Atlantic States.^
It is hoped that this study will lay the foundation 
for future studies in the State of Mississippi. Since 
Kurath and McDavid have contributed extensively to language 
study in the United States, it seemed feasible to adopt the 
method of organization used by them to describe the phonetic 
variants in the vowels and consonants. The phonetic alphabet
Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr.; The 
Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic States (Ann Arbor: 
The University of Michigan Press, 1961), pp. 31-100, 129-179.
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is used as the means of recording the differences in the 
pronunciation. The words used for the analysis are those 
chosen by Kurath and McDavid as having more or less clearly 
marked regional and social dissemination of pronunciation.
STRESSED VOWELS
1. [I] AND VARIANTS
The word bristle was used by eight of the nine in­
formants and the [i] was that of the vowel in six. The 
jr had little or no influence on its production, as the [i] 
was not backed or centralized in any noticeable degree. The 
educational levels of the informants did not affect the 
pronunciation.
In the word rinse the variations in the pronuncia­
tions came in the final consonants, not in the vowel. The 
[i] vowel was used by all nine informants.
2. [e] VARIANTS
Again with the /i/ of pin is widely used 
in folk speech in nearly all parts of the 
Eastern States.... In middle-class speech;
/agin/ is much more restricted; it predominates 
over /agen/ in Western Pennsylvania, but is 
uncommon to rare elsewhere and lacking in 
metropolitan areas. Scattered relics of 
/agin/ survive in old-fashioned cultivated 
speech.^
2Ibid., p . 131.
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Eight of the informants used again in the course 
of the interviews. Seven of the eight used the [i] vowel, 
pronouncing it [agin], JH, one of the two informants with 
some college training, used [ogen]. Later studies may de­
termine if this is a carry-over from old-fashioned speech 
or the popular pronunciation of the word.
The [i] was used in pen, mend, send, and all sim­
ilar words by the nine informants.
The [e] of left was used by five of the informants 
in the word deaf. Four used the [i] of leaf. The two 
informants with college training, JH and KJD, used the [ e ].
However, JPW, with the equivalent of a high school education,
»
used [dif] when discussing his own inability to hear.
The use of the [i] by the four informants is in
keeping with the [i] use in other areas. "...deaf has
predominantly the vowel [i] of leaf in the folk speech of
3
the Eastern States." The use of the [e] vowel by five 
informants would indicate a slight preference for that 
pronunciation, but the preference is too slight to be con­
sidered valid evidence.
"Egg has either the vowel /£/ of bet or the /e/ of
3
Ibid., p . 132.
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eight. Six of the nine informants used the [e] for the 
vowel in egg. This is the same two to one ratio noted by 
Kurath and McDavid among the cultured speakers in areas 
on the Atlantic seaboard.^ Educational level was not the 
factor determining the use of [e] over [e], RJD with some 
college training used [e], whereas WB with no formal ed­
ucational advantages used the [ e ].
Keg is pronounced with the [e] of bed and the [ a e ]  of 
bag by the Claiborne County informants. The [e] occurred 
in the speech of seven informants, whereas the [ae] was used 
by INB and EM only.
The word kettle was used by all nine of the inform­
ants. Five used the [e] of bet. They were DBW, JPW, WB,
INB, and EM. Of this group JPW had the most formal education, 
having completed the equivalent of high school. WB had not 
had any formal education and could neither read nor write.
Since the [e ] pronunciation is usually associated with the 
more cultured speech of the better educated, it is interest­
ing to note the use of [i] by the two with college training.
JH and RJD each used [kitl] on two different occasions in
4Tbid., p . 132. 
~*Ibid . , p . 132 .
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discussing the use of cooking utensils and did not vary 
from the [i] pronunciation. MB and GN also used the [i] 
in kettle.
The [e] was used in the word muskmelon, pronounced 
[mAjmslsn] by all nine of the informants. The mushmelon 
pronunciation is in keeping with the usual pronunciation 
among the folk of the South and South Midland.^
The vowel [e] of sel1 was used in the color name 
ye 1low by all nine informants, and the same vowel occurred
in the first syllable of yesterday. The variations in these 
words were in the medial and final syllables, not in the 
initial syllable.
3. [ a e ]  AND VARIANTS
The vowels found in aunt were [ a s ]  and [e] . Four 
of the informants used the [ a e ]  and five used the [e] of 
paint. Although the use of [ a e ]  is predominant in American 
English, the [e] is not uncommon and has been especially 
noted in the folk speech of the South and South Midland.
Calf, glass, and dance have the [ s e ]  vowel of rag 
or bag. The use of [ a e ]  before a voiceless fricative or an
^Ibid., p . 134.
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n plus a dental is found fairly generally throughout 
America. The variant in these words was not in the phoneme 
but in the nasality that accompanied its utterance. INB 
and MB were very nasal on these utterances, elongating the 
[ a s ]  sound and causing the words to assume a flat, harsh 
quali ty.
The Claiborne County informants used the diphthong 
[ei] of paint in can't. Five of the informants used faulty 
nasality in the production of the [ei] sound, making the 
sound flat and more tense than usually found.
The [ae] of hat was used in pasture and raspberry.
INB and MB used faulty nasality on the [ae], which accounts 
for the only variance in the initial vowel. The use of [ae] 
for pasture is more marked in this area than was indicated 
by Kurath and McDavid, but its use in raspberry follows the 
patterns found in other areas.7
Phrases such as "I'd rather not," "he'd rather," and 
"rather than” account for the use of the word rather by the 
informants from Claiborne County. Seven of the informants 
used the [ae] of rat. However, two used the [a ] of cup. When 
the ages and educational levels of the informants are con-
7Ibid., p. 137.
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sidered, it is surprising that a larger portion of the 
informants did not use the [a ], as it is used in a marked 
degree elsewhere.
In folk speech, rather has the vowel 
/ a / of brother fairly generally throughout 
the South and South Midland, in Delmarva, 
in New Jersey, and in the Northeastern New 
England.... Among middle-class speakers 
this pronunciation is fairly common in parts 
of the South and the South Midland (but not 
in Virginia), in Delmarva and New Jersey, 
and in the Northeastern New England, rather 
rare elsewhere. In cultivated speech, / a / is 
rare, except along the coast of South 
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.8
The verb stamp contained the phoneme [o] of lawn
exclusively in the speech of the nine informants. The nasal
m effected the vowel, causing a distinctly nasal quality in
the use by DBW, JPW, WB, EM, INB, and G N . "South of
9
Pennsylvania /o/ occurs in all social levels."
Catch rhymes with fetch in the speech of seven of 
the informants. This follows the general patterns estab­
lished by Kurath and McDavid in regard to the use of [e J 
in catch.
It is nearly universal in folk speech, 
except for parts of Pennsylvania and the
^Ibid., p . 138. 
9Ibid., p. 139.
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vicinity of Metropolitan New York; it pre­
dominates decisively among middle-class 
speakers throughout the South and South Mid­
land (except Baltimore), and only less so 
in upstate New York and Northeastern New 
England; moreover, it still has considerable 
currency in cultivated speech, especially in 
New England, western New York State, and the 
Low Country of South Carolina (where / a e /  is 
rare except in Charleston).^
The initial vowel sound of hammer and Saturday is 
the [ a e ]  of rag in the speech of the nine informants. The 
m following the [ a e ]  may account for the nasal quality that 
accompanies the production of the sound by INB, GN, and MB 
in the word hammer, but the same faulty nasality was used by 
INB and GN in Saturday.
The [ a e ]  predominates in radishes in the use of the 
Claiborne County informants, being used by eight of the 
nine. INB is the only exception, and she used the [e] of 
red. Although the [ a e ]  is usually associated with cultured 
speech throughout America, DBW, MB, GN, WB, and EM have 
little formal education. Even in the limited number of in­
formants from Claiborne County, this would seem to indicate a 
trend to the use of [ a e ]  in the vernacular of the aged citizens.
The second syllable of sumac has the diphthong [ei]
^ I b i d . , p. 139.
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of take in the speech of seven of the informants. The [ s e ]  
of bag was used by JH and DBW. JH is classified as having 
cultivated speech, since he attended college for two years.
DBW would be classified in the middle group, having finished 
the equivalent of grammar school. The [ei] is not restricted 
to folk speech as it is used by RJD, the only informant with 
a college degree.
The [ a e ]  of bag and the [o] of lawn were the phonemes 
used in the word tassel by the informants. The [o] was 
predominant with a two to one preference. Both informants 
classified as having cultivated speech use the [ a e ]  . One 
additional informant of the low middle group or folk level 
speech also used [ a e ] .
4. [a] AND VARIANTS
Of the seven informants using the word calm, six 
used the [a] of barn; the other used the [ a e ]  of bag. Al­
though [ a e ]  is supposed to be the predominant folk pronun­
ciation in Midland and South,^ the use of the informants 
from Claiborne County did not bear this out.
The vowel of palm was the [a] of [barn] in the speech
11Ibid., p . 141.
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of all nine informants and the initial vowel of cartridge 
was also the [a] of barn. The variations occurring in the 
pronunciation of cartridge occur after the initial vowel.
The [a] of barn is the vowel used by the seven in­
formants who used the word marsh. Low-lying land in
Claiborne County is called swamp or bottom land, so the use 
of marsh is not common. It was obtained as a response by 
asking about the low coastal areas of South Louisiana.
The specially constructed area in front of the fire­
box in a fireplace, called the hearth, was pronounced with
the phoneme [a] by five of the eight informants using the 
12word. The [3 ] of thirty of Southern speech was used by
GN and RJD. The [?] of earth, of General American speech, 
was used by INB.
Crop and yonder contained the [a] of the word top in 
the speech of all of the informants. There were no varia­
tions noted in the use as recorded in the speech of the nine 
informants. However, more extensive sampling might yield 
some.
5. [a ] AND VARIANTS
Brush as used by eight of the informants from
It should be noted that the r was not lost as the 
five pronounced hearth [har9].
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Claiborne County contained the [a ] of cup. One informant
used the [e]. The [ e ] is not without precedent in use as
it "predominates decisively in the folk speech, except for
the low country of South Carolina and most of Georgia. In
speech of the middle group, /£/ is largely confined to the
Southern Appalachians and to the point of land along
13Chesapeake Bay."
The vowel of built was [u] in the speech of the in­
formants. Kurath and McDavid had noted the use of [a ] "on 
the South Atlantic coast from the mouth of Chesapeake Bay
to Florida." However, "... the South and the South Midland
14have the vowel of bull."
The vowel in gums was the vowel of cup. Four of the 
informants, JPW, MB, DBW, and EM, vigorously nasalized the 
[X]. Some nasality was probably present in the speech of the 
other five due to the m which follows. However, as has been 
noted earlier, faulty nasality often occurs even without the 
presence of a nasal sound in the speech of the Claiborne 
County informants.
The vowel [a ] was used by all the informants in the
13Kurath and McDavid, op. cit. , p. 143.
14
Ibid., p . 144.
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word judge. A slight prolonging of the [a ] was present in 
the speech of INB, but not as much as accompanies many other 
vowels.
Musk and muskmelon [niAjmelen] contained the [a ] 
of cup with the same consistency found in judge. The up- 
gliding [a i ] was not used by the nine aged informants, but 
it has been observed by the interviewer in the speech of 
some of the residents of the county. Further investigation 
will probably establish the [a i ] as a variant of the [a ].
Kurath and McDavid say that "throughout the South 
and the South Midland, nothing has only the vowel / a / of 
nut. " I f  the speech of the nine informants from Claiborne 
County is representative of the Mississippi speech, then 
the above statement can be modified to read -- the South, 
the South Midland, and areas of the Deep South. The [a ] 
of nut was the initial vowel in nothing used by all nine 
informant s.
Russia contained the [a ] of sun in the stressed 
syllable in the speech of the eight Claiborne County infor­
mants that recorded this response. Shut, touch, and tushes 
also were pronounced with the [ a ] vowel.
Ibid. , p . 145 .
6. [u] AND VARIANTS
Seven of the nine informants used the [u] of book 
as the initial vowel in butcher. This is in keeping with 
the pronunciation most usually associated with the word. 
However, an interesting variant was used by two of the in­
formants. DBW and INB used the [ a ] of sun. "It is worth 
noting that / a /, current in the folk speech of the Southern­
most counties of England (Kent and Dorset) as well as in
16
Norfolk, has not survived in the Eastern states. " Two 
isolated cases are not sufficient evidence to determine the 
use of this pronunciation, but it is more significant 
since the-informants using this form were both beyond 
seventy-five years of age.
The [u] of book was the vowel of push and the ini­
tial vowel of bushel with one exception. Informant RJD used 
a sound that has been transcribed [w], indicating an up- 
gliding variant of the [it]. It is difficult to determine 
the accuracy of this interpretation, as the word push in 
which it occurred was not stressed or emphasized.
Put, as used by the Claiborne County informants, has 
the vowel of book. There were no noticeable variants from 
this pronunciation.
16Ibid . , p . 147.
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Seven of the nine informants used the [u] of book 
in the word took. The other two used the [ a ] of cup in 
took.
7. [i] AND VARIANTS
The [i] of meat is the vowel of creek in the speech 
of the nine informants. The [i] is also the initial vowel 
in either and neither. The first vowel of the word Negro is 
either the [i] of meat or the [i] of mit. Four of the in­
formants, JH, DBW, WB, and RJD, used the [i], and the other 
five used the [i].
8. [e] AND VARIANTS
Afraid contained the diphthong [ei] in the speech of 
all nine informants. The [ei] was used by six of the imform- 
ants for drain. WB, RJD, and INB used the [i] of meat for 
drain. The only inconsistency in this use is that by RJD, 
and he is classified as having cultivated speech.
The Claiborne County informants used the [ee] of hat 
for the first vowel in parents. Scarce was used by only two 
of the informants, WB and INB. This does not give a suffi­
cient sampling to be significant, but it is interesting to 
note that WB used [ei], pronouncing the word [skeis], and INB 
used the [as] .
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The medial vowel of tomato was the diphthong [ei] or 
the so-called pure [e]. Seven of the informants used the 
[ei], but two nasalized and elongated the vowel to [e:]; 
they were WB and GN.
9. [u] AND VARIANTS
The [u] of pool was the vowel used in broom by the 
nine Claiborne County informants; however, the [u] of book 
was the vowel in coop as used by the informants. It also 
appears in the word hoop as used by all nine informants.
Cooper was used by only two informants and the two vowels 
were different. RJD used the [u] of book and INB used the 
[a ] of cup in the proper name Cooper.
Roof is pronounced with the [u] of pool by eight of 
the nine informants. JPW used the [a ] of cup. Hoofs in the 
speech of all the informants contained the [u] of pool.
The observation of Kurath and McDavid as it relates 
to the use of [a ] in soot is born out by the speech of the 
informants from Claiborne County. They say, "In the South 
and the South Midland soot has the vowel / a / of flood quite 
regularly in the speech of the folk and, with some exceptions
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in the middle class, even cultured speakers use it -- espe-
17
cially in South Carolina.”
In food the vowel [u] of pool is in predominant use
by the informants, as it was used by seven of the nine;
however, the [tx] of book was used by DBW and JPW. The [u]
was also used by seven informants in the word wound. The
variant in the pronunciation was to the use of [as] by WB and
EM. They pronounced wound [wseund] . Six informants used
goober as a word for peanuts and used the [u] of pool as
the stressed vowel. The same sound was used by six of the
seven informants who used cooter for turtle. DBW used the
[u] of book as the stressed vowel of cooter. The [u] is
not uncommon in either of these words. ”In goober, checked
/tr/ prevails in the Virginia Piedmont and stands beside
free /u/ in the upcountry of the Carolinas and Georgia; in
cooter /a/ is restricted to the coastal plain of South
18
Carolina and Georgia." EM did not use the words cooter or 
goober; however, they are both probably known to him, as they 
are common words of everyday use in the county.
The predominate vowel in the word spook was the [u]
17 Ibid., p. 155. 
18Ibid., p. 156.
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of pool. It was used by eight of the informants, the only
exception being BW, who used the [tj] of book. This word was
gotten as a response when the informants were asked about
terms used for ghost and the name for the inhabitants of
haunted houses. Although it is not as widespread in use as
ghost and haints, it is a well-known term.
Ewe was pronounced [ju] by most of the informants;
however, RJD used the [o] vowel, pronouncing ewe [jotr] . This
is not an uncommon pronunciation, finding rather general use
19in other areas.
lO. [o] AND VARIANTS
The free vowel [o] is blended with the checked [tj] 
to form the diphthong in predominant use by the informants 
in goal, loan, and home. All nine used [otr] in goal. Eight
of the nine used [ou] in home; however, INB used the free
vowel [o] in home. The [ou] was used by eight informants in 
loam, rendering it [loum]. WB lowered the vowel to the [o] 
of saw, making it [lorn]. The [o] of law was used by all
nine informants in want. Kurath and McDavid report the use
of [o] only in parts of North Carolina and scattered cases
19Ibid., p . 157.
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2o
in the North and North Midlands. Perhaps additional 
studies will indicate an extensive use of this pronunciation.
Seven of the informants used the term yolk. All 
pronounced it with the diphthong [ou], rendering the word 
[jouk].
11. [o] AND VARIANTS
The [o] of saw was used for the stressed vowel of
daughter by all of the informants. In the word faucet both
the [o] of saw and the [a] of lot were used as the stressed
vowel. JH, DBW, JPW, MB, and GN pronounced faucet [fasit]
while WB, RJD, INB, and EM pronounced it [fosit].
Three vowels were used in the stressed syllable of
haunted. The [o] of law was used by six of the informants.
The nasalized diphthong [ei] was used by GN and INB. WB
used the [ a e ]  of care as the vowel.
"In the South and the South Midland haunted regularly
has the / a e /  of bag in folk speech and predominantly so in the
speech of the middle group,...In South Carolina and Georgia
21
even cultured speakers often say /haentid/."
2^Tbid., p . 159.
21Ibid., pp. 161-162.
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In the word sausage the [o] was used by eight of 
the informants. Only JH used another vowel for the initial 
vowel. She used the [a] of lot pronouncing the word 
[sasid3].
The stressed vowel in because was the [o] of law in 
the use of all of the informants. The variant in the pro­
nunciation of this word came in the unaccented first 
syllable, pronounced with [9 ] by eight of the nine, but JH 
used the [1 ].
The [a] of lot was the vowel of water as it was 
pronounced by eight of the informants. JPW used the [0 ] of 
law, pronouncing it [wots]; however, he used the [a] in 
wash as did all the others.
Three of the nine informants use the [a] of lot in 
fog. The others used the [9 ] of law. RJD elongated the 
[o:], but it was the distinct [0 ] phoneme.
The predominant vowel in long, st rong, and on was the
[o] of law. Long did not offer any variants in the vowel 
usage -- only in the amount of faulty nasality. INB and EM 
used a pronounced faulty nasality on the word long. RJD 
pronounced strong with the [a] of lot; it thus was [strai^]. 
The word on had a more varied use. The [0 ] predominated, 
being used by seven of the informants; however, two of the
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seven used the [ou] diphthong on at least one occasion 
during the interviews. EM used the [on] in one sentence, 
but when he started to repeat himself he hesitated and then 
used [otm]. GN and DPW were consistent in the use of [oun].
When grandpa and grandma were used by the informants, 
the [o] of law was the vowel of the final syllable. How­
ever, five of the nine did not use the pa and ma but used 
grandmother and grandfather instead.
12. [x>J AND VARIANTS
The [o] of law predominated in the final syllable of 
grandma and grandpa. The only variant was the use of [9 ] in 
an unaccented position. The same held true with the pro­
nunciation of ma and pa. The [n] was not used by the nine 
informant s.
13. [ai] AND VARIANTS
The informants from Claiborne County did not use the 
[ai] diphthong in the learned word appendicitis. Most of 
them used and elongated [a:], but without the upglide. INB 
used a diphthong, but it did not go up to the [i]. She 
used the [a?] diphthong.
The initial vowel of iodine was a variation of the 
[ai]in the speech of all the informants. Two informants
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followed the initial vowel with the [9 ], thus [aodin], The 
final vowel varied from the fai] as the [i] of dean was 
used by four informants. Two informants unstressed the 
last syllable and pronounced iodine [aidan]. JPW and DBW 
pronounced it [a:dain] and EM pronounced it [a:da:n].
The pronunciation of the word quinine was almost as 
varied as that of iodine. GN pronounced it [kwi'na:n]. JH 
used the diphthong [ai] in the final syllable, pronouncing 
it [kwonain]. The first syllable received a lengthened 
[a:] in the use of WB, who pronounced it [kwa:nan]. The 
others put equal stress and equal length to the [a] in both 
the first and second syllables. This elongating gave the 
word a slight drawl in the predominant use, [kwa:na:n],
14. [au] AND VARIANTS
The diphthongs used in Mississippi for drouth are 
the [au] as indicated in the heading and the [ a e u ] .  They 
have almost equal usage in this word. However, the [au] has 
a light edge. Seven of the informants used the word drouth 
and of the seven four used the [au]. The other three used 
the [ a e u ] .  The final [ 0 ]  is discussed under FRICATIVES. The 
following chart of the words drouth, south, and outhouse 
illustrate the use by the nine informants.
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■ rmant drouth south outhouse
JPW [draeuG ] [ saeuG ] [ seut hasus ]
GN [dr&uG] [ saeuG ] [aeut hcus]
EM [drauG] [s auG] [aut haus]
GH [drauG] [sauG] [aut haus]
DBW [drauG] [s auG] [aut haus]
MB [drSLuG ] [ saeuG] [&ut hS&us]
WB [draeuG ] [saeuG ] [aeut haerus]
RJD [ saeuG ] [ aeut haeus ]
INB [ sseuG ] [aeut haeus]
15. [0 I] AND VARIANTS
The vowel used in the word joint was a diphthong.with 
one variant. Eight of the informants used the [oi] of toy; 
however, INB modified the diphthong by centralizing the 
final sound to an [a], thus [d3 0 ant]. Boil and spoil con­
tained [os], as seven of the nine used the [oa] for these 
words and the other two used the [o]. The [oe] was the most 
popular vowel for oil, as eight of the nine used [oal]. JH 
used the pronunciation [oi ] . The oil does not rhyme with 
all, but neither does it have the diphthong of boy.
16. [iu] AND VARIANTS
The informants from Claiborne County used the [u] of 
pool in blue, chew, and suit.
UNSTRESSED VOWELS
17. [0 ] or [1 ]
In the unstressed syllable of bucket, faucet, skillet,
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pallet, careless, and houses the [r] was used. Before the
[l] the [el] was used in funnel and tunnel. Basically the 
same was true of towel for either a [el] or [1] was used.
In mountain the use was mixed. Three used the [in], 
five used the [an], and one used the [n].
18. [s], [?], or [i]
The words sofa and china ended with the unstressed 
[©] in the speech of all the informants but INB. She used 
the [o'] on both sofa and china. On one occasion in un­
guarded speech GN also used the [©*] on sofa but used the 
[a] ending in the next sentence.
In pronouncing the name of the state Missouri, JH 
used the [i] for the unstressed final syllable. All of the 
other informants used the [a]. JH used the [9 ] as the 
final sound in the town Cincinnati, as did the others.
One of the informants, RJD, who is past ninety, used 
the [er] as the final sound for mother or father. The in­
teresting variant in these words was the substitution within 
the word by DBW, who rendered father and mother as [fada] 
and [mAda].
19. [o], [9 ], or [e] AND VARIANTS
The unaccented final syllable of borrow had five
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variations in pronunciation among nine informants. JH used 
the o, making it [baro]. JPW used the same vowel but length­
ened it to [baro:]. WB and GN ended the word with the [i], 
thus [bari]. INB used the strengthened r quality, making it 
[bare']. The other four informants used the [a], pronouncing 
it [bare].
Five of the informants used the constricted [o'] for
the ending of the word tomato. The other four used the [9 ].
"The variant ending in [9 ] predominates decisively among all
social classes in the South and Midland, except for parts of
22
North Carolina where constricted /3 /  is common in folk 
23
speech...." With the five to four use of the [£■] by the 
informants from Claiborne County, it would appear that the 
[o’] ending to the word tomato has a more extensive use than 
some previous studies have indicated.
In the words widow, meadow, end ye1low the final 
vowel sound that is used the most is the [9 ]. The following 
chart of these words gives a better picture of the use.
Kurath uses the / 3 /  to represent the [©■] in 
unaccented syllables. "Tomato ends in /o/, /9/, or / 3 /  
= / e y I b i d . , p. 170.
23
Ibid., p . 170.
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'ormant widow yellow meadow
JPW [wide] [jele] [meda]
GN [wids] [ jela] [meda]
EM [wider] [ jeler] [meder]
JH [wi dou] [ jelff] [m£do]
DBW [wido] [jela] [meda]
MB [wide] [jela] [meda]
WB [wider] [jely]
RJD [wide] [ jeler] [meda]
INB [wider] [ jsle-] [meder]
Two of the informants were consistent in the use of the [er] 
and four were consistent in the use of [a] in the three words 
above. It should also be noted that yellow had the [er] 
ending in the use of four of the nine informants.
CONSONANTS
20. £ AND VARIANTS
The nine aged informants from Claiborne County 
showed a great deal of discrepancy in their use of the post­
vocalic r. In the word door, five used the [0 ] to replace 
the r, and four used the r. The following chart will give 
a better picture of the use of the postvocalic r.
'ormant dark war core hoarse Arthur
JPW [da:k] [wo a] [koua] [houas] [aGa]
GN [dark] [wo r ] [kour] [hours] [ aGff]
EM [dark] [wo r ] [kour] [hours] [aGer]
JH [da:k] [wo a] [koua] [houas] [ aGa ]
DBW [da:k] [wo a] [kour] [hours] [ aGe^ ]
Informant dark war core hoarse Arthur
MB [dark] [wor ] [koua] [hours] [aGe-]
WB [dark] [wor] [kour] [hours] [ aGer]
RJD [da:k] [wor] [kour] [hous] [ aGa ]
INB [dark] [wor] [kour] [hours] [a0er]
The mid-central [9 ] was used only eight times in 
the twenty-seven places susceptible to this substitution.
The r was dropped, being replaced by an elongated [a:] in 
dark by JPW, JH, DBW, and RJD. The only consistent elimin­
ation of r was in the initial syllable of the word Arthur. 
All nine pronounced it [aGa] or [a0er]. Several other words 
retained the x_, such as the given name Karl and the word 
garden. The word year received more varied treatment than 
any of the others. Note the variety of pronunciations.
JPW - [jea] GN - [jer]
EM - [jIr] JH - [j1r]
DBW -[jer] MB - [j 1r]
RJD - [jeer] WB - [J31 ]
INB - [jier]
In the word hornet the r was used by all but RJD 
and MB. The postvocalic r in orange was pronounced by all 
nine informants. The vowel was varied in mourning, but the 
_r was retained. Neither the vowel nor the r varied in 
courting, which was pronounced [kourtin] or [kourtsn] by all
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nine informants. Porch was pronounced [pourt$] by seven of 
the informants; however, DBW and JPW pronounced it [po:at$].
JPW also used the [ 0 }  for the _r in pork.
From the above it can be seen that the _r in post­
vocalic positions was pronounced more often than it was lost.
JPW was more consistent in the loss of r than any of the
*
other informants. RJD and JH were fairly consistent in the 
loss of r. DBW and MB lost r on some words. The others were 
fairly consistent in the use of r_, losing it on rare oc­
casions as in the above-mentioned given name Arthur.
The phrase your aunt illustrates the use of the 
final r in a word before an initial vowel in the following 
word. In the speech of the nine aged informants from 
Claiborne County, the r was retained by five and lost by four. 
This is a slightly higher percentage of loss than occurred in 
the postvocalic r words. This seems to support Kurath and
McDavid in reporting a tendency to waiver in the use of the
24
intervocalic r in the Lower South.
In the areas where the postvocalic _r is lost and 
where the intervocalic r tends to be pronounced, there often 
occurs an intrusive r in such phrases as law and order,
24Ibid., p. 172.
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swallow it, and ought to. The intrusive _r was noc present 
in the speech of the informants, nor did it occur in such 
single words as wash or ought.
Two other words that contain interesting usages of 
_r are library and February. The following shows the use of 
r in the two words.
ormant library February
JPW [laibreri] [febsweri]
GN [la:beri] [febjeweri]
EM [la:beri] [jebjuwsri]
JH [laibreri] [febsweri]
DBW [1a :beri] [febweri]
MB [labEri] [febjoweri]
WB [febjsweri]
RJD [la:breri] [febj oweri]
INB [la:b£ri] [febjuweri]
The first r is lost by five of the informants in library and 
by all of them in February.
The intervocalic r was retained in some words and 
lost in others. In the word overall the r was lost com­
pletely by three of the informants. In the speech of the 
other six it was [s'*]. The r was retained by all but one 
informant in carried. JPW pronounced carried [ k a e : i d ] .  In
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a similar word, married, the r was retained by all the in­
formants. The variants in the use of the intervocalic are 
well illustrated in the word Florida.
JPW - £flaade] GN - [flarde]
EM - [flardi] JH - [flaada]
DBW - [flarda] MB - [flardo]
RJD - [fla:da] WB - [flarda]
INB - [flarada]
The r was lost in the speech of three of the informants, and 
where the r was retained, the unstressed [9 ] or [1 ] of the 
medial syllable was lost.
21, [j] AND VARIANTS
The alveolar consonants in new, tube, due, dew­
berries, and Tuesday are followed by the [j]. The vowel is
that of pool. This is in keeping with the findings of Kurath
25
and McDavid in regard to these words.
Yeast was pronounced [jist] by all but three of the 
informants. The final consonant was dropped by GN and INB. 
The word was not used by EM. Garden did not have the [j] 
sound.
The [ju] was used by all the informants on the name 
of the state Massachusetts. It was used in the pronunciation 
of nephew, which was rendered [nefju] by all but JH, who
25
Ibid., p . 194.
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pronounced it [nevju]. Humor also contains the [j]. Eight 
of the informants started the word with this sound. Only 
DBW used the h as the initial sound.
22. FRICATIVES
The [0] was used for the final sound in drouth by 
all seven informants that used the word. Although a t 
ending is equally acceptable, the [0] was used exclusively.
The voiceless fricative is common in 
without in two extensive areas: (1) Penn­
sylvania with West Virginia and the Valley 
of Virginia. . . (2) the Lower South. [0] 
also occurs with some frequency in parts 
of the Virginia Tidewater, it is not un- ^  
known in Richmond, but rare everywhere else.
The above statement indicates the use of the [0]
in the South, and informants of Claiborne County bear this
out, as all nine of them used the [0] in without and with.
DBW on one occasion used a [d] for the [0], but this was a
clear, distinct substitution, not a variant of [5].
The [f] and [v] fricatives were both used in hoofs,
but the [v] was the preferred. Hoofs was pronounced [huvz]
by seven of the informants and [hufs] by the other two.
Nephew was pronounced with the fricative [f] by
26
Ibid., p. 176.
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all but one of the informants. The variant in this word 
was discussed under the use of the [j].
The voiced z was the fricative used in greasy by 
all nine of the informants. However, the s was the final 
fricative of vase in the use of all nine informants.
The title for a married woman, Mrs., is pronounced 
in its reduced form of [miz] by eight of the nine informants. 
WB, the one informant with no formal education, used the 
longer form [miziz]. The predominate use is easily mistaken 
for Miss; however, most of the informants made an attempt to 
make the final sound in Miss s rather than the z of [mizj.
Sumac was pronounced [jumeik] by seven of the 
informants and [$umaek] by the other two. The [$] is the 
fricative used by all the informants.
The [m ] is pronounced in wheelbarrow, whinny, and 
whip by the Claiborne County informants. Wharf was pronounced 
[Moaf] by JH, but was pronounced [worf] by DBW, JPW, MB, and 
EM. Other words containing the [m ] in the speech of the 
Claiborne County informants were whetstone, wheels, while, 
and where.
The h of humor was pronounced by only one of the 
informant s.
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23. MISCELLANEOUS CONSONANTS
Six of the informants used the word coop, and they 
all pronounced it [kup].
Mushroom and muskmelon have the same initial syl­
lable in the pronunciation of all the Mississippi informants. 
The [5 ] is the final consonant in the first syllable. Mush- 
room usually gets xhe m ending, although JH used [mA^run].
In the pronunciation of the word walnut, the 1 
was used by all nine informants. The variant in this word 
was in the equal stress of first and second syllables by 
JPW, MB, WB, INB, and EM and the unaccented second syllable 
by the other informants.
The word once contained a t in the pronunciation 
of all the informants, but the t was not added to the end of 
twice. The initial _t in turtle was pronounced, but the 
second _t goes to^d with some of the informants. Turtle was 
given the following pronunciations: [t^dl], [t3t8l], [t3ita],
[tartol], and [t3dl]. The word beautiful further illustrates 
the use of jj for _t. Seven of the nine informants used the 
d for the t in beautiful.
VOWEL CHARTS
Kurath and McDavid designed a graph composed of 
sixty-six words to represent the conventional vowel chart. 
The phonemes are listed horizonally and carefully selected 
words containing the allophones are listed vertically on 
the sides. When the phonetic symbol indicating the use of 
an informant is placed in its proper position in the chart, 
the schematic result is the vowel triangle. Using this 
system, vowel charts have been constructed for each of the 
informants.
Most of the vowels projected on the vowel chart 
were lifted out of the context of the tape-recorded conver­
sations. When any of the sixty-six words, as listed in The
28Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic States, failed 
to appear, sin additional visit was made to the informant to 
secure the information needed. An attempt was made to get 
the word in a voluntary response. There is an occasional
27Ibid., p. 31.
28Ibid., p. 31.
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blank, on the charts where a word could not be elicited in 
conversation. The vowel charts serve as a check system for 
the analysis of the incidences of the vowels and consonants.
No attempt was made to use every word on the vowel charts in 
the analysis.
Three symbols are used on the chart that did not 
occur in the speech of the informants. They are [a], [x>],
and [©]. The absence of the use of these phonemes depicts 
one of the characteristics of the speech of the informants.
It should be further noted that the diphthongs [a i ] and [oi] 
upglide to the tense [i ]. Although this variation is not 
present, it provides for any variants in these sounds that 
might occur. As in the analysis, any variation from a 
phoneme is listed under the phoneme regardless of the degree 
of variation. As an example, the prevalent phoneme in out 
is [au]; however, in the use of the informants [ a r o ]  was 
extensive. Thus, the [ a e u ]  variation is listed under the [atr].
The nine vowel charts constructed for the informants 
follow. The initials of the informants are placed in the 
corners of their respective vowel charts.
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J P W i i e E 3 as a a ai >i an •D 0 A o u u J P W
three i u two
f r t u e i u tooth
six i n wood
crib n pull
ear I 9 n poor
beard I 9 OTT ago
eight BI on coat
April ei oxj road
ten i on home
egg E on know
head £ on four
Mary ei on door
italra 3B9 on hoarse
care jSE on mourn
merry £
th irty 3 A ■un
aermor. 3 A brush
furrow 3
aahea ae 0 frost
bag ae a log
married as o dog
half SB 0 water
glaaa ae 0 daugh ter
aunt ae 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a o : forty
garden a 0 mornlny
crop a 0 9 corn
John a 0 horse
college a
borrow a
five a: a e u down
twice a: a e u out
wire a: a e u flower
0 I Joint
0 1 boll
J P W i i e £ 3 ae a a ai oi an V o A e o n u J P W
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G N i i e e 3 ae a a ai oi ao V 0 A a o u u G N
three i u two
grease i u tooth
■Is i u wood
crib i u pull
ear £ ou poor
beard £ ou ■go
eight ei • ou coat
April ei ou road
ten i ou home
egg £ ou know
head E ou four
Mary ei ou door
■talrt se ou hoarse
care ae ou mourn
m erry £
thirty 3 A ■un
sermor. 3 A brush
furrow 3
aahee ae 0 froat
bag ae 0 log
raarrleti ae 0 dog
half ae a w»ter
glaia ae 0 daughter
aunt ei 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
garden a 0 mornlnf.
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horse
college a
borrow a
five a: a e u down
twice ai aeu out
wire a au flower
3 1 Joint
39 boll
G N i i e E 3 ae a a ai oi au V 0 A e o u u G N
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EM i i e e 3 ae a a a i o i a u V 0 A e o u u EM
three i u two
grease i u tooth
»i* i u wood
crib i u pull
ear i ou poor
beard i ou ago
e lfh t e i ou coat
April e i ou road
tan i ou home
egg e i • ou know
head e ou four
Mary £ ou door
■talri a e a ou hoarse
car* j® 0 mourn
m erry £
th irty 3 A sun
aermor. 3 A brush
furrow 3
aahet ae 0 frost
bag ae 0 log
married ae 0 dog
half ae a wateT
glass ae 0 daughter
aunt e i 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
Carder. a 0 morning
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horse
college a
borrow a ■
five a aeu down
twice a: aeu out
wire a aeu flower
01 Joint
09 boll
EM i i G £ 3 ae a a ai oi au V 0 A e o u u EM
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JH i I e e 3 SE a a a i o i au u 0 A © o u u JH
three i u two
grease i u tooth
six I u wood
crib I u pull
ear I u poor
beard I o u ago
eight e i ou coat
April e i ou road
ten I ou home
*gg e ou know
head £ four
Mary e i ou door
■tain ae hoarse
car* j a e 0 mourn
m arry E
th irty 3 A ■ un
aermor. 3 A brush
furrow 3
aaheg ae 0 frost
bag ae 0 log
m arried ae 0 dog
half ae a wateT
glaaa ae 0 daughter
aunt a e i , 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
garden a 0 mornlny
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horse
college a
borrow a
flva a: a e u down
twice ai au out
wire ai au flower
01 Joint
0 I boll
JH i I e £ 3 a as a a i o i au T> 0 A e o u u JH
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DBW i i e e 3 ee a a a i o i au T) 0 A e o u u DBW
th ree i u tw o
greaae i u tooth
tlx i u wood
crib i u pull
ear i 0 9 poor
beard i o : ago
eight e i ou coat
April e i ou road
ten i ou home
£ ou know
h : ; d £ ou four
Mary £ ou door
i ta lr t ae ou hoarte
care ae 0 mourn
m erry £
th irty 31 A tun
aermor. 31 A bruth
furrow ?
aahea ae 0 fro it
bag ae 0 log
m arried ae 0 dog
half ae a w ater
glaaa ae 0 daughter
aunt e i 0 law
fa ther a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
garden a 0 morning
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horte
college a
borrow a
five a: au down
twice a i au ou t
wire a a e u flower
01 Joint
0 9 boll
DBW i i e £ 3 ae a a ai oi au T> 0 A e o u u DBW
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MB i I e e 3 ae a a ai oi au V 0 A e o u u MB
three i u two
freaae i u tooth
■Is I u wood
crtb I u pull
ear I u poor
beard I o u ago
eight ei ou coat
April ei ou road
ten I ou home
egg e ou know
head £ ou four
Mary £ ou door
■tain se ou hoarie
car* ee 0 mourn
m erry £
thirty 3 A sun
sermon 3 A brush
furrow 3
aahea ae 0 frost
bag ae a tog
m arried ae 0 dog
half aei a w ater
glaaa ae 0 daughter
aunt ei 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
garden a ou mornlny
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horse
college a
barrow a
ftva a: aeu down
twice a: au out
wire a: au flower
01 jo in t
0 0 boll
MB i I e £ 3 ae a a ai oi au x> 0 A e o u u MB
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WB i I e e 3 ae a a ai oi au T> 0 A o u u WB
three i u two
greaae i u tooth
i l l i - u wood
crib I u pull
ear I ou poor
beard ou tgo
eight e : ou coat
April ei ou road
ten I ou home
egg e 0 9 know
head E ou four
Mary £ ou door
• ta in ae ou hoaree
earn jee mourn
m erry
thirty y A tun
aerator 31 A bruth
furrow ?
tehee ae 0 froit
b t f ae 0 log
married ae 0 dog
half aei a water
t l a t t ae 0 daughter
aunt ae 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
carder. a ou morning
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 hone
college a
borrow a
five a: aeu down
twice a: aeu out
wire a au flower
01 Joint
0 8 boll
WB i I e E 3 ae a a ai oi au "D 0 A e o u u WB
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RJD i I e e 3 se a a ai oi au TO 0 A © O u u RJD
three i u two
f r e u t i u tooth
els I u wood
crib I A pull
ear I  9 u poor
beard I  9 o ago
eight ei ou coat
April ei ou road
ten I ou home
an £1 ou know
head e o four
Mary £ 0 9 door
atalrt ae ou hoarae
care jae ou mourr.
m erry £
th irty 3 A aun
•arm or 3 A bruah
furrow 3
aahea ae 0 froat
bag ae 0 log
married ae 0 dog
half aei a water
glaaa ae 0 daughter
aunt ae 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
garden a 0 morning
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horae
college a
borrow a
five a: aeu down
twice a: WJ out
wire a: aeu flower
01 Joint
0 9 boll
RJD i I e £ 3 ae a a ai oi au T) 0 A © o u u RJD
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INB i i e e 3 86 a a ai o i au D 0 A © o u u INB
three .i u two
grease i u tooth
ilx i A wood
crib I u pull
• • r i ou poor
beard I 9 ou ago
eight ei ou coat
April ei ou road
tan I ou home
•fC ei ou know
head e ou four
Mary ei ou door
stair* 86 ou hoarse
c a n e ou mourn
m arry e
thirty ? A sun
term or 31 A brush
furrow ?
aahoa ae 0 frost
bag 86 0 log
married ae 0 dog
half ae a water
glaaa ae 0 daughter
aunt ei 0 law
father a
palm a
barn a 0 forty
garder a 0 morning
crop a 0 corn
John a 0 horae
college a
borrow a
five a: bbu down
twice a: aeu out
wire a aeu flower
09 joint
09 boil
INB i I e e 3 ae a a a i o i a u U 0 A © o u u INB
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In conclusion, certain factors are wor+h special 
attention. The use of diphthongs indicated a number of 
modifications, and certain vowel changes or substitutions 
merit mention.
The diphthongs in the use of the nine informants 
manifest a variety of changes. The five diphthongs as iden­
tified by Wise,1 [ei], [ai], [oi], [au], and [ou], are all
modified to some degree. The [au] received the most ex­
tensive changes. This diphthong as used in such words as 
town, flower, drouth, c o w , and gown was by and large [aeu] 
rather than [au]. This indicates a decided preference for 
the [aeu] .
The diphthong [oi] was reserved for such words as 
boy and toy. Other words that traditionally contained the 
[oi] diphthong went to [o] or [os]. O i 1 furnishes an ex­
cellent example of the use of [os] as a substitute diphthong, 
as eight of the nine informants rendered the word [osl].
Boi1 and spoil were pronounced [bosl] and [sposl] by seven of 
the informants. The others used the [o] or [oi] for these 
words on at least one occasion.
Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), p. 63.
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The diphthong [ai] was not used in five, nine,
might, and night. The [a:] was a two-to-one choice by the
nine informants.
The [ou] was modified to [oua], [o], and [0 9 ].
One informant used the triphthong in old, pronouncing it 
[oual]. The [ou] diphthong was used by most of the informants 
in such words as woe and ago; however, the so-called pure 
[o] was also used. The [09] was used as the final sounds
in four and door by two of the informants. The [ou] was
used by all but two of the informants in worn [wourn], but
the two used [woan] and [won].
The diphthong [ei] was not modified as often as
the other diphthongs. Only two of the informants used [e:]
in rail. One pronounced rail as [real]. Asia was pronounced
[e:3 a] by one informant and [ei3 a] by the others. Some
words did not vary from the [ei] as Saint in St. Louis was
pronounced [seint] by all the informants. Can1t was rendered
[keint] by all the informants and aunt was pronounced [eint]
2
by all but two of the informants.
Wise considers these as deviations from standard 
Southern Speech. Ibid., 114.
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One diphthong was added in the speech of the in­
formants. It was [31] or [39]. It was not used often but 
merits mention. Girl was pronounced [g3il] by two informants 
and [gsgl] by a third. Turn was pronounced [t3in] by two 
informants. First was another example of this usage, as it 
was pronounced [f3ist] by one informant and [f3as] by 
another.
The vowel before m and n in stressed syllables or 
one-syllable words was pronounced [1 ] by the informants.
Some of the words containing the [1 ] were member, remember, 
intend, fence, ten, and men. This was not just an occasional 
substitution but was regularly the vowel before m or n in 
these words.
The b was substituted for the v in such words as 
eleven and seventy. A further substitution usage by some 
informants in these words was m for n. Note the variety of 
pronunciations of eleven: [Qlsbsn], [lebsn], [lebip], and
[lebam]. Seventy was pronounced [sebenti], [sebamti], and 
[sebmdi]. Eight of the nine informants used the b substi­
tution in seventy and six used the b in seven.
Two other vowel usages are marked enough for special 
attention. In the words water, wash, and watch, the a was
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an [a] in all but one case. Water was pronounced [woter] by 
one of the informants.
The predominate vowel in log, hog, dog, and foggy 
was the [o] with only five exceptions in the use of the four 
words by the informants. Foggy was pronounced [fagi] by 
three informants, and log was pronounced [lag] by two.
Additional studies are needed to see if the char­
acteristics of speech as found in the aged informants of 
Claiborne County are typical for the state. It is hoped 
that these studies will be done at the earliest possible 
date so that more will be known of the speech characteristics 
of Mississippi before important age groups die out.
This is a characteristic of Southern Speech, 
according to Wise. Ibid., p. 205.
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afraid 74.3 - 93.3 courting 81.5
again 43.6 cow 33.5
all 13.3 creek 30.2
appendicitis 80.1 crop 41.3
Arthur 67.8b
aunt 68. 1 dance 83.1
daughter 6 4 ,6a
barn 14.2 dark 4. lb
beautiful 89 .8c deaf 77 .2
because 88.7 dewberry 62.5
blew 6.3 diphtheria 79.7
boi 1 77.6 door 10.4
borrow 95.2 drain 30.1b
bristles 35.7 drought 7.1
broom 10.4 due 94.8
brush 22.5 dues 95 . 1
bucket 17.2
bulk 51 .4 ear 71.7
butcher 46 .7 egg 46. 1
either 71.3
calf 33.7 ewe 35.1
calm 75.5
can * t 4. lc father 63.4
careless 74.6 faucet 18.7
Carl 66.8b February 1.8
cartridge 22.7 Florida 86.7
carried 105.9 fog 6 .6
catch 98.8 food 48.1
chew 50.2 four 1.1
china 17.1 funnel 19.4
Cincinnati 87.1
coop 36.8 garden 50.7
Cooper 67.4 glass 48.7
cooter 60.5a goal 98.7
core 54.4 goober 54.5
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good 7b. 1 mushroom 56.8
grandma 64.2 rauskmelon 56 .7
grandpa 64. 1
gums 72.1 Negro 70. 1
neither 71.4
hammer 20.6 nephew 66.2
haunted 90.3 new 27.4
hearth 8.2b none 7.1b
hoarse 76 .6 nothing 103. 1
hornet 60.7c - 60.8a
home 97 .7 oil 24.2a
hoof s 34.6 on 102.8 a
hoop 20.3 once 7a. 1
house 14. lb orange 55.2
houses 14. lb ought 57.3
humor 99.6 oyster 60. lb
iodine 78.6 pa 63.4
pallet 29.2
joint 72.3a palm 72.2
judge 68.6 parents 63.7
pasture 15.7
keg 20.2 poor 70.3c
kettle 17.7 porch 10.8
pork 46.3
law 86.2 push 98.1
law and order 86.2 put 102.8
library 84. 1
loam 29.3 quinine 78.4
long 87.6
radish 55 .3
ma 63.6 raspberry 62.5
married 82.6 rather 90.5
marsh 29.7 rinse 18.2
Mary 67.2 roof 11.5
Massachusetts 86 .5 room 7.7-7
meadow 29.6 Ru s s i a 87.2
Missouri 86 .8
Miss 67.5a Saturday 2.1
mother 63.6 sausage 46 .6
mountain 62.8 scarce 95.3a
mourning 79.2 shut 11.1
M r s . 67.4b ski1let 17.6
mush 50.4 sof a 9.1
mushmelon 56 .7 soot 8.6
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spook 90.2
stairs 10.7
stamp 96.7
strong 73. 1
suit 27.4
sumac 62. 2a
swallow 57.2
swamp 29.7
tomato 55.4
took 77. lb
touch 98.3
towel 18.6
toy 101.7
tube 24.3
Tuseday 2.1
tunnel 19.4
turtle 60.5
tushes 35.7b
twice 7a.1
two 1.1
vase 17.8
walnut 54.6
war 86 .1
wash 18.1
water 77.7b
wharf 31.3
wheel 39. 4c
wheelbarrow 23.2
whetstone 23.3
where 104.2a
whi le 88.3
whinny 36 .4
whip 19.5
widow 63.6
with 32.3
won' t 58.4
wound 78.2
year 5.3
yeast 45.6
yellow 45.7b
yesterday 3.6
yo.lk 45.7
yonder 52.4
your aunt 67.8a
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70.4 - 71.5 adverbs, conjunctions
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76.1 - 80.4 illness, death
80.5 - 8 1 . 5 verb phrases
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87.4 - 88.7 noun forms, conjunctions
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94.2 -1 0 2 . 8 various activities
103.1 -105 miscellaneous expressions
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